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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
Defendant, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS 
DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S 
THEORY 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF CHAFUES WILHOITE IN OPPOSITION 
TO SARMC'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PURCHASE PRICE DAMAGE THEORY- 1 
02004 ' 
MRI ASSOCLATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
vs. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
MRI ASSOCLATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. I 
COME NOW Counterdefendants, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), and move this Court 
to strike the Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in Support of MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's 
Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory, dated June 12,2007. 
This Motion to Strike is necessary because Mr. Wilhoite seeks to offer new, previously 
undisclosed opinions regarding damage causation in his June 12, 2007 Affidavit. Mr. Wilhoite 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S .\IOTION 1'0 STRIKE THE AFFID.4VII' OF CHARLES WILHOI1'E IN OPPOSITION 
1'0 SAR\IC"S hlOTlON IN LIMINE RE: PCRCllASE PKICE DAhlAGE THEORY- 2 
02005 
had previously testified at his deposition that he was not offering opinions regarding causation 
for damages in this action, but his June 12, 2007 Affidavit offers damages causation testimoily. 
The opinions contained in his June 12, 2007 Affidavit are not offered to rebut other expert 
opinions, nor are they merely expanded opinions based upon previously disclosed opinions. The 
Court, in its June 5, 2007, Decision denying Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Strike the expert 
testimony of Mr. Wilhoite, clearly indicated that Saint Alphonsus would be entitled to object to 
opinions not contained within the scope of MRIA's Rule 30(b)(6) disclosure. 
This Motion is supported by the Court's June 5, 2007 Memorandum Decision, Saint 
Alphonsus' Reply to M a ' s  Opposition to Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine Re: Purchase 
Price Damage Theory, dated June 14, 2007, as well as the Court's other record and files in this 
matter. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED. 
DATED this day of June 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
C 
x t n c k  J. Miller // 
. 
Attorneys for Saint Alphonsus 
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' DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: 
REFERRING PHYSICIANS 
DESIGNATED BY SARGJGSR AS 
EXPERT WITNESSES 
(RESPONSE TO THIRD PARTY 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
v. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
MRIA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: REFERRING PHYSICIANS DESIGNATED BY 
SARGIGSR AS EXPERT WITNESSES - Page 1 
r, ,sJ 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN mDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA"), by 
and through its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., hereby submits this reply 
memorandum in support of its Motion in Limine Re: Referring Physicians Designated by 
SARGIGSR as Expert Witnesses as follows:' 
1. ARGUMENT 
Third-Party Defendants argue that their five physician expert designees constitute a 
"representative sample" of hundreds of referring physicians who will testify that the drop in MRI 
Center scans was "because MRIA terminated the services of GSR and many referring physicians 
followed the radiologists." (See Obj. at 2 & 3.) Like SARMC, Third-Party Defendants attempt 
to couch these opinions as expert testimony when, in fact, they are not. 
' On June 12,2007 Third-Party Defendants' Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine 
were due. Although filed on June 12,2007, these Objections were served by mail. MRIA's 
counsel received Third-Party Defendants' Objections two days later, on June 14,2007. By 
agreement of the parties, MRIA's reply memoranda in support of Third-Party Defendants' 
Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine are now due on or before June 19,2007. 
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As mentioned in h4RIA's Motion, I.R.E. 702 allows an expert witness to testify if that 
witness's scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact. Here, 
the five physicians designated by SARGIGSR as expert witnesses provide identical affidavits 
discussing their individual referral practices. These physicians, therefore, are incapable of 
testifying about why hundreds of physicians switched their referral patterns from MRMMRICI 
to IMI. Although Third-Party Defendants claim that these physicians will testify as to the 
considerations that go into other physicians' referrals for diagnostic testing and the reputation of 
GSR in the medical community, there is evidence of their interviewing the referring physician 
community. Along these lines, there is nothing to suggest that different doctors might consider 
different issues important in selecting an h4RI provider. Yet, Third-Party Defendants disregard 
these shortcomings in favor of having these five physicians argue causation as to the remaining 
hundreds of referring physicians who have switched their referral patterns. (See Id. at 3.) 
These physicians are only describing their own referring patterns; they do not, and 
cannot, speak on behalf of the other Boise-area physicians. Because these physicians and their 
individual decision-making behavior cannot be extrapolated to include other physicians in 
different practices, in different areas, over different periods of time, their testimony is not truly 
scientific, technical, or specialized. Therefore, they cannot be qualified as experts under I.R.E. 
702. 
Furthermore, none of these physicians have been turned over for deposition. If and when 
these depositions are coordinated, MRLA intends to explore fully the "science" of these 
physicians' opinions and the foundation for those opinions. With these unscheduled depositions 
MRIA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE RE: REFERRING PHYSICIANS DESIGNATED BY 
SARGIGSR AS EXPERT WITNESSES -Page 3 
02010 
in mind, MRIA alternatively requests the opportunity to have any ruling deferred until these 
physicians are deposed. 
11. CONCLUSION 
For all these reasons, as well as those raised in its underlying Motion, MRIA respectfully 
requests that its Motion be granted and the Court exclude the testimony of the five physicians 
SARGIGSR proposed as expert witnesses. Alternatively, MRIA requests that any decision be 
postponed until MRIA has the opportunity to depose these witnesses. 
DATED this I day of June, 1007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
Case No. CV OC 04082191) 
MRIA'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: 
ADMISSIBILITY OF SHATTUCK 
HAMMOND MEMORANDUM 
(RESPONSE TO THIRD PARTY 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION) 
CounterClaimants, 
v. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
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M.RI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA"), by and 
through its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., hereby submits this reply 
memorandum in support of its Motion in Limine Re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum as follows:' 
1. ARGUMENT 
Third-Party Defendants argue only that the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum is 
inadmissible because it contains double hearsay. Rather than make the same arguments already 
raised in MRIA's briefing on this issue, MRIA's incorporates those arguments as if hlly made 
herein. (See MRIA's Mot. in Limine at 11-13; see also MRIA's Opp. to SARMC's Mot. in 
Limine at 4-6; MRIA's Reply in Supp. of Mot. in Limine at 3-5.) 
' On June 12,2007 Third-Party Defendants' Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine 
were due. Although filed on June 12,2007, these Objections were served by mail. M u ' s  
counsel received Third-Party Defendants' Objections two days later, on June 14,2007. By 
agreement of the parties, MRIA's reply memoranda in support of Third-Party Defendants' 
Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine are now due on or before June 19,2007. 
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11. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated within MRIA's briefing on this same issue, as well as the Court's 
consideration of this same issue, MRJA respectfully requests that its Motion be granted and that 
the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum be admissible. 
DATED this day of June, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A.
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants/Third 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S RESPONSE TO THIRD 
PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
OBJECTION TO MOTION IN 
LIMINE RE: INVESTMENTS BY 
MEMBERS OF DMR 
(RESPONSE TO THIRD-PARTY 
DEFENDANTS' OBEJCTION) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, 
v. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
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Od 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability I 
partnership, I 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
vs. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA'), by 
and through its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., hereby submits this reply 
memorandum in support of its Motion in Limine Re: Investments By Members of DMR as 
follows:' 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The introduction of any evidence at trial relating to the investments by, or financial status of, 
individual members of Doctors Magnetic Resonance, Inc. ("DMR"), having no probative value, 
would only serve to incite and inflame the jury while causing prejudice to MRIA. The investments 
and financial status of individual members of DMR are simply not relevant to any claims or defenses 
in this case, and evidence relating to these subjects is inadmissible under I.R.E. 402 . 
In addition to being irrelevant, evidence revealing the details of the financial status and 
investments of the members of DMR would be unfairly prejudicial, and any probative value would 
' On June 12,2007 Third-Party Defendants' Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine 
were due. Although filed on June 12,2007, these Objections were served by mail. MRIA's 
counsel received Third-Party Defendants' Objections two days later, on June 14,2007. By 
agreement of the parties, MRIA's reply memoranda in support of Third-Party Defendants' 
Objections to MRIA's Motions in Limine are now due on or before June 19,2007. 
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be far outweighed by the unfair prejudice to MRIA. Further, evidence of the financial status and 
investments of DMR members could confuse and mislead the jury and would result in a waste of 
time, and should be excluded under I.R.E. 403. 
11. ARGUMENT 
On June 5,2007, MRIA filed a motion in limine seeking an order prohibiting Saint Alphonsus 
Diversified Care, Inc. and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc.'s (hereaRer collectively 
referred to as "SARMC") fiom introducing evidence at trial about the investments by, or financial 
status of, individual members of DMR. (See MRIA's Motion in Limine Re Investments by Members 
of DMR.) On June 14,2007, Third Party Defendant Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC, Gem 
State Radiology, LLP, and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP (hereafter collectively referred to as 
"IMI") filed a separate (and untimely) opposition to MRIA's pending Motion in Limine. MRIA's 
motion and briefing applies equally to MI .  Just as SARMC should be precluded from introducing 
such evidence relating to the investments and financial status of individual members of DMR, so 
should MI .  ' 
It is axiomatic that ordinarily the wealth or lack thereof of a party is irrelevant as to any 
of the issues to be determined by the fact finder." Cheney v. Palos Verdes Inv. Corp., 104 Idaho 
897,902,665 P.2d 661 (1983). As neither M I  nor SARMC seek punitive damages against 
MRIA, the wealth, or lack thereof, of the individual members of DMR cannot be relevant to any 
of the issues in this case. Id. (noting that evidence of wealth may be admissible in an action 
seeking punitive damages and only ifthe court is cautious toprevent jury passion as a result 
thereof)(emphasis added). 
IMI certainly does not have "the right" to explore the financial status and investments of 
the individual members of DMR without proof of the relevance of such evidence to any claims 
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or defenses in this matter.2 Undeniably, MRIA was a for-profit organization and all of its 
partners stood to benefit financially from its success - including members of DMR and SARMC. 
Unlike SARMC, however - which violated it fiduciary duties by pursuing business opportunities 
outside of MRIA that impinged upon and directly competed with the interests of MRIA - the 
members of DMR did not violate the MRIA partnership agreement or their fiduciary duties to 
SARMC by profiting from the financial success of MRIA. Nor have SARMC or IMI asserted 
claims to this effect (because they cannot). Thus, evidence of the financial status and investments 
of the individual member of DMR does not support any claims by SARMC or M I  against MRIA 
(as none exist). Furthermore, evidence that the members of DMR may have been interested in 
promoting the financial success of MRIA, or may have pursued other investment opportunities 
outside of MRIA which did not impinge upon the interests of MRIA, does nothing to justify or 
counter the allegations by MRIA against SARMC and IMI. Not supporting any claim or defense 
in this mater, the details of the financial status and the investments of the members of DMR are 
irrelevant to any issue in this litigation and should not be admitted. 
To the contrary, parsing through the details of the financial status and investments of the 
individual members of DMR would only amount to an attempt by IMI to inflame the jury and 
prejudice MRIA. By portraying the members of DMR as more interested in wealth than health 
care - an allegation which, as already discussed, is not relevant to any claim or defense in this 
matter, M I  seeks to unfairly cloud the issues and to incite jury passion. Any purported probative 
value of this evidence is strongly outweighed by the prejudice it would cause MRIA. For these 
reasons, it should be excluded under I.R.E. 403. See Cheney, supra, 104 Idaho at 902,665 P.2d 
MRIA does not dispute that IMI and SARMC may have a limited right to ask general questions 
of the members of DMR relating to whether they have a financial stake in this.litigation in order 
to show bias. 
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661 (noting that evidence of wealth may be admissible in an action seekingpunitive damages 
and only ifthe court is cautious toprevent jury passion as a result thereoj)(emphasis added). 
At the very least, the Court should prohibit SARMC from making any reference to the 
financial status and investments of DMR in its opening statement. If, through the progression of 
the trial, a basis arises for the introduction of such evidence, SARMC may then, and only then, 
present an offer of proof as to that evidence it seeks to introduce. 
111. CONCLUSION 
For all these reasons, as well as those raised in its underlying Motion, MRIA respectfully 
requests that its Motion be granted and that IMI not be permitted to introduce any evidence 
pertaining to the financial status of, or investments by, the individual members of DMR on the 
basis that such evidence is irrelevant, highly prejudicial and likely to cause jury confusion. 
Alternatively, MRIA requests that the Court prohibit IMI from referencing this evidence in its 
opening statement until it can be determined at trial whether the evidence is relevant. 
DATED this day oflune, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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Attorneys for Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC, Gem 
State Radiology, LLP, and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, ) 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 1 
) Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS. 
1 
) 
1 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited ) 
liability partnership, ) 
) THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
Defendant. ) RESPONSEIOBJECTION TO 
) MRIA'S ERRONEOUS STATEMENT 
) REGARDING UNTIMELINESS 
) OF THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
PLEADINGS 
) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited ) 
liability partnership, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, 1 
VS. 
1 
1 
j 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, ) 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT ) 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
) 
1 
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE/OBJECTION TO MRIA'S ERRONEOUS STATEMENT REGARDING UNTIMELINESS OF THIRD 
PARTY DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
PACE 1 
Counterdefendants. 1 
) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited ) 
liability partnership, 
\ 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; 
GEM STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho 
limited liability partnership; and IMAGING 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Third Party Defendants. ) 
COME NOW Third Party Defendants, Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC, Gem State 
Radiology, LLP, and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP, by and through their attorneys of record, 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, McKlveen & Jones, Chtd., and submit this objection to the 
erroneous statement by MRIA that Third Party Defendants' pleadings were "untimely." Third 
Party Defendants wish to clarify this statement. 
In multiple pleadings, including "MRI's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: 
Investments by Members of DMR," "MRI's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: 
Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond Memorandum," "MRI's Reply in Support of Motion in 
Limine Re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond Memorandum," and "MRIA's Reply in Support of 
Motion in Limine Re: Referring Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR As Expert Witnesses," 
MRIA has placed in a footnote the statement that Third Party Defendants' responsive pleadings 
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were "untimely." Third Party Defendants object to that erroneous statement and wish to clarify the 
situation for the Court. 
Pursuant to the Court's rulings and the Court's instructions regarding timing of memoranda, 
all reply briefing was required to be filed and served not less than 7 days before June 19, 2007, or 
by June 12,2007. On June 12,2007 Third Party Defendants filed a number of pleadings. They also 
served the pleadings on that same date by depositing the pleadings in the United States Mail, and 
provided a Certificate of Service certifying the date of service. Under Rule 5(b) of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure, service on an attorney shall be made by mailing: "Service by mail is complete 
upon mailing." 
Third Party Defendants filed and served their pleadings on June 12,2007, as required by the 
Court. Their pleadings were therefore timely filed and served. Counsel for Third Party Defendants 
will assume MRIA's statement to the contrary was an honest error. 
Dated this a day of June, 2007 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. 1 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
FUDIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. I 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Inc., hereby give notice that the Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. Vistnes, Ph.D., filed on 
June 12, 2007, was inadvertently filed without being notarized. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is 
an original page 7 of the Supplemental Affidavit, signed by Mr. Vistnes and notarized by notary 
public Christine McCaffrey. The Court and all interested parties are requested to replace the 
affected page of the Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. Vistnes, Ph.D. 
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DATED this g d a y  of June 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
GIVENS PUE,SLEY LLP 4 
Saint Alphonsus 
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Confidential 
percent less), while his second pricing analysis indicates that the amount by which Saint Luke's 
was overpaid more than tripled between those two years (from 28 percent to 109 percent).I6 
In lny opi~lion, this utter lack of consistency associated with Whitelaw's pricing analyses further 
renders those pricing analyses unreliable. 
IV. SUMMARY 
My analyses show that the methodology that Whitelaw employs is not reliable: in addition to the 
problems addressed in my April 30,2007 report, I have shown that Whitelaw's methodology 
produces false positives and inconsistent predictions. As such, that methodology does not 
provide an economically reliable basis for assessing whether or not IMI's conduct has been 
allticompetitive. 
While there is no reliable evidence suggesting that IM1 is paid nlore than other MRI providers 
for conlpavable services, there is evidence indicating not only that entry and expansion in this 
market can take place on a timely basis, but that such entry and expansion has in fact occurred. 
This evidence and the other market characteristics discussed in my previous report strongly 
dispel any conclusion that IMI's conduct has resulted in anticompetitive effects or harmed 
consumers in any way. Sin~ilarly, the evidence suggests that MRfA is hardly unique among the 
many competitors in the market. Thus, even if IMI's conduct had harmed MRIA, there is no 
basis to conclude that this h a m  to a competitor translates into harm to competition. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
June 12,2007 
~- 
Gregory S. Vistnes 
I6 Whitelaw's first pricing analysis generates coefficient estimates of -0.330 and -0.615 for 2003 and 2004, 
respectively; this translates to price effects of e.0.330 - I = -28 percent and e.0tii5 - I = -46 percent. Whitelaw's 
second pricing analysis generates coefficient estimates of 0.246 and 0.739 for 2003 and 2004, respectively; this 
translates to price effects of eo.246 - 1 = 28 percent and eo7j9 - I = 109 percent. 
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COMES NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, MRI Associates, LLP 
("MRIA"), by and through its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker, P.A., and 
opposes Saint Alphonsus' ("SARMC") Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Interference 
with Prospective Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations (the "Motion") as follows: 
I. INTRODUCTION 
SARMC argues that MRIA has offered no evidence of a business expectancy that 
supports its interference with prospective contractual relations claim. In doing so, however, 
SARMC conveniently ignores the business relationship between the MRI Center and referring 
physicians. This relationship and the corresponding referrals for MRI scans represent the 
intuitive business expectancy inherent within M U ' S  seventh cause of action. Case law, the 
record, deposition testimony, and expert reports combine to establish this business expectancy 
while, at the same time, dismissing SARMC's motion. 
11. PROCEDURAL, BACKGROUND 
SARMC filed its Motion on May 18,2007. MRZA has no evidence suggesting that 
SARMC did not also service the Motion on May 18,2007; yet, MRfA first became aware of the 
Motion on June 15,2007. SARMC graciously allowed MRIA to submit its opposition to the 
Motion on or before June 22,2007 and the parties have entered into a stipulation to that effect. 
HI. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
1. MRIA is an Idaho limited liability partnership, which acted and acts as a general 
partner with management responsibilities for two operational entities, MRI Limited Partnership 
("MRI Center") and MRI Mobile Limited Partnership ("MRI Mobile") (collectively "MRIA"); 
MRIA was/is in the business of performing MR. scans to referred patients. 
2. SARMC served as a partner in MRIA from 1986 to April 1,2004; during that 
time, SARMC owed fiduciary duties to MRIA and was bound by a noncompete agree 
"lii032b 
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incorporated into the MRIA Partnership Agreement. (See MRIA's Mot. for Partial Summ. J., 
dated 3/21/06 ("MRIA Dissociation Briefing")). 
3. In 1999, IMI opened its doors in direct competition with MRI Center of Idaho. 
4. SARMC assisted in the formation and growth of IMI. (See MRIA's Mot. to 
amend to Seek Punitive Damages, dated 12/20/06 ("Punitive Damages Briefing")). 
5. SARMC became a formal partner in IMI on July 1,2001. (See Ex. "A", attached 
to Gordon Aff. at 7 2.) 
6. SARMC made significant financial contributions to IMI while still a partner in 
MRIA, and SARMC does not know how that money was spent by IMI. (See Punitive Damages 
Briefing.) 
7. SARMC provided IT services to IMI while still a partner in MRIA that 
contributed to the success of IMI and that were not divided between MRI and non-MU services 
offered by IMI. (See Ex. "B, 81:8-83:21, attached to Gordon Aff. at 7 3; see also Punitive 
Damages Briefing.) 
8. SARMC served on the management committee for IMI and made decisions 
impacting all modalities of the IMI business such as personnel issues, advertising, etc. (See 
Punitive Damages Briefing.) 
9. SARMC, as a member of IMI, opened an imaging center in Meridian under the 
IMI name despite knowing that MRIA desired to open an imaging center in Meridian. (See 
Punitive Damages Briefing.) 
10. MRLA began experiencing lost scans and lost profits in approximately 1999. (See 
Ex. "C" at p. 15, attached to Gordon Aff. at 7 4.) 
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11. SARMC wrongfully withdrew from MRlA for the purpose of joining all 
modalities of IMI and competing openly against MlUA in April 2004. (See MRIA Dissociation 
Briefing.) 
12. SARMC paid nothing to its partners in MRIA in exchange for its ability to 
compete against MRIA in violation of the Partnership Agreement. (See Id.) 
13. MRIA did not terminate the radiologists until January 2005 after MRIA 
determined that continuing to employ the radiologists was necessary to mitigate its losses. (See 
Ex. " D  to Gordon Aff. at 7 5.) 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Standard of Review 
Summary judgment is only. appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). In 
determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the Court will liberally construe the 
record in favor of the nonmoving party and will draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions 
in the nonmoving party's favor. Northwest Bec-Corp. v. Home Living Srv., Inc., 136 Idaho 835, 
41 P.3d 263 (2002); Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 130 Idaho 597, 600, 944 P.2d 1360, 1363 
(1997). If reasonable persons can draw conflicting inferences &om the evidence or can reach 
differing opinions, a court must deny summary judgment. Orthman, 130 Idaho at 600,944 P.2d 
at 1363. 
"At all times, the moving party has the burden of establishing the lack of a genuine issue 
of material fact. To meet this burden, the moving party must challenge in its motion and 
establish through evidence that no issue of material facts exists for an element of the nonmoving 
party's case." See Bec-Corp, at 838,41 P.3d at 266 (internal citations omitted). 
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B. MFUA HadlHas a Valid Business Expectancy with Patients Referred to, or Who 
Would Otherwise Obtain Services from MRIA 
Idaho first recognized the tort of interference with a prospective economic advantage in 
Idaho First National Bankv. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 Idaho 266,284-285,824 P.2d 841,859- 
860 (1991). Since then, the tort's elements are understood to be: (1) The existence of a valid 
economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) 
intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was 
wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the defendant 
interfered for an improper purpose or improper means); and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff 
whose expectancy has been disrupted. See Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 
338,986 P.2d 996,1004 (1999). Here, SARMC takes issue only with the first element of the 
tort: the existence of a valid economic expectancy. (See Memo at 3.) MRIA had (and has) a 
valid business expectancy with patients referred to, or who would othenvise obtain services from 
MRIA. 
For the most part, the "expectancies" protected have been those of future contractual 
relations, "such as the prospect of obtaining employment, or employees, or the ovvorlunitv of 
obtaining customers." See Stewart Title Guar. Co. v. American Abstract & Title Co., 363 Ark. 
530,543,215 S.W.3d 596,603 (Ark. 2005).' The Restatement (Second) of Torts also guides the 
definition of an "expectancy" for the purpose of supporting an interference with prospective 
contractual relations claim: 
' Additionally, the court in Stewart Title appropriately recognized that the issue of 
whether a valid economic expectancy existed is an issue of fact. See Stewart Title, 363 Ark. at 
546,215 S.W.3d at 605 ("In the present case, the circuit court vroverlv ruled that the auestion of 
whether a valid business exDectancv existed was a auestion for the iury to determine, and we 
cannot say that the circuit court erred in deferring to the jury's resolution of the issue." 
(Emphasis added)). 
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The relations protected against intentional interference by the rule stated in this 
Section include any prospective contractual relations, . . . if the potential contract2 
would be of vecuniarv value to the plaintiff. Included are interferences with the 
prospect of obtaining employment or employees, the opportunity of selling or 
buying land or chattels or services, and any other relations leading to uotentially 
profitable contracts . . .. Also included is interference with a continuing business 
or other customary relationship not amounting to a formal contract. 
(See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766B, cmt. c (1979) (Emphasis added)). Therefore, any 
prospective business relationship that would be of pecuniary value constitutes a valid business 
expectancy. Id. It should be understood that the shift in referrals from MRIA to IMI as a result 
of SARMC's improper conduct constitute an interference with prospective business relations of 
pecuniary value - also known as an interference with a prospective economic advantage or 
business expectancy. 
SARMC's feigned ignorance of any business expectancy is belied by the fact that, as of 
1999, it knew (or should have known) that its wrongful withdrawal from the MRIA Partnership 
to join forces with a competing imaging facility, MI, in violation of the Partnership's non- 
compete provision, would lead to a shift in referrals away from MRIA. (See Ex. "E", attached to 
Gordon Aff. at 1 6  (withdrawing from MRIA will lead to "[tlhe appearance of shifting referrals 
may votentiallvresult in legal challen~es from GP and LP interest holders, and investigations 
from State and Federal authorities." (Emphasis added)). This lost business expectancy was also 
shared by SARMC's COO, Cindy Schamp, who testified at her deposition that she expected 
MRZA to lose scans to IMI: 
The expression, prospective contractual relation, is not used in this Section in a strict, 
technical sense. It is not necessary that the prospective relation be expected to be reduced to a 
formal, binding contract. It may include prospective quasi-contractual or other restitutionary 
rights or even the voluntary conferring of commercial benefits. (See Restatement (Second) of 
Torts 9 766B, cmt. c (1979)). 
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Q: And you understood that, although not easily quantified, the creation of an 
independent imaging center would have some impact on the volumes of 
magnetic resonance scans performed at the center? 
A: Did I understand that if they opened a center with MRI services in or 
connected to that center, that it would impact MRI volumes at the main 
facility? 
Q: Yes. 
A: I anticipated that would occur, yes. 
Q: Okay. Because, in effect, they're competing for a certain number of scans 
that are going to be requested over an identified period of time; correct? 
A. Correct. In a marketplace growing substantially. 
(See Ex. "F", 98:12-99:4, attached to Gordon Aff. at 17.) These lost scans are business 
expectancies - they represent business relationships that are of pecuniary value. These 
relationships necessarily satisfy the contested element of the existence of a valid economic 
C. SARMC Interfered with MRIA's Valid Business Expectancy 
Though not challenged in its Motion, the record is replete with evidence that, after being 
liberally construed in favor of MRIA, a jury could conclude that SARMC intentionally and 
This situation is similar to Seabuiy & Smith, Inc. v. Payne Financial Group, Inc, 393 F. 
Supp. 2d 1057 (E.D. Wash. 2005). There, the federal district court entertained the plaintiffs 
motion for summary judgment on its tortious interference with business expectancy cause of 
action. The plaintiff employer argued that the defendant former employees and the defendant 
business competitor tortiously interfered with its business expectancy when they solicited the 
plaintiffs clients and engaged in a "team effort" to intercept twenty-five long-time clients. The 
court recognized this relationship as a business expectancy. Id. at 1064 ("'It is undisputed that 
[plaintiffl had clients, had on-going contracts with those clients and that many of the 25 clients 
which were allegedly interfered with had been clients of blaintiffl for several years. The f ~ s t  
element is established.") The same can he said here. It is undisputed that MRIA had business 
relationships with physicians who referred patients to MRIA, had on-going business relations 
with those physicians, and that many of those physicians which were allegedly interfered with 
had been referring to MRIA for several years. Like Seabury, the first element is established. 
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wrongfully interfered with MRIA's business expectancy and, ultimately, contributed to damages 
sustained by MRIA. 
SARMC was a partner in MRIA from 1986 to April 1,2004. IMI and the MRI Center 
have been competitors since IMI opened its doors in 1999. However, SARMC not only 
provided assistance critical to the opening of M I ,  it assisted IMI in thriving as a 
successful competitor of MRIA. (See Opp. to SARMC's Mot. for Partial Summ. J. Re: 
Damage Causation at 16 ("Causation Briefmg")). 
In order to help M I  open in 1999, SARMC provided to IMI: (1) information allowing 
M I  to prepare its business plan; (2) knowledgeable staff members who began working 
for IMI; (3) IT support and connections to SARMC's digital radiology system to 
aggressively compete against the MRI Center; and (4) assistance in securing loans for the 
financing of IMI. These investments were made in IMI while SARMC was still a partner 
in MRIA. (See Id. at 16-2 1 .) 
SARMC assisted IMI in distributing laptops to referring physicians who could use the 
laptops to access only IMI's images. Further, SARMC entered into a contractual 
agreement with IMI to provide technical assistance to the referring physicians who 
received the IMI laptops as a means of ensuring that the referring physicians would be 
able to access the IMI database. (See Id. at 19.) 
SARMC provided substantial assistance to IMI in expanding into the Meridian market to 
the exclusion of MRIA. During the late 19907s, West Boise and Meridian experienced 
substantial population growth. With that growth came new opportunities for medical 
imaging centers. Although both IMI and MRIA were planning to expand operations into 
Meridian, SARMC (as a management voice in both businesses) supported expansion into 
Meridian by IMI while slowing the expansion process at MRIA. (See Id. at 20.) 
SARMC, while still a partner in MRU, paid over half a million dollars to, and assumed 
over one million dollars in debt of, IMI. (See Id. at 21 .) 
After joining IMI (but while still a partner in MRIA), SARMC attempted to use its power 
as a voting partner in MRIA to thwart the growth of MRI Mobile by voting against all 
efforts to expand that entity. (See Id. at 21-22.) 
After assisting and promoting IMI for several years while also sewing as a partner in 
M U ,  SARMC wrongfully withdrew from MRIA in 2004 for the purpose of overtly 
competing against the MRI Center. While a partner in MRIA, SARMC was prohibited 
both contractually and statutorily from competing against the MRI Center. SARMC, 
however, withdrew from MRIA for the purpose of allowing the one-year noncompete 
clause to expire, and then permitting IMI to place a mobile magnet onto the SARMC 
campus for the purpose of competing directly against the MRI Center. This competition 
could not have existed but for the wrongful withdrawal of SARMC from MRIA eiven 
that the MRI Center had exclusive righi to the SARMC campus while s A R M c L ~ ~  still 
a partner in MRIA. The record shows that the scans performed at the MRI Center 
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declined significantly when IMI was allowed by SARMC to move onto the SARMC 
campus in competition with the MRI Center. (See Id. at 22.) 
SARMC issued a written mandate to all of its employees, including referringphysicians, 
directing that all patients be sent to the MI magnet rather than to the MRI Center. This 
directive had its desired effect of virtually driving the MRI Center out of business. (See 
Id. at 22-23.) 
In addition to the information provided above, M u ' s  expert, Bruce Budge, considered 
the timing of SARMC's conduct when detailing the lost scans and lost profits sustained by 
MRIA over that same time period.4 Mr. Budge attaches the following chart showing MRI 
Center's actual and but-for scan volume on the SARMC campus: 
Actual and But-for MRIC Scan Volume 
(See Ex. "C" to Gordon Aff. at 7 4.) This chart offers two insights: (1) MRL4's losses could not 
have been solely attributable to MRIA's termination of the radiologists given that MRIA began 
See Stewart Title, 363 Ark. at 542,215 S.W.3d at 603 ("In such cases, there is a 
background of business experience on the basis of which it is possible to estimate with some fair 
amount of success both the value of what has been lost and the likelihood that the plaintiff would 
have received it if the defendant had not interfered.") 
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experiencing the negative effects of SARMC's wronghl acts years before the radiologists were 
terminated; and (2) the area between the "Actual MRIC Scan Volume" and the "But-for Scan 
Volume" represents the business expectancy interfered with by sARMc.~ 
In short, SARMC's Motion is insufficient to deprive MRIA of the opportunity to present 
evidence of its business expectancy in the form of referralslscans to the jury. It is then up to the 
jury to weigh this evidence against SARMC's conduct in competing with the MRI Center while, 
at the same time, still a partner in MRIA. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The above facts, in conjunction with the other facts introduced into the record to date, 
constitute adequate evidence fora reasonable person to conclude that a valid econo~nic 
expectancy existed to support MRL4's seventh claim for relief - interference with prospective 
contractual relations or business expectations. 
DATED this 2 Z day of June, 200'7. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, N 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MRXA's expert, Charles Wilhoite, extrapolated out the difference between the "Actual 
MRIC Scan Volume" and the "But-for Scan Volume" from 2006 through 2023. 02032 L 
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VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third-Party Plaintiff, MRI Associates, LLP 
( " M W ) ,  by and through its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker,P.A., and 
opposes Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc.'s and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Inc.'s (collectively "SARMC") Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in Opposition 
to SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory (the "Motion") as follows: 
1. OPPOSITION 
SARMC argues that Charles Wihoite's June 12,2007 Affidavit, submitted in support of 
MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory seeks 
to offer new, previously undisclosed opinions regarding damage causation. (See Mot. at 2.) 
SARMC's latest attempt to exclude M u ' s  damage experts is, once again, misplaced. 
SARMC's Motion takes issue only with two sentences within the second numbered 
paragraph of Mr. Wilhoite's Affidavit; the remaining sentences within that paragraph, along with 
the remaining paragraphs themselves, are not the subject of SARMC's Motion. Instead, 
SARMC seeks to strike only those sentences that contain the word "caused" in them. The two 
sentences are: 
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By not purchasing MRICI and, instead, wrongfully dissociating from and later 
competing with MRIA, SARMC caused MRIA to experience true economic 
damages as a result of lost goodwill attributable to a decline in its competitive 
position in the market, and lost business and referral relationships. 
From a financial and economic perspective, the wrongful dissociation by SARMC 
necessarily resulted in a violation of the noncompete provision in the Partnership 
Agreement when SARMC engaged in competitive activities that, arguably, 
caused MRICI to experience a decline in operations. 
(See SARMC's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory at 9; 
see also Wilhote Aff. at f 2.) In objecting to these statements, SARMC casually ignores (1) Mr. 
Wilhoite's expert report, (2) Mr. Wilhoite's deposition testimony, and (3) this Court's order 
allowing Mr. Wilhoite's testimony. 
On the second page of his expert report, Mr. Wilhoite clearly states that SARMC's 
"Acts" are summarized as (1) unfair business practices, (2) business interference, (3) violations 
of the MRIA Partnership Agreement's non-compete provision, and (4) wrongful dissociation, as 
determined by this Court. (See Wilhoite Rpt. at 2, attached as Ex. "A" to Gordon Aff. at f 2.) 
Mr. Wilhoite goes on to state: 
Based on the consideration of the [Court's ruling that SARMC wrongfully 
dissociated from the M U  Partnershiul. and assuming the remaining allegations 
presented by MRIA are oroven, I have estimated the economic the economic 
damages incurred by MRIA based on the premise that the Acts resulted in (1) the 
loss of historical relationships and (2) the diversion of future business 
ouuortunities with resard to the ouerations of MRIA. The loss of historical 
relationships and diversion of business opportunities can be equated to lost 
revenues and economic returns, which exert a detrimental impact on the current 
fair market value of MRIA. 
(See Id. (Emphasis added)). There is nothing unique about Mr. Wilhoite's Affidavit when 
compared to the above-referenced language out of his report. As Mr. Wilhoite did in his report 
(and, likewise, in his Affidavit), a damages expert of necessity assumes the existence of liability 
OPPOSITION TO SARMC'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES 
WKLHOITE IN OPPOSITION TO SARMC'S MOTION IN LiMINE RE: PURCHASE PRICE 
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in order to make damages calculations that would causally follow. (See Wilhoite Depo. at 72:12- 
75:15, attached as Ex. " B  to Gordon Aff. at 7 3.) They are not the evaluators of the liability 
issues' merits; instead, it is up to MRIA's attorneys to present the jury with the evidence 
necessary to establish the underlying liability. Regardless, it is not inappropriate for Mr. 
Wilhoite to assume the existence of certain facts in order to conclude that those facts damaged 
MRIA in certain amounts - that is what experts do 
These same opinions were relayed specifically with request to SARMC's self-styled 
"purchase price damage theory" when SARMC's counsel briefly discussed footnote 5 within Mr. 
Wilhoite's report - the apparent genesis of that "theory": 
Q: Since Tom did raise the issue, I wanted to talk about Footnote 5 on Page 
11. This footnote says, "As presented on page 23 in the Shattuck 
Hammond Presentation of Strategic Options . . . the total value of MRIC 
was $34.7 million, less value attributable to SARMC's ownership interest 
of $7.4 million, or $27.3 million. So you say, "This represents a 
reasonable estimate of the then value of what SARMC would have had to 
pay to avoid its obligations as a partner in MRIA." Do you see that? 
A: Yes. 
Q: Additionally, "Based on information provided by Bruce Budge, estimated 
damages to the then value of MRI total approximately $8.4 million based 
on the losses incurred during the 1999 through 2001 period? 
A: $8.5 million, actually. 
Q: Excuse me. $8.5 million. So is it your opinion that the damages incurred 
as a result o f  the acts - assuming that they all occurred - is $27.3 million 
plus $8.5 million? 
A: Based on the historical performance, yes. This is just another way to look 
at the damage. 
(See Wilhoite Depo. at 146: 19-147:20, attached as Ex. "B" to Gordon Aft at 7 3 (Emphasis 
added)). Again, in addition to his report, at his deposition, Mr. Wilhoite associated the assumed 
wrongful acts with the damages that he and Bruce Budge calculated. This methodology/process 
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was considered and approved by the Court in response to SARMC's motion to exclude MRIA's 
damages expert witnesses. 
SARMC previously sought to exclude Mr. Wilhoite on the basis that his opinions were 
not fully disclosed and that his opinions would not assist the trier of fact. The Court, however, 
disagreed, ruling that Mr. Wilhoite has, in his report, provided a complete statement of his 
opinions (including those relating to footnote 5 and the "purchase price damage theory") and that 
these opinions will assist the trier of fact: 
Simply put, the Defendants have not proven to the Court that the opinions 
expressed by MRIA's experts will not assist the trier of fact. To the contrary, the 
Court finds the opinions expressed in the reports of Mr. Budge and Mr. Wilhoite 
will assist the trier of fact in understanding the damages asserted by M U  in this 
litigation. The reports of Mr. Budge and Mr. Wilhoite spell out the damages 
MRIA alleges it has suffered as a result of the alleged conduct of Saint Alphonsus 
and the Third Partv Defendants, and it will be MRLA's burden to prove a causal 
link between the alleged actions by the party and these alleged damages. 
(See 615107 Mem. Decision at 9 (Emphasis added)). Therefore, consistent with Mr. Wilhoite's 
report and his deposition testimony, this Court has already resolved the issue presented in 
SARMC's limited Motion. Mr. Wilhoite's Affidavit, in addition to expounding upon the 
legitimacy of the Shattuck Hamrnond valuation as an alternate measure of damages "spells out 
the damage" (in the form of valuing the non-compete provision that SARMC avoided when it 
wrongfully withdrew from the M U  Partnership) "MRIA alleges it has suffered as a result of 
the alleged conduct of [SARMC] and the Third-Party Defendants." (See id.) 
In short, SARMC's Motion is another attempt at putting before the Court an effort to 
strike MRIA's experts for insufficient reasons. (See Motion to Exclude Expert Witnesses; see 
also Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Damages Causation.) Here, Mr. Wilhoite adopts 
certain Acts as true and relates those acts to the damages that he calculated. Additionally, in 
response to SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory, Mr. Wilhoite 
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explains the legitimacy of using Shattuck Hammond's 2001 valuation as a measure of damages 
in the instant action. For the same reasons reached by this Court, Mr. Wilhoite's efforts in this 
respect speak to opinions outlined in his report and will assist the trier of fact. 
11. CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, MRIA respectfully requests that SARMC's Motion be 
denied in its entirety. 
DATED this C' day of June, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. ]Rey Reinhardt, N 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an ldaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, 1 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. m 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an ldaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. I 
t 
COME NOW Counterdefendants, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), and reply to MRI 
Associates, LLP's ("MRIA") Opposition to Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment re: "Interference with Prospective Contractual Relationship" Claim as follows: 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
MRIA's primary argument against Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial S w a r y  
Judgment on MRIA's intentional interference with prospective contractual relationship or 
business expectations claim is that MRIA had a valid economic expectancy with refemng 
physicians. This argument fails scrutiny because MRIA cannot show the referring physicians 
would have continued to refer patients to MRIA or that Saint Alphonsus improperly interfered 
with these physicians' referral patterns to MRIA's detriment. 
MRIA does not stop there, however. Instead, it then attempts to muddy the waters and 
avoid summary judgment on its prospective business expectation claim by reciting the same tired 
litany of acts it believes show Saint Alphonsus somehow violated its legal duties to MRIA. 
None of these facts matter, however, if MRIA did not have a valid business expectancy in the 
first place. The Court should reject MRIA's sweeping assumption that just because physicians 
had referred patients to MRIA in the past, that they would continue to do so in the future. Given 
the highly competitive MRI market, MRIA cannot withstand summary judgment based upon its 
unsupported assertion that all refemng physicians would continue to blindly refer patients to 
MRIA indefinitely. 
11. ARGUMENT 
A. MRIA Fails to Show Any Valid Business Expectancy with the Referring 
Physicians. 
MRIA attempts to characterize a "valid economic expectancy" as opportunity 
through which it could make pecuniary gain. Under MRLA's logic, there could be no legitimate 
competition because any time one business lost a potential customer to another business, the 
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competitor would be liable for interfering with the first business' prospective economic 
advantage. This simply cannot be the case. 
MRIA does not attempt to show specific patients or prospective contracts in which Saint 
Alphonsus interfered because it has no evidence Saint Alphonsus interfered with any specific 
prospective contract or business expectancy. Instead, MRIA argues its business expectancy was 
with the patient's referring physicians and that those referring physicians would continue to refer 
to MRIA. MRIA assumes these referring physicians were blindly loyal to it barring some 
wrongful interference and that they would continue to refer to MRIA no matter the market 
conditions or any other change in the myriad factors those referring physicians consider when 
deciding where to refer their patients for an MRI. 
MRIA cites Stewart Title Guaranty Co. v. American Abstract & Title Co., 363 Ark. 530, 
215 S.W.3d 596 (2005), in support of its argument it had a valid business expectancy in all 
potential customers. MRIA stretches Stewart too far. The Arkansas Supreme Court in Stewart 
discusses this concept by quoting Prosser as follows: 
In short, it is no tort to beat a business rival to prospective customers. 
Thus, in the absence ofprohibition by statute, illegitimate *541 means, or some 
other unlawful element, a defendant seeking to increase his own business may cut 
rates or prices, allow discounts or rebates, enter into secret negotiations behind the 
plaintiffs back, refuse to deal with him or threaten to discharge employees who 
do, or even refuse to deal **602 with third parties unless they cease dealing with 
the plaintiff, all without incurring liability. 
Id. at 540-41, 21.5 S.W.3d at 601-02, quoting W. Page Keeton et al., Prosser & Keeton on the 
Law of Torts 5 130 (5th ed.1984) (emphasis in Stewart). 
Ultimately in Stewart, the court found the plaintiff had alleged and proven it had "valid, 
existing economic relationships and justifiable economic exvectations," with which the 
defendant interfered. Stewart, 363 Ark. at 544, 215 S.W.3d at 604. Here, Saint Alphonsus was 
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not even a competitor of MRIA, and, perhaps more importantly, MRIA had no justifiable 
expectation the referring physicians would continue to refer patients to MRIA. Those referring 
physicians were free to refer patients to any MRI provider and considered a number of factors in 
making that decision, not just the fact they had referred to MRIA in the past. 
MRIA assumes just because physicians had referred patients to MRIA in the past, they 
would continue to do so into the future and that MRIA had developed some exclusive 
relationship with these referring physicians to the extent they would not go elsewhere without 
some kind of wrongful interference. This assumption is not justified by the evidence in the 
record, nor is it a reasonable inference that can be drawn from the evidence. The record reveals 
instead that physicians are free to refer their patients to any MRI facility, and they base their 
MRI referrals on a number of factors, one of the most important of which is a consideration of 
who will read and interpret the MRI. See e.g., Expert Witness Disclosure of Mary River, M.D. 
MRIA fails to show how any legitimate business expectancy could grow from such a 
relationship. In other words, the only evidence in the record shows MRIA did not have an 
exclusive relationship with the referring physicians such that it could expect them to keep 
referring to it in the future no matter what changes occurred at MRIA or in the MRI market in 
general. In opposition to the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, MRIA relies only on 
speculation, not evidence. 
In a footnote, MRIA cites Seabury & Smith, Inc. v. Payne Financial Group, Inc., 
393 F.Supp.2d 1057 (E.D. Wash. 2005), for the proposition a business expectancy arises out of 
an ongoing relationship between a business and its clients. In Seabury, however, the relationship 
between the customers and the business was much more established than any relationship MRIA 
ever had with any referring physician. As the court points out in Seabury, the plaintiff "had on- 
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poing contracts with those clients." Id. at 1064 (emphasis added). In this case, there were no 
"on-going contracts" between MRIA and the referring physicians, and those physicians had 
obligation to refer their patients to MRIA. 
B. M U  Does Not Create a Question of Fact on Other Elements of the Tort of 
Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage. 
While the current Motion focuses primarily on the fact MRIA cannot prove the first and 
most important element of the tort of interference with prospective economic advantage, namely, 
the existence of a valid business expectancy, MRIA cannot show the remaining elements of the 
tort either. MRIA and Saint Alphonsus agree the elements of interference with prospective 
economic advantage are: (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the 
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference inducing termination of the 
expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of the 
interference (i.e., that the defendant interfered for an improper purpose or through improper 
means); and (5) damages caused by the interference. Idaho First Nat'l Bank v. Bliss Valley 
Foods, 121 Idaho 266, 284-85, 824 P.2d 841, 859-60 (1991). On the undisputed facts, MRIA 
cannot establish several of these elements. 
As discussed above, MRIA cannot meet the first element. Absent the existence of a valid 
expectancy, it follow that MRIA cannot establish that Saint Alphonsus had knowledge of an 
expectancy. 
MRIA also cannot meet the third element of the tort because the evidence does not show 
Saint Alphonsus' actions "induced termination of the expectancy." MRLA's speculation as to 
why its business declined is not sufficient to create a question of fact on this issue, especially in a 
market where refening physicians are free to refer their patients to any MRI provider they see fit. 
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MRIA must do more than rely on its conclusory allegations it lost business based upon Saint 
Alphonsus' actions. 
MRIA cannot show any nexus between any of Saint Alphonsus' alleged bad acts, e.g., 
withdrawal from MRIA, and MRIA's loss of any business expectancy. For example, MRIA 
affirmatively asserts it lost relationships with refemng physicians before Saint Alphonsus 
withdrew in 2004. MRIA alleges Saint Alphonsus committed numerous bad acts. MRIA fails, 
however, to establish how such acts interfered with referring relationships with physicians. It 
has failed to show any nexus between the alleged acts and interference with any legitimate 
business expectancy. 
MRIA has an even harder time meeting the tort's fourth element. As Prosser pointed out 
and the Stewart Court acknowledged, the cases often turn on the motive of the alleged interferer. 
MRIA cannot show Saint Alphonsus ever had any improper motive. See Stewart, 363 Ark. at 
542, 215 S.W.3d at 603 ("With intent to interfere as the usual basis of the action, the cases have 
turned almost entirely upon the defendant's motive or purpose, and the means by which he has 
sought to accomplish it."). 
MRIA speculates Saint Alphonsus had some improper motive in the alleged interference, 
but the evidence does not support this assumption. The Court has found on several occasions 
Saint Alphonsus was entitled to withdraw from MRIA, and Saint Alphonsus worked hard to 
resolve the growing dispute between it, MRIA and GSR in the years leading up to the 
withdrawal. See Memorandum Decision dated February 6, 2007. In its decision denying 
MRIA's attempt to seek punitive damages, the Court examined Saint Alphonsus' actions and 
found Saint Alphonsus engaged in "good faith efforts . . . over an extended period of time in 
excess of six years to reach a consensus amongst independent doctors, medical health care 
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providers and organizations in order to effectuate an efficient, patient-friendly imaging type of 
organization or organizations within the community that truly benefited all parties." Id. at p. 17. 
The very actions MRIA asserts showing Saint Alphonsus acted with an "improper 
motive" are the actions it took in attempting to promote the "efficient, patient-friendly" imaging 
center the community needed. These actions cannot be construed by MRIA to show "improper 
motive," and MRIA cannot use such allegations as a basis for meeting the improper motive 
element of the tort. 
The fifth element of interference tort is damage caused by the interference. As the Court 
is aware, Saint Alphonsus and Third Party Defendants have vigorously attacked MRIA's 
inadequate damage analysis and the evidence of damage causation MRIA presented through 
discovery. Saint Alphonsus will not repeat those arguments here, but, suffice it to say, MRIA 
has repeatedly failed to establish that its alleged damages resulted from any specific act. With 
respect to the interference claim, MRIA has not, and cannot, show what damages, if any, were 
caused by Saint Alphonsus' alleged acts of "interference." 
For example, as briefly discussed above, MRIA alleges Saint Alphonsus' withdrawal 
caused it to lose scans, but Saint Alphonsus did not withdraw until 2004, and MRIA was losing 
scans as early as 1999. MRIA cannot show an act that occurred in 2004 caused any damages in 
1999. This is just one of many examples Saint Alphonsus has presented showing the critical 
flaws in MRIA's damage analysis which permeate this cause of action as well. For more in- 
depth analysis of the flaws in MRIA's damage analysis, Saint Alphonsus refers the Court to its 
briefing in support of its Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage Causation. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE. INC.. AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
111. CONCLUSION 
Because MRIA has failed to establish the existence of a valid economic expectancy and 
has also failed to establish other elements of the tort of interference with prospective economic 
advantage, Saint Alphonsus respectfully requests the Court grant its Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and dismiss, with prejudice, MRIA's Seventh Claim for Relief. 
DATED this 27" day of June 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLU: 
GIVENS PURSLEY L L P ,  / 
Ab bJdV7 
J il Varin 
ttorn ys for Saint Alphonsus t3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant, I 
vs. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
CounterDefendants, I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs . 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, and ldaho limited liability company; 
GEM STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership; and IMAGING 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Third Party Defendants. I 
Case No. CVOC 040821 9D 
ORDER ON ORAL ARGUMENT 
PRESENTATION ON MOTIONS FOR 
JULY 2ND 2007 
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The following motions are set before the Court for July 2, 2007 starting at 
9:00 am: 
1) Third Party Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing MRIA's 
First Amended Third Party Complaint on the Basis that No Damages Have Been 
Proven 
2) Third Party Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on the 
"Interference with Existing Contractual Relationship" Claim 
3) Third Party Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Civil 
Conspiracy Cause of Action 
4) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage Causation 
or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine 
5) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Summary Judgment on MRIA's Antitrust Claims 
6) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy 
Cause of Action (MRIA's Sixteenth Claim for Relief) 
7) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Interference with 
Prospective Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations (MRIA's Seventh 
Claim for Relief) 
8) Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Dismiss MRIA's Twentieth Claim for Relief (re: 
Spoliation) 
9) Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
10) Saint Alphonsus' Renewed Motion in Limine re: Lease and Partnership Term 
11) Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage Theory 
12) Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Dissociation 
13) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Term of the MRlA Partnership 
14) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Attempts to Purchase MRlA andlor MRlCl 
15) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Communications between SARMC and MRlA 
about the Purchase of MRlA andlor MRlCl 
16) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Justification for Withdrawal 
17) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum 
18) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC Promotion of its Own Best Interests 
19) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Purported Breaches by MRlA of Fiduciary Duties 
20) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Evidence of Patricia Vandeberg's Status as a 
Former Catholic Nun 
21) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC's Beliefs about Legality of Withdrawal 
from MRlA 
22) MRIA's Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistness 
23) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Referring Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR 
as Expert Witnesses 
24) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC's Reliance on Advice of Counsel 
25) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Inadvertently Disclosed Privileged Documents 
ozoss- 
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26) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Investments by Members of DMR 
27) MRIA's Motion to Strike IMl's Joinder in SARMC's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Lack of Proof of Damages Causation 
28) Third Party Defendants' Motion to Strike Exhibits D and J of Affidavit of G. 
Rey Reinhardt in Support of MRIA's Opposition to Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment by Third Party Defendants on the "Interference with Existing 
Contractual Relationship" Claim 
29) Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in 
Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage Theory 
30) MRIA's Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. Vistness, PhD 
The motions will be heard as follows as to oral argument: 
9:00 - 9:10 MRlA Motions to Strike and Opposition to Motions to Strike 
9:10 - 9:20 St. Alphonsus Motion to Strike and Opposition to Motions to Strike 
9:20 - 9:30 Third Party Defendants Motion to Strike and Opposition to 
Motion's to Strike 
9:30 - 10:OO Third Party Defendant's oral argument on Partial Summary 
Judgment Motions 
10:OO -1 0:30 MRlA oral argument in response to Third Party Partial Summary 
Judgment Motions 
10:30 - 10:40 Reply oral argument of Third Party Defendant. 
Break 10:40 -1 055 
10:55 -1 1 :25 St. Alphonsus oral argument on Motions for Summary Judgment 
and Motion to Dismiss. This includes the alternate Motion in Limine 
on Damages 
11:25 -1 155 MRIA oral argument in response to St. Alphonsus Motions for 
Summary Judgment and Motion to Dismiss. This includes the 
alternate Motion in Lirnine on Damages 
11 :55 - 12:05 Reply oral argument of St. Alphonsus 
Break 12:05 - 1 :00 
I 1 :00 -1 :30 MRlA Motion's in Limine 
1:30 - 2:00 St. AlphonsusKhird Party Defendant's reply to Motions in Limine 
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2:00 - 2:10 MRlA response 
2:25 - 2:55 St. Alphonsus' Motions in Limine 
2:55 - 3:25 MRIA's Reply to St. Alphonsus' Motions in Limine 
3:25 - 3:35 St. Alphonsus' Response 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this <day of June, 2007 
1 Michael McLaughlin 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 2 day of June 2007,l mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
THOMAS A. BANDUCCI 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER 
81 5 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
BOISE, ID 83702 
VIA FACSIMILE: 319-2601 
JACK S. GJORDING 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
P.O. BOX 2837 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 336-9177 
PATRICK J. MILLER 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
P.O. BOX 2720 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 388-1300 
WARREN E. JONES 
EBERLE BERLIN KADING TURNBOW 
McKLVEEN &JONES, CHTD 
P.O. BOX 1368 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 344-8542 
RODNEY R. SAETRUM 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 7425 
BOISE, ID 83702 
VIA FACSIMILE: 336-0448 
W. ANTHONY PARK 
HUNTLEY PARK 
P.O. BOX 2188 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 388-0234 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the D>k%ctCouif--'\ 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 1 
partnership, I 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
vs. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, DefendantICounterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., hereby moves this Court for an order in 
limine preventing SARMC's antitrust expert, Gregory Vistnes, from relying upon andlor 
refemng to the recently-submitted Affidavit of Yvonne Ketchum. 
The basis for this Motion is that (1) Vistnes has never relied upon Ms. Ketchum's 
affidavit in developing his opinions, (2) the deadline for SARMC's expert disclosures has 
passed, (3) the discovery cutoff has passed, and (4) MRIA would be unfairly prejudiced if 
Vistnes is allowed to now supplement his opinion, after the disclosure deadline and his 
deposition, with Ms. Ketchum's affidavit less than one month before trial. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file with the Court and the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion in Limine Re: Yvonne Ketchum Affidavit. 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: YVONNE KETCHUM AFFIDAVIT - Page 2 
(60838-001 #213191) 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 1' day of July, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Daniel 3. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: YVONNE KETCHUM AFFIDAVIT - Page 3 
(60838-001 #213191) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
4' day of July, 2007, a true and correct copy of the I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the - 
within and foregoing instrument was sewed upon: 
Warren E. Jones C] U.S. Mail 
EBERLE BERLIN Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
11 1 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 530 C i f ~ a n d  Delivery 
Post Office Box 1368 Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants] 
Rodney R. Saetrum U.S. Mail 
SAFiTRUM LAW OFFICES [ZJ Facsimile (208) 336-0448 
101 South Capitol Boulevard m ~ a n d  Delivery 
Suite 1800 C] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83702 
[Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants] 
Jack S. Gjording 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
509 West Hayes 
Post Office Box 2837 
C] U.S. Mail 
Facsimile (208) 336-9177 
@hand Delivery 
Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for PlaintifUCounter-Defendants] 
Patrick J. Miller C] U.S. Mail 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
601 W. Bannock Street w a n d  Delivery 
P.O. Box 2720 Overnight Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for PlaintifUCounter-Defendants] 
G. Rey Reinhardt IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
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(60838401 #213191) 
Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw.com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Daniel J. Gordon (ISB No. 6051) 
dgordon@greenerlaw. com 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-2601 
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants/Third 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICJAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFLED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Defendant. I 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S MOTION TO STRIKE 
AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE 
KETCHUM 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants. 
MRIA'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE KETCHUM - Page 1 
\ (60838-001 #213 186) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 1 
EVTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A., and hereby moves this Court for an 
order sticking the untimely Affidavit of Yvonne Ketchum. 
The basis for this motion is that Ms. Ketchum's affidavit was submitted in conjunction 
with SARMC's motion for summary judgment on MRL4's antitrust issues. Ms. Ketchum's 
affidavit likewise was an integral component of SARMC's oral argument during the hearing on 
its motion for summary judgment. However, Ms. Ketchum's affidavit was not submitted until 
one court day before the hearing, beyond the briefing protocol established by the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, after the discovery deadline, and nearly four months after Ms. Ketchum's 
deposition. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file with the Court and the Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Yvonne Ketchum. 
MRIA'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE KETCHUM -Page 2 
(60838-001 #213186) 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 3 "day of July, 1007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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(60838-001 #213186) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the *Gay of ~ u l ~ ,  2007, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Warren E. Jones C] U.S. Mail 
EBERLE BERLIN C] Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
11 1 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 530 w ~ a n d  Delivery 
Post Office Box 1368 C] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants] 
Rodney R. Saetrum C] U.S. Mail 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES C] Facsimile (208) 336-0448 
101 South Capitol Boulevard m ~ a n d  Delivery 
Suite 1800 C] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83702 
[Attorneys for Third-Party Defendants] 
Jack S. Gjording 
GJORDING & FOUSER 
509 West Hayes 
Post Office Box 2837 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for PlaintifUCounter-Defendants] 
Patrick J. Miller 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for PlaintiffICounter-Defendants] 
C] U.S. Mail 
Facsimile (208) 336-91 77 
U ~ a n d  Delivery 
C] Overnight Delivery 
k$Zi2:) 388-1300 
Overnight Delivery 
c Thomas A. Banducci 
G. Rey Reinhardt IV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
MRIA'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF YVONNE KETCHUM -Page 4 
(60838-001 U213186) 
Jack S. Gjording, ISB No. 1105 
Trudy Hanson Fonser, ISB No. 2794 
Bobbi K. Dominick, of Counsel, ISB No. 2895 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
509 W. Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)336-9777 
Facsimile: (208)336-9177 
d NO. 
RLEU 
JUL B 2 2007 
4. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
BY J BLACK 
>. . 
DEPUTY 
Patrick J. Miller, ISB No. 3221 
J. Will Varin, ISB No. 6981 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Telephone: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
Attorneys for PlaintiffKounterDefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
SAINT ALPIIONSUS 
DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
AND SAINT ALPHONSUS 
REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS 
LIST 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDlCAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS LIST - 1 
02OG3 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. I 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. ("SADC"), and Saint Alphonsus Regional 
Medical Center, Inc. ("SARMC") (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), provide its intended list of 
witnesses as follows: 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS LIST - 2 
02064: 
Chris Anton 
Sandra Bruce Bennett 
Cindy Schamp 
Ken Fry 
Janelle Reilly 
Carolyn Corbett 
Ben Murray 
Terry Krogstad 
Scott Christensen 
Leslie Kelly Hall 
Edward McEachem, M.D. 
Jeff Cliff 
Jefiey Seabourn, M.D. 
Tim Hall, M.D. 
David Giles, M.D. 
Tom Hcnson, M.D. 
John Havlina, M.D. 
James Prochaska, M.D. 
Jack Floyd, M.D. 
Scott Berger 
Robin Cioffi 
Mike Cacchillo 
Grant Chamberlain 
Mike Finnerty 
Alan Hahn 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DlVERSfFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS LIST - 3 
26. Mike Czech 
Lyndee Chatterton 
Neil Davey, M.D. 
Ian Davey, M.D. 
Darrell Fugate 
Vicken Garabedian, M.D. 
Julli Hopkins 
Yvonne Ketchum 
John Knochel, M.D. 
Jennifer Mann 
Diane Newton, M.D. 
Karen Noyes 
38. Dennis Reinstein 
39. Lisa Scales, M.D. 
Manfired Steiner 
Greg Vistnes 
Mary River, M.D. 
Bruce Anderson, M.D. 
Marc Meier, M.D. 
Sam Gibson, M.D. 
Peter Reedy, M.D. 
Sister Patricia Vandenberg 
Patricia Harneck 
Ridgley Denning 
Robert George 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS LIST - 4 
51. Lynn Miller 
52. Paul DeWitt 
53. Milt Kutsuralis 
54. Lani O'Malley 
55. Joe Messmer 
56. Paul Traughber, M.D. 
57. Joe Gobel, M.D. 
Saint Alphonsus may also call any witness identified by MRIA as a potential witness, 
including its designated experts 
Saint Alphonsus reserves the right to call any witness in rebuttal. 
I" DATED this day of July 2007. 
GJORDlNG & FOUSER, PLLC 
SAINT ALPZIONSUS DIVERSlPIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S WITNESS LIST - 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,Hr 
1 hereby certify that on the day of July 2007, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was sewed upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
950 West Bannock, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Facsimile (208) 319-2601 
Boise, ID 83702 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Patrick J. Miller 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
0 U.S. mail, postage prepaid 
a express mail 0 hand delivery \D facsimile \ prepaid 
a han elivery 
C] facsimi 
0 U.S. mail, postage prepaid 
express mail 
a hand delivery 
0 facsimile 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 1NC.I WITNESS LIST - 6 
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4 II STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
1 
2 
3 
JuL 13  2dU.i. ._ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DlSTRl 
7 
9 
10 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
l9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, Case No. CVOC 040821 90 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs . 
MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
1) SAlNT ALPHONSUS' MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: 
DAMAGE CAUSATION OR, IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE, MOTION IN LlMlNE 
2) SAINT ALPHONSUS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON MRIA'S 
ANTITRUST CLAIMS 
3) SAlNT ALPHONSUS MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
CIVIL CONSPIRACY CAUSE OF 
ACTION (MRIA'S SIXTEENTH CLAIM 
FOR RELIEF) 
4) SAINT ALPHONSUS' MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: 
INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE 
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP OR 
BUSINESS EXPECTATIONS (MRIA'S 
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF) 
5) SAINT ALPHONSUS' MOTION TO 
DISMISS MRIA'S TWENTIETH CLAIM 
FOR RELIEF (RE: SPOLIATION) 
- PAGE 1 OZOG9 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, and ldaho limited liability company; 
GEM STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership; and IMAGING 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Third Party Defendants. 
APPEARANCES 
8 
9 
10 
For Plaintifflcounter-Defendant: 
Jack S. Gjording of Gjording & Fouser; Patrick J. Miller and 
J. Will Varin of Givens Pursley, LLP; and James R. Wade of 
Haynes and Boone for Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, 
Inc. 
11 
12 
13 
For Defendant/CounterclaimantsiThird-Party Plaintiff: 
Thomas A. Banducci, G. Rey Reinhardt, IV, and Daniel J. 
Gordon of Greener Banducci Shoemaker P.A. for MRI 
Associates, LLP 
14 
15 
16 
For Third-Party Defendants: 
Neil D. McFeeley of Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen & Jones, Chtd for Intermountain Medical 
Imaging, LLC, Gem State Radiology, LLP, and 
Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP 
18 
19 
20 
23 11 MRIA's Antitrust Claims; (3) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
PROCEEDINGS 
These matters come before the Court on July 2, 2007, upon: (1) Saint 
21 
22 
Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage Causation or, in the 
Alternative, Motion in Limine; (2) Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Summary Judgment on 
24 
25 
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Civil Conspiracy Cause of Action (MRIA's Sixteenth Claim for Relief); (4) Saint 
Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Interference with Prospective 
26 Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations (MRIA's Seventh Claim for Relief); 
and (5) Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Dismiss MRIA's Twentieth Claim for Relief (re: 
Spoliation). 
Following oral argument by counsel the Court took these matters under 
advisement. Additional motions were also before the Court on July 2, 2007, and a 
memorandum decision will be forthcoming with regard to those motions. 
BACKGROUND 
This litigation stems from Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's ("SADC") 
dissociation from an ldaho limited liability partnership, MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA). 
On October 18, 2004, SADC filed an action against MRIA to determine the buyout 
terms of its dissociation under ldaho law. In turn, MRIA filed a counterclaim against 
SADC, Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC")' (collectively "Saint 
Alphonsus") alleging breach of contract and wrongful dissociation, breach of fiduciary 
duty, and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Both the 
Plaintiff's Complaint and the Defendant's Counterclaim sought declaratory relief and 
damages. The Defendant then filed its First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party 
Complaint on March 7, 2006, adding fifteen (15) new claims against SARMC and three 
(3) third-parties-Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC ("IMI"), Gem State Radiology, 
LLP ("GSR"), and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP ("ICR"). Then on March 2, 2007, 
the Defendant filed a Second Amended Counterclaim and First Amended Third-Party 
Complaint. 
On May 16, 2007, Saint Alphonsus filed their present Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment re: Damage Causation or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine. On May 17, 
2007, Saint Alphonsus filed their present Motion for Summary Judgment on MRI 
' SADC is an ldaho nonprofit corporation whose sole voting member is SAAMC. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 3 
qssociates, LLP's Antitrust Claims. On May 18, 2007, Saint Alphonsus filed their 
,resent Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy Cause of Action and 
Vlotion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Interference with Prospective Contractual 
qelationship or Business Expectations. And on May 21, 2007, Saint Alphonsus filed 
heir present Motion to Dismiss MRIA's Twentieth Claim for Relief. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
1. Motion for Summary Judgment 
ldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) states that summary judgment shall be 
.endered "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with the 
3ffidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
noving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Summary judgment may be 
.endered upon an entire case or discrete claims or issues. See I.R.C.P. 56(d). 
It is well settled that a mere scintilla of evidence or only a slight doubt as to the 
acts is not sufficient to withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equipment 
So., 112 ldaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986). The moving party is entitled to 
jummary judgment when the non-moving party fails to make a showing sufficient to 
?stablish the existence of an element essential to their case on which they bear the 
lurden of proof at trial. Ponds v. Denison, 120 ldaho 425, 426, 816 P.2d 982, 983 
1991). A party who resists summary judgment has the responsibility to place in the 
,ecord before the court the existence of controverted material facts that require 
,esolution at trial. Sparks v. St. Luke's Regional Medical Center, Ltd., 1 15 ldaho 505, 
508, 768 P.2d 768, 771 (1988). A party may not rely on his pleadings nor merely assert 
he existence of facts which might or will support his legal theory. Id. A party must 
stablish the existence of those facts by deposition, affidavit, or otherwise. Id. 
BEMORANDUM DECISION - CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 4 
11 Additionally, the trial court must construe the record liberally in favor of the non- 1 
4 II 1016, 1019 (1990). Furthermore, all doubts are to be resolved against the moving party 
2 
5 and the motion must be denied if the evidence is such that conflicting inferences may I I 
moving party and draw all reasonable factual inferences in favor of such party. Bear 
Lake West Homeowner's Assoc. v. Bear Lake County, 1 18 ldaho 343, 346, 796 P.2d 
11 be drawn therefrom, and if reasonable people might reach different conclusions. 11 Parker v. Kokot, 1 17 ldaho 963. 793 P.2d 195 (1 990). 
11 II. Motion to Dismiss 
11 state a claim upon which relief may be granted. The Court may only grant a motion to 
11 
9 
10 
The motions to dismiss are brought pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) for failure to 
j4 II v. Martindale, 82 ldaho 400, 405, 353 P.2d 782, 787 (1960). With few exceptions, 
12 
13 
15 11 ldaho is a notice pleading state. Cook v. Skyline Corp., 135 ldaho 26. 33. 13 P.3d 857, 
dismiss under 12(b)(6) "when it appears beyond a doubt that the plaintiff can prove no 
set of facts in support of the claim which would entitle [the plaintiff] to relief." Wackerli 
l6 11 869 (2000). Notice pleading only requires that the Plaintiff's complaint contain a simple, 
l7 IIconcise, and direct statement fairly apprising the Defendant of claims and grounds 
l8 11 upon which the claims rest. Myers v. A 0  Smith Hawestore Pmds, Inc., 114 ldaho 
l9 11432,439,757 P.2d 695, 702 (Ct App. 1988). 
22 II appearing in the complaint, supplemented by those facts of which the court may 
20 
21 
23 11 properly take judicial notice. See Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 ldaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 
The only facts a court may consider on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion are those 
24 11 (Ct. App. 1990). The nonmoving party, here the Plaintiff, is entitled to have all 
II MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 5 
25 
2"or 
inferences from the records and pleadings viewed in his or her favor. See ldaho Schs. 
Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Evans, 123 ldaho 573, 850 P.2d 724 (1993). "After 
drawing all inferences in the non-moving party's favor, we then ask whether a claim for 
relief has been stated. The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but 
~vhether the party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." Young v. City of 
Ketchum, 137 ldaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002) (citations and internal 
quotations omitted). The court must make every reasonable intendment to sustain a 
:omplaint against an I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss. ldaho Comm'n on Human 
Rights v. Campbell, 95 ldaho 21 5, 217, 506 P.2d 112, 11 4 (1 973). 
DISCUSSION 
I. Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage 
Causation or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine 
Saint Alphonsus seeks for the Court to enter summary judgment in favor of Saint 
4lphonsus finding MRlA has failed to show any causal connection between the 
~ser ted  causes of action and the alleged damages suffered. Citing Magic Valley 
Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 ldaho 110, 982 P.2d 945 (Ct. App. 1999), Saint 
4lphonsus argued MRlA must not only prove the amount of damages to a reasonable 
:ertainty, but must also prove the damages alleged are the proximate consequence of 
Saint Alphonsus' actionable conduct. According to Saint Alphonsus: 
MRlA has presented no evidence or testimony that supports an inference 
that all of its lost MRI scans resulted from Saint Alphonsus' allegedly 
wrongful conduct. In fact, the only proof in the record from physicians 
who sent their patients to IMI supports an inference exactly the opposite 
of what Budge and Wilhoite assumed, i.e., that the scans were lost 
because of reasons unrelated to Saint Alphonsus' allegedly wrongful 
conduct, and instead were directly related to the move of radiologists from 
MRlA to IMI, a move caused by MRIA's firing of the GSR radiologists. 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
nc.'s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage 
;ausation or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine, p.15. Alternatively, should the Court 
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conclude this issue is not appropriate for summary judgment, Saint Alphonsus seeks for 
the Court to construe the motion as a motion in limine "seeking to prohibit introduction 
of any evidence of MRIA's lost profits at trial because it has not shown any proof of 
causation" through repeated discovery requests. Id. at 22. 
In opposition to Saint Alphonsus' motion, MRlA argued the causes of the alleged 
damages in this case have been proven with reasonable certainty as is required by 
ldaho law. Moreover, MRlA maintained the possibility, or even the probability, of other 
causes for the damages does not necessarily preclude recovery. Accordingly, MRlA 
asserted that "after liberally construing all factual inferences in favor of MRIA, it would 
be impossible for reasonable persons to disagree as to whether the damages sustained 
by MRlA were caused by the wrongful acts of SARMC and IMI." MRIA's Opposition to 
SARMC's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Damage Causation or, in the 
Alternative, Motion in Limine, p.12. In support of MRIA's argument, MRlA referred the 
Court to the record already developed in this case and asserted this record is clearly 
adequate evidence to preclude the entry of summary judgment. 
The damages sought by MRIA in this litigation consist of lost business profits. 
And through various causes of actions, MRlA asserts the conduct of Saint Alphonsus 
contributed to these lost profits as experienced by MRlA over a period of time. In 
Idaho, the amount of damages asserted for lost business profits must be proven with 
reasonable certainty. Magic Valley Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 ldaho 110, 1 16, 
982 P.2d 945, 951 (Ct. App. 1999) (citations omitted). "'Reasonable certainty' does not 
require that damages be proved with mathematical exactitude, but the evidence must 
be sufficient to take the damages out of the realm of speculation." Id. (citations 
omitted). Additionally, the party asserting damages bears the burden of establishing 
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that the alleged damages are the "proximate consequence of the defendant's 
actionable conduct." Id. (citations omitted). As with the amount of damages, causation 
must also be proven with reasonable certainty. Griffifh v. Clear Lakes Trout Co., lnc., 
143 ldaho 733,152 P.3d 604,611 (2007). 
The question presently before the Court is whether MRIA has sufficiently shown 
to a reasonable certainty that the alleged wrongful conduct of Saint Alphonsus caused 
the lost profits as asserted. Unfortunately, the ldaho case law in this area is dominated 
by appellate courts reviewing the appropriateness of a trial court's decision to either 
award or deny damages following a court trial. The lack of precedent providing 
guidance as to what constitutes "reasonable certainty" sufficient to survive a Celotex- 
type challenge at summary judgment proceedings is unaccommodating. 
Nevertheless, having reviewed the record in this case, the Court finds MRIA has 
set forth sufficient evidence showing there is a genuine issue about a material fact with 
regard to causation of damages. Construing all reasonable inferences in favor of 
MRIA, there is sufficient evidence in the record to allow a jury to draw an inference that 
it is more probable than not that the cause of the alleged damages was Saint 
Alphonsus' conduct as opposed to causes unrelated to Saint Alphonsus' conduct. For 
example, genuine issues of material fact exist as to whether Saint Alphonsus 
inappropriately assisted IMI or wrongfully competed with MRIA while still a partner in 
MRIA. Construing these facts in a light most favorable to MRIA, the Court cannot find 
as a matter of law that no reasonable juror would conclude these alleged actions of 
Saint Alphonsus did not cause the lost profits alleged by MRIA. 
Furthermore, Mr. Budge has calculated the alleged lost profits of MRIA as 
accruing on different dates, thus making an award of damages dependent upon the 
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ury's determination as to when the conduct of Saint Alphonsus began causing the 
tlleged damages. Undoubtedly Mr. Budge's analysis, along with the other damage 
?xperts of MRIA, will be subject to thorough cross examination. And whether the jury 
tltimately concludes the lost profits asserted by MRIA are a result of the conduct of 
jaint Alphonsus is a question of fact most appropriate for the trier of fact in this case. 
Therefore, the Court will deny Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary 
ludgment re: Damage Causation or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine because MRIA 
ias sufficiently shown the alleged damages are a result of the alleged wrongful conduct 
)f Saint Alphonsus. The Court finds MRIA has brought both the amount of damages 
tnd causation of those asserted damages out of the realm of speculation, sufficiently 
khowing to a reasonable certainty that the alleged wrongful conduct of Saint Alphonsus 
:aused the lost profits asserted. Furthermore, the Court will not preclude MRlA from 
ntroducing any evidence of lost profits as requested by Saint Alphonsus. 
II. Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Summary Judgment on MRIA's Antitrust 
Claims 
Saint Alphonsus is seeking an order granting summary judgment in favor of Saint 
ilphonsus on all of MRIA's remaining antitrust claims. First, Saint Alphonsus argued 
hRlA lacks standing to assert a claim for antitrust because the alleged injuries are a 
esult of increased competition and therefore MRlA has not suffered an "antitrust 
?jury." Saint Alphonsus asserts: 
[Tjhe statement of MRIA's own experts confirm that MRIA's damages do 
not flow form any competition-reducing aspect of Saint Alphonsus' or the 
Third Party Defendants conduct; but rather stem directly from the 
increased competition created when IMI opened a new diagnostic imaging 
center and began competing for MRI scans with MRI Center. 
iaint Alphonsus Diversified Care, lnc.'s and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
x ' s  Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment on MRlA Associates, 
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LLP's Antitrust Claims, pp.7-8. Secondly, Saint Alphonsus argued MRlA has failed to 
establish that IMI has monopoly power or a dangerous probability of achieving 
monopoly power. Saint Alphonsus also asserted MRlA has failed to establish that Saint 
Alphonsus or the Third Party Defendants have engaged in anticompetitive conduct. 
Finally, Saint Alphonsus maintained MRlA has failed to prove antitrust damages. 
In opposition to Saint Alphonsus' motion, MRlA asserted they have standing to 
pursue the antitrust claims because IMl's conduct has harmed competition by way of 
higher prices for comparable goods/se~ices. Secondly, MRlA argued IMI has 
monopoly power as evidenced by IMl's increasing market share over time and the 
alleged contemporaneous price disparity. Additionally, citing Twin Falls Farm & City 
Dist., Inc. v. D & B Supply Co., Inc., 96 Idaho 351, 528 P.2d 1286 (1974), MRlA argued 
the record in this case is replete with evidence that Saint Alphonsus and IMI have 
participated in anticompetitive conduct. Finally, MRlA maintained it is entitled to 
recover antitrust damages. 
A. Whether MRlA Asserted or Sustained an Antitrust Injury 
Both parties acknowledge in the context of antitrust litigation the plaintiff bears 
the additional burden of satisfying a more stringent standing requirement. In addition to 
the usual case or controversy requirement, the plaintiff must also alleged and ultimately 
prove they have suffered an "antitrust injury, which is to say injury of the type the 
antitrust laws were intended to prevent and that flows from that which makes 
defendants' acts unlawful." Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-0-Mat, Inc., 429 U.S. 477, 
489 (1977). And because antitrust laws were designed to protect competition in the 
relevant market, in order to establish antitrust injury a plaintiff must allege and prove 
harm to competition as a whole. See New York Medscan LLC v. New York Univ. Sch. 
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Because Saint Alphonsus is moving for summary judgment, whereas the 
defendants in New York Medscan filed their motion under Rule 12(b)(6), the question 
before the Court is whether MRlA has sufficiently presented evidence that would allow 
a reasonable juror to conclude MRlA has suffered an antitrust injury. Or put differently 
whether MRlA has sufficiently presented evidence of adverse effects on the price, 
quality, or output of the relevant good or service in the relevant market. 
In order to establish an antitrust injury, MRlA admittedly must show harm to 
competition exists. However, the record in this case is devoid of any evidence 
establishing any adverse effects on the price, quality, or output of MRI services in the 
relevant market. Saint Alphonsus contests the reliability of Mr. Whitelaw's pricing 
of Med., 430 F.Supp.2d 140, 146 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (citing Capital Imaging Assocs., P.C. 
v. Mohawk Valley Med. Assocs., Inc., 996 F.2d 537, 545 (2d Cir. 1993)). 
MRlA cites the New York Medscan case for the proposition that harm to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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competition is shown by "adverse effects on the price, quality, or output of the relevant 
good or service." MRIA's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment re: Antitrust 
Claims, p.4. In New York Medscan, the District Court for the Southern District of New 
York was determining whether the plaintiff's complaint should be dismissed pursuant to 
Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. And as referenced by MRIA, the 
New York Medscan Court stated "[a] plaintiff asserts harm to competition by alleging 
adverse effects on the price, quality, or output of the relevant good or service." New 
York Medscan, 430 F.Supp.2d at 146. Ultimately the New York Medscan Court held 
the plaintiff had properly asserted a decrease in quality of diagnostic imaging services 
as a "market-wide injury" sufficient to survive the defendant's motion to dismiss. Id. at 
analysis. Nevertheless, accepting Mr. Whitelaw's analysis as accurate for purposes of 
this motion, at most Mr. Whitelaw establishes that IMI receives a higher price for 
services compared to the market average. Mr. Whitelaw concludes "that the IMI-SADC 
imagining partnership has harmed competition in the relevant market by receiving 
higher-than-market rates." But Mr. Whitelaw does not attempt to show that there are 
market-wide increases in prices; thus decreasing competition. Nor does Mr. Whitelaw 
attempt to show that MRlA is such an important component of the relevant market that 
any damage suffered by MRlA inherently harms the market and decreases competition 
overall. Mr. Whitelaw's vague conclusory statement regarding harm to competition 
simply does not in itself create a genuine issue of fact precluding the entry of summary 
judgment. 
"[B]ecause the antitrust laws were designed to protect competition not 
competitors, antitrust plaintiffs must assert harm to competition as a whole." New York 
Medscan, 430 F.Supp.2d at 146 (citation omitted). There simply is no evidence of a 
market-wide injury in this case. The only facts in the record demonstrate that IMI 
potentially receives a higher price for comparable goods/se~ices. However, this 
evidence fails to indicate the type of harm this has had on the market as a whole. The 
only harm either complained of or established is the harm to MRlA itself. Moreover, the 
Court is unable to reasonably draw an inference from the record in this case that the 
higher prices charged and potentially sustained by IMI result from decreased 
zompetition in the market. Mr. Whitelaw never attempts to make this causal 
zonnection. , 
In conclusion, MRlA lacks standing to assert a claim for antitrust because MRlA 
ias not suffered an "antitrust injury." For the reasons stated above, the Court finds 
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MRIA's antitrust claims fail as a matter of law because MRlA has failed to demonstrate 
an actual market-wide adverse effect on competition resulting from Saint Alphonsus' 
conduct. Harm to one competitor does not in and of itself suffice in establishing injury 
of the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent. 
For these reasons, the Court will grant Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Summary 
Judgment on MRIA's Antitrust Claims and will decline to address Saint Alphonsus' 
additional arguments concerning MRIA's antitrust claims. 
Ill. Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Partial Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy 
Cause of Action (MRIA's Sixteenth Claim for Relief) 
Saint Alphonsus asks the Court to grant summary judgment in favor of the Saint 
Alphonsus upon MRIA's civil conspiracy claim as a matter of law. In doing so, Saint 
Alphonsus adopted and relied upon the Third Party Defendants' motion and 
memorandum similarly challenging MRIA's Sixteenth Claim for Relief. 
Adopting the four year statute of limitations prescribed in Idaho Code § 5-224, 
Saint Alphonsus argued the record is absent any evidence showing the Third Party 
Defendants and Saint Alphonsus agreed to conspire against MRIA through any 
unlawful acts after March 6, 2002. Saint Alphonsus also suggested MRIA's claim for 
:ivil conspiracy was a redundant tort now that the Third Party Defendants have been 
lismissed from this litigation. And finally, Saint Alphonsus again asserted that MRlA 
?as failed to provide any evidence showing damages were caused by any alleged civil 
:onspiracy. 
In opposition to Saint Alphonsus' and the now dismissed Third Party Defendants' 
notion, MRlA argued the Third Party Defendants conspired with Saint Alphonsus to 
lave Saint Alphonsus unlawfully breach the MRlA Articles of Partnership and unlawfully 
fiolate its fiduciary duties owed to MRIA. MRlA asserted genuine issues of material 
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fact exist as to whether IMl's opening of the Meridian center on or about June 3, 2002, 
violated the non-compete clause contained within the MRIA Articles of Partnership. 
II~dditionall~. MRIA argued genuine issues of material fact exist with regard to whether 11 the opening of the Meridian center violated the fiduciary duty owed to MRIA by Saint 
11 ~ l ~ h o n s u s  because it co-opted a partnership opportunity of MRIA. 11   he Idaho Supreme Court has explained an action in civil conspiracy as follows: 
A civil conspiracy that gives rise to legal remedies exists only if there is an 
agreement between two or more to accomplish an unlawful objective or to 
accomplish a lawful objective in an unlawful manner. [ I  Civil conspiracy is 
not, by itself, a claim for relief. [ ] The essence of a cause of action for 
civil conspiracy is the civil wrong committed as the objective of the 
conspiracy, not the conspiracy itself. 
II McPheters v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003) (citations omitted); 11 see also Argonaut Ins. Co. v. White. 86 Idaho 374. 386 P. 26 964 (1993) (explaining 11 that the wrongful acts committed by conspirators resulting in injury are what give rise to 
I la  cause of action for civil conspiracy). Put differently, civil conspiracy is not an 
II independent tort but rather is a derivative tort that relies on an underlying actionable 
wrong. 
Thus, in order to prove a claim for civil conspiracy a plaintiff must establish an 
11 underlying actionable wrong that constitutes either an unlawful objective or a lawful 
IIobjective accomplished in an unlawful manner. The Court is unaware of any Idaho 
/[case law defining the term "unlawful" as it relates to civil conspiracy. Some jurisdictions 
I I preclude claims for civil conspiracy not premised upon a tort; be. breach of contract. 11 See Peterson v. North Dakota Univ. System, 678 N.W.2d 163 (N.D. 2004). Whereas 
other jurisdictions define "unlawful" in the realm of civil conspiracy as "not limited to 
IIconduct that is criminally liable, but rather include[s] individuals associating for the 
purposes of causing or inducing a breach of contract or business expectancy." Lyn- 
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11 Flex West, Inc v. DiecXhaus, 24 S.W.3d 693, 700-01 (Mo. App. E.D. 1997). Because 
1 
11 the Court is unable to glean a clear definition of the term "unlawful" from the ldaho case 
3 11 law, the Court will adopt the more encompassing definition of the term unlawful, hence II permitting a civil conspiracy claim to be premised upon various torts as well as acts for 
5 the purposes of causing or inducing a breach of contract or business expectancy. This II 11 finding is supported by the broad and general language often employed by the ldaho 
l2 11 issues of fact encompass MRIA's claims against Saint Alphonsus for breach of contract 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
appellate courts in stating that an "underlying actionable wrong" must be the basis for a 
civil conspiracy claim. 
In this case, as noted above, there exist genuine issues of material fact whether 
Saint Alphonsus inappropriately assisted IMI prior to dissociating from MRIA. These 
15 conclude that Saint Alphonsus and the Third Party Defendants knowingly conspired to II 
13 
14 
j6 llachieve an unlawful objective because Saint Alphonsus remained a partner in MRlA 
and breach of fiduciary duties. Accordingly, should a jury determine Saint Alphonsus 
breached its fiduciary duty to MRlA by assisting IMI, the jury could also reasonably 
l7 11 until 2004. Because genuine issues of material fact exist with regard to the underlying 11 actionable wrong MRlA has premised its claim for civil conspiracy, genuine issues of 
22 11 Additionally, the Court concurs with MRlA and finds MRIA's claim for civil 
19 
20 
21 
23 II conspiracy is not time barred. Many of the disputed issues of fact regarding Saint 
material fact also exist with regard to MRIA's derivative claim of civil conspiracy 
precluding the entry of summary judgment in favor of Saint Alphonsus. 
II Alphonsus' breach of fiduciary duty include the opening of the IMI Meridian facility 
25 which occurred on or about June 3, 2002. The resulting damages, i.e. lost profits, from I I 
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26 the alleged conspiracy arguably did not accrue until after June 3, 2002. Thus, the First 
l l~mended Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint filed on March 7, 2006, was timely 
11 under the applicable statute of limitations. 
11 For these reasons the Court will decline to grant Saint Alphonsus' Motion to 11 Partial Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy Cause of Action. 
II IV. Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: lnterference with Prospective Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations II (MRIA's seventh Claim for Relief) 
11 Saint Alphonsus seeks for the Court to grant summary judgment in favor of Saint 11 Alphonsus upon MRIAs claim for interference with prospective contractual relationship 
11 or business expectations. Saint Alphonsus argued MRIA has failed to establish that 
MRIA had any valid economic expectancy with any referring physician or patient.2 
According to Saint Alphonsus, "the only evidence in the record shows MRIA did not 
11 have an exclusive relationship with the referring physicians such that it could expect 11 them to keep referring to it in the future no matter what changes occurred at MRIA or in 
11 the MRI market in general." Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care lnc and Saint Alphonsus 11 Regional Medical Center, Inc.'s Reply to MRIAs Opposition to Motion for Partial 
/I Summary Judgment re: lnterference with Prospective Contractual Relationship Claim, 
p.5. 
In opposition to Saint Alphonsus' motion, MRIA asserted "MRIA had (and has) a 
IIvalid business expectancy with patients referred to, or who would otherwise obtain 
Ilservices from MRIA." MRIAs Opposition to SARMCs Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment re: "lnterference with Prospective Contractual Relationship" Claim, p.4. 
2 Although Saint Alphonsus challenges the sufficiency of evidence regarding ail the elements of 
interference with prospective economic advantage in its reply memorandum, because Saint Alphonsus 
only addressed the first element of the tort, i.e. a valid economic expectancy, the Court will only address 
this one issue for purposes of this motion. 
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11 Citing an Arkansas Supreme Court case, MRIA first asserts the determination of 
11 whether a valid business expectancy exists is a question of fact most appropriate for a 
jury to decide. And second, MRIA argued the opportunity of obtaining customers is a 
recognized valid economic expectancy. Therefore, because in this case MRIA 
IIallegedly lost MRI scans as a result of Saint Alphonsus' wrongful conduct. MRIA 11 maintained they had a valid economic expectancy in those lost scans. 
11 Both parties acknowledge the elements of interference with prospective 11 economic advantage are: 
(1) The existence of a valid economic expectancy; (2) knowledge of the 
expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) intentional interference 
inducing termination of the expectancy; (4) the interference was wrongful 
by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself (i.e. that the 
defendant interfered for an improper purpose or improper means) and (5) 
resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted. 
I I Highland Enterprises, Inc. v. Barker, 133 ldaho 330, 338, 986 P.2d 996, 1004 (1999) (citing ldaho First National Bank v. Bliss Valley Foods, 121 ldaho 266, 285-86, 824 
P.2d 841, 859-60 (1991); Barlow v. International Harvester, Co., 95 ldaho 881, 893, 
I I 522 P.2d 11 02, 11 14 (1 974); and Pleas v. City of Seattle, 11 2 Wash.2d 794, 774 P.2d 
11 The question then presently before the Court concerns the first element for a 
claim of interference with prospective economic advantage; whether the lost patient 
11 referrals asserted by MRIA constitute a valid economic expectancy. Generally, a valid 
II economic expectancy consists of a future contractual relationship. However, the 
IIeconomic relationship need not be reduced to a formal contract in order for a valid 
11 cause of action to be asserted. See Highland Enterprises, lnc., at 339 n.3 ("the torts of 
llintentional interference with a prospective economic advantage and intentional 
Ilinterference with contract are very similar, differing only in the type of economic 
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relationship with which the defendant has interfered"). Therefore, MRIA's claim for 
interference with prospective economic advantage is not precluded simply because 
MRlA did not have a contract with any of the patient's referring physicians. 
Nevertheless, numerous jurisdictions require the plaintiff asserting such a cause 
of action "to show with some certainty that an expected economic advantage exists and 
that, in the absence of the defendant's interference, the advantage was likely to occur." 
Baron Financial Corp. v. Natanzon, 471 F.Supp.2d 535, 544-46 n.10 (MD 2006). This 
is precisely the contention Saint Alphonsus has with MRIA's asserted claim in this case, 
that MRlA has failed to prove with any degree of certainty the referring physicians 
would continue to refer patients to MRlA in the future simply because they had done so 
in the past. 
MRIA's argument in support of a finding that an expected economic advantage 
existed in this case appears to be the inference that a long term relationship existed 
between MRlA and the referring physicians. ("[Tlhe shift in referrals from MRlA to IMI 
as a result of SARMCs improper conduct . . . ." MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion 
for Partial Summaty Judgment re: "Interference with Prospective Contractual 
Relationship" Claim, p.5.) In Stewart Title Guaranty Co. v. American Abstract & TiNe 
Co., 363 Ark. 530,215 S.W.3d 596 (2005), which MRlA relies upon, the Supreme Court 
~f Arkansas found testimony as to the "long, long, long term relationships" that existed 
between the plaintiff and third parties (the relationships allegedly interfered with) along 
with evidence of the defendants' wrongful conduct was substantial evidence to support 
the jury's verdict finding that a valid business expectancy existed. Additionally, the 
Stewart Title Guaranty Court noted the question of whether a valid business expectancy 
?xisted was a question most appropriate for the tier of fact. 
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11 The Court concurs with the rationale of the Stewan 77tle Guaranty Court in that 1 
11 the question in this case of whether a valid economic expectancy exists is a question 
5 other MRI providers in the Treasure Valley. Whether this prior relationship is an II 
4 
11 economic expectancy is a question of fact. Arguably a jury could conclude there was 
most proper for the jury. The record in this case supports a finding that MRlA 
maintained relationships with many referring physicians prior to the existence of IMI and 
11 no reasonable expectation that MRlA would indefinitely maintain this relationship with 
* //the referring physicians. Additionally, a jury could also reasonably conclude the loss of 
11 all inferences from the record in favor of MRIA, the Court cannot find as a matter of law 
11 
9 
10 
12 II that a reasonable juror could not find that premised upon the long term relationship that 
scans complained of by MRlA is a result of the privilege to compete. However, drawing 
13 11 existed between MRlA and the referring physicians an expected economic advantage 
l4 II exists and that, in the absence of Saint Alphonsus' alleged interference, the advantage 
15 was likely to occur. I I 
l6 1) As such, because the Court will find the question of whether a valid economic 
l7 11 expectancy exists in this case is most appropriate for the trier of fact, the Court will deny 
la l l ~ a i n t  Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Interference with 
22 11 Saint Alphonsus requests that the Court enter an order dismissing MRIA's 
19 
20 
21 
Prospective Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations. 
V. Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Dismiss MRIA's Twentieth Claim for Relief (re: 
Spoliation) 
11 intentional tort of spoliation the Court should dismiss MRWs claim and treat this issue 
26 
23 
24 
25 
11 as an evidentiary doctrine. 
spoliation claim for relief because no cause of action exists in ldaho for such a claim. 
Saint Alphonsus argued because ldaho courts have not explicitly adopted the 
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In opposition to Saint Alphonsus' motion, MRIA maintained its claim for 
jpoliation is a valid cause of action because ldaho courts have not explicitly rejected 
he intentional tort of spoliation. Additionally, MRlA argued simply because ldaho 
2ourts have repeatedly addressed the evidentiary doctrine of spoliation does not 
iecessarily mean the existence of a spoliation tort in ldaho is mutually excluded. 
The question before the Court is whether ldaho recognizes the intentional tort of 
;poliation. As both parties acknowledge, the ldaho appellate courts have neither 
?xpressiy adopted nor rejected spoliation as a cause of action. Courtney v. Big 0 Tires, 
hc., 139 ldaho 821, 87 P.3d 930 (2003); Rickeits v. E. ldaho Equip. Co., Inc., 137 
daho 578, 51 P.3d 392 (2002); Bromley v. Garey, 132 ldaho 807, 979 P.2d 1165 
1999); Cook v. State, Dept. of Transp., 133 ldaho 288, 985 P.2d 1 150 (1999); and 
Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 ldaho 171, 178 P.2d 41 6 (1 996). Rather, as the 
>ourt stated in its March 7, 2006, Memorandum Decision, the ldaho Supreme Court 
:ontinues to refer to spoliation as both an "intentional tort" and a "rule of evidence." 
ind consistent with the Court's prior holding, the Court will again find the intentional tort 
)f spoliation is a valid claim for relief under ldaho law. Nonetheless, similar to the trial 
:ourt's decision in Ricketts, the Court will properly deny instructions to the jury on 
ipoliation absent MRlA presenting sufficient evidence of a state of mind showing a plan 
)r premeditation, as well as the other elements constituting a prima facie case for 
ntentional spoliation. 
Therefore, for these reasons the Court will deny Saint Alphonsus' Motion to 
)ismiss Twentieth Claim for Relief. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above and because the Court finds a genuine issue of 
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naterial facts exists with regard to whether the alleged wrongful conduct of Saint 
4lphonsus caused the lost profits asserted by MRIA, Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial 
summary Judgment re: Damage Causation or, in the Alternative, Motion in Limine is 
iereby DENIED. 
Furthermore, for the reasons stated above and because the Court finds MRIA 
acks standing to assert a claim for antitrust, Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Summary 
ludgment on MRIA's Antitrust Claims is hereby GRANTED. 
Furthermore, for the reasons stated above and because the Court finds genuine 
ssues of material fact also exist with regard to MRIA's derivative claim of civil 
:onspiracy, Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Partial Summary Judgment on Civil Conspiracy 
>ause of Action is hereby DENIED. 
Furthermore, for the reasons stated above and because the Court finds genuine 
ssues of material fact exist with regard to whether a valid economic expectancy exists, 
Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Interference with 
Jrospective Contractual Relationship or Business Expectations is hereby DENIED. 
Furthermore, for the reasons stated above, Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Dismiss 
rwentieth Claim for Relief is hereby DENIED. 
DATED this /3 day of July, 2007. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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RODNEY R. SAETRUM 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 7425 
BOISE, ID 83702 
VIA FACSIMILE: 336-0448 
W. ANTHONY PARK 
HUNTLEY PARK 
P.O. BOX 21 88 
BOISE, ID 83701 
VIA FACSIMILE: 388-0234 J. DAVID NAVARRQ- . 
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Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw. com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
gveinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Daniel J. Gordon (ISB No. 6051) 
dgordon@greenerlaw.com 
GREENER BANDUCCI S -IOEMAKER P.A.
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-2601 
Attorneys for DefendantslCounterclaimantslThird 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
..., 
, , . ,  
. . ;  . ; .  , 
NO. ( ,. *: : i # .. 
Ft~m.. ' , : 
A.M 'Q 7 % .  I 
JML i 8 ,2007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPEIONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 1 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: 
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT 
SETTLEMENT 
) MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT SETTLEMENT - 1 02092' \a hl)R4K-Ofll 11 117011 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
vs. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
COMES NOW, Defendant/Counterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker pursuant to Rules 403 and 408, Idaho Rules 
of Evidence, and hereby moves this Court for an order in limine excluding from evidence at trial, 
and precluding any reference to MRIA's settlement with Third Party Defendants. 
The basis for Chis motion is that evidence concerning MRIA's settlement with Third Party 
Defendants is inelevant to ally material issue in this case, and its admission would confuse the 
issues, mislead the jury, and cause unfair prejudice to MRIA and is contrary to Rule 408 Idaho 
Rules of Evidence. 
This motion is supported by the pleadings on file with the Court and the Memorandum in 
Support of MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Third Party Defendant Settlement. 
Oral argument is requested. 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT SETTLEMENT - 2 
60838.001 (213291) 
DATED this day of July, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
Thomas A. Banducci 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
02093 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT SETTLEMENT - 3 
6nu:n.nnl PI?YII 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the a d a y  of July, 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was served upon: 
Jack S. Gjording C ]  US. Mail 
GJORDING & FOUSER (208) 336-9177 
509 West Hayes 
Post Office Box 2837 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for PlaintiffICounter-Defendants] 
Patrick J. Miller C]  US.  Mail 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP [rl Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
601 W. Bannock Street and Delivery 
P.O. Box 2720 Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701 -2720 
[Attorneys for PlaintiffICounter-Defendants] 
Thomas A. Banducci 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
02094 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT SETTLEMENT - 4 
r;naaa.nnf i ? ~ ? ? o ~ i  
. . ., 
NO. i 2 ,  , , 
AM--> --"- PM 
Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw. com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Daniel J. Gordon (ISB No. 6051) 
dgordon@greenerlaw.com 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-2601 
Attorneys for DefendantslCounterclaimantslThird 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, C I ~ ~ J ,  
BY J. E A R €  
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Defendant. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: 
PURPORTED BREACHES OF 
FIDUCIARY DUTIES AND 
WRONGFUL CONDUCT BY MRIA, 
DMR, AND DR. GILES 
Counterclaimants, 1 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
h AND WRONGFUL CONDUCT BY MRIA, DMR, AND DR. GILES - 1 60838-001 (713972) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, DefendantlCounterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker pursuant to Rules 401,402 403, Idaho Rules 
of Evidence, and hereby moves this Court for an order in limine excluding from evidence at trial, 
and precluding SARMC from introducing evidence of alleged breaches of fiduciary duties by 
MRIA, DMR, or Dr. David Giles. 
The basis for this motion is that this evidence concerning this fact is irrelevant to any 
material issues in this case, and its admission would confuse the issues, mislead the jury, cause a 
considerable waste of time, and cause unfair prejudice to MRIA. 
This motion is supported by the pleadings on file with the Court, the Memorandum in 
Support of MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Purported Breaches of Fiduciary Duties and Wrongful 
Conduct by MRIA, DMR, and DR. Giles, and Affidavit of Yvonne A. Vaughan in Support of 
MRIA'S Motions in Limine filed in conjunction with this motion. 
Oral argument is requested. 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PURPORTED BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY DUTI 
AND WRONGFUL CONDUCT BY MRIA, DMR, AND DR. GILES - 2 82096 
608384Ol (213971) 
DATED this day of July, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
\ 
Thomas A. Banducci 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PURPORTED BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY DUTI S 
AND WRONGFUL CONDUCT BY MRIA, DMR, AND DR. GILES - 3 82097 
60538-001 (?139'2) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of July, 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was 
Jack S. Gjording C] US.  Mail 
GJORDING & FOUSER Facsimile (208) 336-9177 
509 West I-layes Hand Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 C] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83701 
a
[Attorneys for Plaintifflcounter-Defendants] 
Patrick J. Miller [7 U.S. Mail 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP C] Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
601 W. Bannock Street and Delivery 
P.O. Box 2720 C] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
7 
[Attorneys for Plaintifflcounter-Defendants] 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PURPORTED BREACHES OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES 
AND WRONGFUL CONDUCT BY MRIA, DMR, AND DR. GILES - 4 02098 
liOfi?R 001 121 711721 
Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw.com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Daniel J. Gordon (ISB No. 605 1) 
dgordon@greenerlaw.com 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 319-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 3 19-2601 
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants/Third 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerlr 
By J. EARLE 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTIH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: 
THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' 
EXPERT WITNESSES 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, on its own behalf, and on behalf of MRI 
Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, and MRI 
Mobile Limited, an Idaho Limited Partnership, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., 
an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
02099 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' EXPERT WITNESSES - 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendani/Counterclaimant MRI Associates ("MRIA"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Greener Banducci Shoemaker pursuant to Rule 403 Idaho Rules of 
Evidence, and hereby moves this Court for an order in limine excluding from evidence at trial, 
and precluding SARMC from calling Third Party Defendants' expert witnesses to give opinion 
or expert testimony at trial. 
The basis for this motion is that the Third Party Defendants are no longer parties to this 
litigation and SARMC is not in compliance with Rule 26(b)(4) Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
because it never disclosed Third Party Defendants' expert witnesses as its own. As a result, it is 
unclear by what theory(s) SARMC would propose to have such expert witnesses testify. 
Therefore, allowing such testimony would cause unfair prejudice to MRIA. 
This motion is supported by the pleadings on file with the Court, the Memorandum in 
Support of MRIA's Motion in Limine Re: Third Party Defendants' Expert Witnesses the 
Affidavit of Yvonne A. Vaughan in Support of MRIA'S Motions in Limine filed in conjunction 
with this motion, 
Oral argument is requested. 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' EXPERT WITNE SES 
2 623.00 
60838.001 12136383 
DATED this day of July, 2007. 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. + 
Thomas A. Banducci 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
021.0s 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' EXPERT WITNESSES - 
3 
dno?w nnt i ? l a h : a j  
CERTIFICATEOF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the of July, 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
within and foregoing instrument was 
Jack S. Gjording US.  Mail 
GJORDING & FOUSER Facsimile (208) 336-9177 
509 West I-Iayes P H a n d  Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 [7 Overnight Delivery 
Boise, ID 83701 
[Attorneys for PlaintifflCounter-Defendants] 
Patrick J. Miller US .  Mail 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
601 W. Bannock Street -Hand Delivery 
P.O. Box 2720 CI] Overnight Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
[Attorneys for PiaintiffICounter-Defendants] 
Thomas A. Bakducci i- 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV 
Dan J. Gordon 
02102 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' EXPERT WITNESSES - 
4 
60819.001 17116?8) 
Warren E. Jones, ISB No. 1193 
Neil D. McFeeley, ISB No. 3564 
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen & Jones, Chtd 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 530 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 344-8535 
Facsimile: (208) 344-8542 
Attorneys for Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC, 
.Gem State Radiology, LLP, and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
) 
) Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
) 
) STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL 
) OF THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS 
) WITH PREJUDICE 
) 
1 
) 
) 
Counterclaimant, 
) 
VS. 
) 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DNERSIFIED CARE, ) 
LNC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT ) 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS WITH PRWUDICE 
PAGE 1 
00151231.000 
1 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 1 
liability partnership, ) 
) 
Third Party Plaintiff, 1 
1 
VS. ) 
) 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; ) 
GEM STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho ) 
limited liability partnership; and IMAGING ) 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho ) 
limited liability partnership, 1 
1 
Third Party Defendants. ) 
) 
COME NOW Warren E. Jones of the law firm Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen & Jones, Chtd, for and on behalf of Third Party Defendants Intermountain Medical 
Imaging, LLC, Gem State Radiology, LLP, and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP, and Thomas 
A. Banducci of the law firm of Greener, Banducci and Shoemaker, for and on behalf of 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, in its own behalf and on behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho limited partnership, and 
MRI Mobile Limited Partnership, and stipulate and agree that the above-captioned action may be 
dismissed with prejudice as to all claims as to Third Party Defendants, with all parties to bear 
their own costs and attorneys fees, on the ground and for the reason that 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/Third Party Plaintiff and Third Party Defendants have mutually 
resolved and settled their ispute. J' 
.I-' Dated this day of July, 2007 GREENER, BANDUCCI & SHOEMAKER 
- 
By: 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSALOFTHIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS WITH PRWUDICE 
PAGE 2 
00151231.000 
Dated this day of July, 2007 
By: 
Attorney for Third Defendants 
STIPULATION FORDISMISSAL OF THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS WITH PREJUDICE 
PACE 3 
00151231.000 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'7.C 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30 day of July, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following individual(s)/entity(ies), by the 
method indicated, and addressed as follows: 
Thomas A. Banducci . Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Greener, Banducci, Shoemaker, PA Hand Delivery 
950 West Bannock, Suite 900 
[P
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 3 19-2601 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Jack S. Gjording 
Gjording & Fouser, PLLC 
509 West Hays Street 
Post Office Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Patrick J. Miller 
Givens Pursley, LLP 
601 West Bannock Street 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
 ail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 336-9177 
[ ] U S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ e k d  Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 388-1300 
Rodney R. Saetrum -Mail, Postage Prepaid 
David W. Lloyd Hand Delivery 
Saetrum Law Offices 
P
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 336-0448 
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1800 
Post Office Box 7425 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
\/LC+-. 
nes 
STIPULATION FOR DISMISSALOFTHIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS WITH PREJUDICE 
PACE 4 
00151231.000 
Jack S. Gjording, ISB No. 1105 
Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Bobbi K. Dominick, of Counsel, ISB No. 2895 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
509 W. Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)336-9777 
Facsimile: (208)336-9177 
Patrick J. Mier ,  ISB No. 3221 
J. Will Varin, ISB No. 6981 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Telephone: (208) 388-1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
J. DAVID NAVARPIO, Clerk 
By J. EARLE 
DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiil7CounterDefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
VS. 
Case No. CV OC 04082 19D 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS 
DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
PRODUCTION OF DISCOVERY 
1 SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF DISCOVERY - 1 
A 02107 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DlVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
MRI ASSOCLATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company; GEM STATE 
RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited liability 
partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), through counsel, hereby move this Court for its order 
compelling MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA") to produce the following documents withheld fiom 
production by MRIA based on the claim of privilege: 
Communications from Carl Harder with attachments identified on Bates numbers 001449 
through 001470 on MRIA's privilege log. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE. INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
This Motion is based upon the grounds and for the reason that MRIA withheld certain 
documents from production based on the claim of privilege and placed those documents on its 
privilege log. On Monday, July 9, 2007, MRIA produced its proposed exhibit list which 
identified a part of one of the documents it had withheld from production based upon privilege. 
MRIA produced a portion of the document and after demand, produced the attachment to that 
document that it had also withheld based upon the assertion of privilege. MRIA has still 
refused, however, Saint Alphonsus' request to produce other e-mails with other drafts of the 
same document. 
Saint Alphonsus, in good faith, tried to resolve this dispute before bringing this Motion, 
which attempts have been unsuccesshl. 
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum and the Affidavit of Jack S. Gjording 
submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED. 
rc 
DATED this - 25 day of July 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF DISCOVERY - 3 
021.09 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on theaay of July 2007, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Thomas A. Banducci 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
950 West Bannock, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Facsimile (208) 3 19-2601 
Warren E. Jones 
Joseph H. Uberuaga 
EBERLE BERLIN W I N G  TURNBOW 
McKLVEEN & JONES 
11 11 West Jefferson, Suite 530 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 344-8542 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1800 
Boise, ID 83702 
Facsimile (208) 336-0448 
Patrick J. Miller 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 West Bannock 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 388-1300 
. mail, postage prepaid 
C] facsimile 
U.S. mail, postage prepaid d
express mail 
C] hand delivery 
C] facsimile 
U.S. mail, postage prepaid El' [I1 express mail 
C] hand delivery 
facsimile 
mail, postage prepaid 
hand delivery 
C] facsimile 
SAINT AI.PHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AlSD SAlNT AI.PHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 1NC.S MOTION TO CO.MPEL PRODUCFION OF DlSCOVERY - 4 02110 
-\ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DlST 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation, 
II Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
II Defendant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant. 
VS. 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation; 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER. 
CounterDefendants, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219 
Case No. CVOC 0408219D 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: SHATTUCK HAMMOND 
MEMORANDUM; SAlNT ALPHONSUS' 
RENEWED MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
LEASE AND PARTNERSHIP TERM; 
SAlNT ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: PURCHASE PRICE 
DAMAGE THEORY; SAlNT 
ALPHONSUS' MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
DISSOCIATION; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE PROHIBITING SARMC FROM 
INTRODUCING EVIDENCE OF ITS 
INTENT RE: TERM OF THE MRlA 
PARTNERSHIP; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: ATTEMPTS TO PURCHASE 
MRlA AND/OR MRICI; MRIA'S MOTION 
IN LlMlNE RE: COMMUNICATIONS 
BETWEEN SARMC AND MRlA ABOUT 
THE PURCHASE OF MRlA AND/OR 
MRICI; MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
JUSTIFICATION FOR WITHDRAWAL; 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
ADMISSIBILITY OF SHATTUCK 
HAMMOND MEMORANDUM; MRIA'S 
MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S 
PROMOTION OF ITS OWN BEST 
INTERESTS; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: PURPORTED BREACHES 
BY MRIA OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES; 
MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: 
EVIDENCE OF PATRICIA 
VANDEBERG'S STATUS AS A 
FORMER CATHOLIC NUN; MRIA'S 
- PAGE 1 02112' 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, and ldaho limited liability company; 
GEM STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership; and IMAGING 
CENTER RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an ldaho 
limited liability partnership, 
Third Party Defendants. 
MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S 
BELIEFS ABOUT LEGALITY OF 
WITHDRAWAL FROM MRIA; MRIA'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE GREGORY S. 
VISTNESS; MRIA'S MOTION IN LlMlNE 
RE: REFERRING PHYSICIANS 
DESIGNATED BY SARGIGSR AS 
EXPERT WITNESSES; MRIA'S MOTION 
IN LlMlNE RE: SARMC'S RELIANCE ON 
ADVICE OF C0UNSEL;MRIA'S MOTION 
IN LlMlNE RE: INADVERTENTLY 
DISCLOSED PRIVILEGED 
DOCUMENTS; MRIA'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: INVESTMENTS BY 
MEMBERS OF DMR; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS' MOTION TO STRIKE THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES WlLHOlTE IN 
OPPOSITION TO SARMC'S MOTION IN 
LlMlNE RE: PURCHASE PRICE 
DAMAGE THEORY; MRIA'S MOTION 
TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF GREGORY S. 
VISTNESS, PHD. 
APPEARANCES 
For PlaintifflCounter-Defendant: 
Jack S. Gjording of Gjording & Fouser; Patrick J. 
Miller and J. Will Varin of Givens Pursley, LLP; and 
James R. Wade of Haynes and Boone for Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. 
Defendant/Counterclaimants/Third-Party Plaintiff: 
Thomas A. Banducci, G. Rey Reinhardt, IV, and 
Daniel J. Gordon of Greener Banducci Shoemaker 
P.A. for MRI Associates, LLP 
Third-Party Defendants: 
Neil D. McFeeley of Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow, 
McKlveen & Jones, Chtd for Intermountain Medical 
Imaging, LLC, Gem State Radiology, LLP, and 
Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP 
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PROCEEDINGS 
These matters came before the Court on July 2, 2007 upon: (1) Saint Alphonsus' 
Motion in Limine re: Shattuck Hammond Memorandum; (2) Saint Alphonsus' Renewed 
Motion in Limine re: Lease and Partnership Term; (3) Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine 
re: Purchase Price Damage Theory; (4) Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: 
Dissociation; (5) MRIA's Motion in Limine Prohibiting SARMC from Introducing 
Evidence of its Intent re: Term of the MRlA Partnership; (6) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: 
Attempts to Purchase MRlA andlor MRICI; (7) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: 
Communications Between SARMC and MRIA About the Purchase of MRIA and/or 
MRICI; (8) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Justification for Withdrawal; (9) MRIA's Motion 
in Limine re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond Memorandum; (10) MRIA's Motion in 
Limine re: SARMC Promotion of its Own Best Interests; (1 1) MRIA's Motion in Limine 
re: Purported Breaches by MRlA of Fiduciary Duties; (12) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: 
Evidence of Patricia Vandeberg's Status as a Former Catholic Nun; (13) MRIA's Motion 
in Limine re: SARMC's Beliefs About Legality of Withdrawal from MRIA; (14) MRIA's 
Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistness; (15) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Referring 
Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR as Expert Witnesses; (16) MRIA's Motion in 
Limine re: SARMC's Reliance on Advice of Counsel; (17) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: 
Inadvertently Disclosed Privileged Documents; (18) MRIA's Motion in Limine re: 
Investments by Members of DMR; (19) Saint Alphonsus' Motion to Strike the Affidavit of 
Charles Wilhoite in Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price 
Damage Theory; and (20) MRIA's Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. 
Vistness, Ph.D. 
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2 11 advisement. Additional motions were also before the Court on July 2, 2007, to which a 1 
I/ prior Memorandum Decision previously addressed. In the interim MRlA and the Third 
Following oral argument by counsel the Court took these matters under 
11 This litigation stems from Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's ("SADC) 
4 
5 
' 11 dissociation from an ldaho limited liability partnership, MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA"). 
Party Defendants have reached a settlement. 
BACKGROUND 
l i on  October 18. 2004, SADC filed an action against MRlA to determine the buyout 
~ISADC, Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("sARMC")' (collectively "Saint 
1 1  
9 
10 
12 11 Alphonsus") alleging breach of contract and wrongful dissociation, breach of fiduciary 
terms of its dissociation under ldaho law. In turn, MRIA filed a counterclaim against 
l6 l l ~ o m ~ l a i n t  on March 7, 2006, adding fifteen (15) new claims against SARMC and three 
,, 
14 
15 
l7 (((3) third-parties-Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC ("IMI"), Gem State Radiology, 
duty, and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Both the 
Plaintiff's Complaint and the Defendant's Counterclaim sought declaratory relief and 
damages. The Defendant then filed its First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party 
'* 11 LLP ("GSR"), and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP ("ICR.). Then on March 2, 2007, 
l9 11 the Defendant filed a Second Amended Counterclaim and First Amended Third-Party 
22 ( 1  On June 5, 2007, Saint Alphonsus filed their Motion in Limine re: Shattuck 
20 
21 
23 11 Hammond Memorandum, Renewed Motion in Limine re: Lease and Partnership Term. 
Complaint. 
i Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage Theory, and Saint Alphonsus' Motion in 
I Limine re: Dissociation. Also on June 5, 2007, MRlA filed their Motion in Limine 
26 
I 
1 SADC is an ldaho nonprofit corporation whose sole voting member is SARMC. 
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/I Prohibiting SARMC from Introducing Evidence of its Intent re: Term of the MRIA 
1 
11 Partnership, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Attempts to Purchase MRIA and/or MRICI, II MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Communications Between SARMC and MRIA About the II Purchase of MRIA and/or MRICI, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Justification for 
11 as a Defense to it [sic] Fiduciary Duty. MRlA's Motion in Limine re: Purported Breaches 
5 
/(by MRIA of Fiduciary Duties, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Evidence of Patricia 
Withdrawal, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC Promotion of It Own Best Interests 
II Vandenberg's Status as a Former Catholic Nun, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC's 10 
I I~eliefs About Legality of Withdrawal from MRIA, MRIA's Motion to Strike Gregory S. 
1 1  
l2 11 Vistness, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Referring Physicians Designated by SARGIGSR 
l3 11 as Expert Witnesses, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC's Reliance on Advice of 
16 l l ~ a i n t  Alphonsus filed their Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Charles Whilhoite in 
14 
15 
(lopposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage Theory. 
Counsel, MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Inadvertently Disclosed Privileged Document, and 
MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Investments by Members of DMR. On June 18, 2007, 
IS Il~eanwhile, on June 15, 2007, MRlA filed their Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit 
I I LEGAL STANDARD 21 
19 
20 
22 11 1. Motion in Limine 
of Gregory S. Vistness, Ph.D. 
11 Trial courts have broad discretion when ruling on a motion in limine and the trial 
24 ]lcourtls decision to grant or deny a motion in limine will be reviewed under an abuse of 
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25 
26 
discretion standard. Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 Idaho 16, 25, 105 P.3d 676, 
685 (2005). 
11 II. Motion to Strike 
1 
11 Whether to grant or deny a motion to strike is governed by an abuse of discretion 11 standard. Jensen v. State, 139 ldaho 57, 61, 72 P.3d 897, 901 (2003). In reviewing a 
4 district court's decision under the abuse of discretion standard, the ldaho Supreme II 
5 Court considers (1) whether the district court correctly perceived the issue as one of II 
lldiscretion; (2) whether the court acted within the boundaries of such discretion and 
' ~lconsistently with legal standards applicable to specific choices; and (3) whether the 
l 1  II DISCUSSION 
8 
9 
10 
court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. Id. (citing Sun Valley Shopping 
Ctr., lnc. v. ldaho Power Co., 1 19 ldaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993, 1000 (1 991 )). 
14 Alphonsus' dissociation from MRIA as the "scorched earth" scenario and finding II 
12 
13 
I. Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
Saint Alphonsus asks the Court to preclude MRlA from referring to Saint 
l7 I l ~ ~ ~ l e ~ a r d  to Grant Chamberlain and Michael Hammond dated September 25, 2001. 
l5 
16 
portions of the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum inadmissible at trial. 
The Shattuck Hammond Memorandum at issue is from Mike Finnerty and Bill 
11 employees of Shattuck Hammond Advisors, who were apparently hired to assist Saint 
20 
18 
19 
11 Alphonsus in analyzing Saint Alphonsus' options with regard to providing MRI services 
21 
Finnerty and Appleyard, the authors of the Shattuck Hammond Memo, are both 
22 11 in the future. The language in dispute is located in a portion of the Memorandum II wherein Finnerty and Appleyard provide an overview of the contemplated options 
24 11 apparently being considered by Saint Alphonsus with regard to the non-compete 
25 11 provision contained in the MRlA Articles of Partnership. The Memo reads in relevant 
part, "SARMC has referred to this as their 'scorched earth scenario."' The Shattuck 
I I MEMORANDUM DECISION - CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 6 
11 because the Memo is itself subject to the business records exception. Memorandum 
1 
2 
4 
5 
11 Decision, February 6,2007. 
Hammond Memo was produced to MRlA in response to a subpoena duces tecum. 
The Court previously addressed the admissibility of this Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum with respect to MRIA's motion for leave to file an amended complaint 
asserting a claim for punitive damages. Based upon the record before the Court at that 
time, the Court held the Shattuck Hammond Memo was admissible because Saint 
~lphonsus had failed to prove the Memo was subject to the attorney-client privilege and 
11 documents attached to the Affidavit of Jack Gjording dated July 3, 2007, for in camera 
11 
9 
10 
12 
11 review, the Court can find that the language at issue is not attributable to Saint 
Based upon the record presently before the Court, including having reviewed the 
l3 I/ Alphonsus and therefore the motion in limine will be granted. 
l4 I/ Even assuming the language at issue is subject to an exception to the general 
l5 IIrule precluding hearsay, the challenged language will be excluded under IRE Rule 403. 
l6 That rule provides for the exclusion of relevant and otherwise admissible evidence "if its I I 
11 probative value of the language at issue is substantially outweighed by the danger of 
l7 
18 
probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion 
of the issues, or misleading the ju ry...." I.R.E. 403. The Court finds little if any 
20 
21 
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unfair prejudice to Saint Alphonsus. The probative and relevant information in the 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Memo are the various options presented to Saint Alphonsus by Shattuck Hammond. 
But the real potential for this statement that was not stated by Saint Alphonsus, is 
unfairly prejudicial to Saint Alphonsus because the jury could easily be confused that 
Saint Alphonsus made this statement. The line between consultant statements and 
admissions of a party can easily be blurred and can be confusing. This is a very 
lldamaging statement by a consultant and could cause great prejudice to Saint I/ ~ l ~ h o n s u s  even though they did not make such a statement. 
11 The Court will grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and preclude MRIA 
IIfmm referring to Saint Alphonsus' dissociation from MRIA as the 'scorched earth" 
//scenario and require the challenged language be redacted from the Shattuck 
I I Hammond Memorandum should the Memo be offered and admitted into evidence at 
11. Saint Alphonsus' Renewed Motion in Limine re: Lease and Partnership 
Term 
Saint Alphonsus asks the Court to enter an order establishing the Lease 
I I~~reement  expires on October 31, 2015, and that the Partnership Agreements for MRI 11 center and MRI Mobile do not have either an express or implied term. Furthermore. 
I I ~a in t  Alphonsus requests the Court preclude MRIA of offering any evidence or 
argument to the contrary at trial. 
On September 19, 1985, Saint Alphonsus Building Company, entered into a 
I I Building Lease Agreement ("Lease") with MRI Limited partnership? See Affidavit of 11 Patrick J. Miller in Support of Saint Alphonsus' Motion for Partial Summaty Judgment 
//Re: Lease Term, Ex. A. The ostensible purpose of the Lease was to allow for certain 
I I space where MRICl could operate its MRI magnet on the Saint Alphonsus campus. As 11 prescribed in the Lease itself. the Lease was to "commence upon November 1. 1985 
l(and shall terminate on October 31, 2015." The Lease also provided that any 
amendment to the Lease was to be made in writing and signed by both Saint 
Alphonsus and MRICI. Specifically, Article 20.4 of the Lease states: 
Saint Alphonsus Building Company, Inc. is a subsidy of Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. 
MRI Limited Partnership ( W a  MRI Center of Idaho) V'MRICI"), is an ldaho limited partnership whose 
. . 
general partner is MRIA.' . 
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This agreement, along with any exhibits and attachments hereto, 
constitutes the entire agreement between Landlord [Saint Alphonsus 
Building Company, Inc.] and Tenant [MRI Limited Partnership] relative to 
the Premises. This aareement and the exhibits and attachments mav be 
altered, amended or revoked onlv by an instrument in writina sianed by 
both landlord and Tenant. 
(emphasis added). 
I( Even though the Lease contains what is often referred to as a n o  oral 6 
/I 1242, 1244 (Ct. App. 1986). And in this case, the Court finds there does exist a 
7 
8 
10 genuine issue of material fact as to whether Saint Alphonsus intended to waive the "no I I 
modification" clause, these clauses may be waived either expressly or impliedly. ldaho 
Migrant Council, Inc. v. Northwestern Muf. Life Ins. Co., 110 Idaho 804, 806, 718 P.2d 
l1 ((oral modification" clause contained in the Lease. The Court simply cannot rule as a 
l2 11 matter of law that the Lease was not extended beyond October 31. 2015. Drawing all 
l3 llreasonable inferences in favor of MRIA, the Court finds the September 15. 1999, 
Ilstatements attributed to Cindy Schamp regarding the Lease could be construed as an 
l7 II to whether a legally enforceable Lease extension was ever executed is a question of 
15 
16 
l8 IIfact most appropriate for the jury and as such, the Court will not preclude MRIA from 
intent to waive the no oral modification clause and extend the Lease. The question as 
l9 II presenting evidence upon this issue. 
20 11 Similarly. the Court finds the determination of whether the Partnership 
21 l l~~reements  for MRI Center and MRI Mobile are at will, for a fixed term, or until the 
24 11 1976); and Hooker Chemicals & Plastics Corp. v. International Minerals & Chemical 
22 
23 
(1 Corp.. 90 A.D.2d 991, 456 N.Y.S.2d 587 (N.Y. App. Div. 1982). 
26 
accomplishment of a particular undertaking is a question of fact that is for the trier of 
fact. 68th Street Apts., lnc. v. Lauricella, 546, 362 A.2d 78 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. 
11 Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and will deny Saint I I MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 9 0211.19 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Alphonsus' motion in limine. 
Ill. Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage Theory 
Saint Alphonsus asks the Court to preclude MRlA from stating, arguing or 
implying to the jury that the value of MRI Center of ldaho ("MRICI") as ascertained by 
Shattuck Hammond on November 6, 2001, is a measure of damages for Saint 
Alphonsus' April 1, 2004, dissociation from MRIA. 
In Idaho, a partner who wrongfully dissociates from a partnership is liable to the 
partnership and the other partners for "damages caused by the dissociation." ldaho 
Code Ej 53-3-602(c). MRIA, citing a case recently decided by the Wyoming Supreme 
Court, argued that in addition to lost profits, MRIA can also assert damages for breach 
12 
,, 
14 
lldamages associated with a wrongful dissociation, however, the Court concurs with 
of the non-compete as the value of expectation interest in performance of the non- 
compete covenant. Or put differently, MRIA asserted it is entitled to the benefit of the 
bargain. As such, MRIA argued the valuation Shattuck Hammond arrived at for MRlCl 
15 
l6 
17 
in 2001 is an appropriate measure of this expected performance of the non-compete in 
this case. 
The Court acknowledges that lost profits are not the sole proof of consequential 
II Wyoming Steel Fabricators and Erectors, Inc., 158 P.3d 651 (WY 2007), upon which 
19 
20 
21 
23 11 MRIA relies, the plaintiff had paid ten thousand dollars as consideration for the three- 
Saint Alphonsus in that the valuation attributed to MRlCl in 2001 by Shattuck Hammond 
is not a proper measure of "damages caused by the dissociation." In WSP, Inc. v. 
24 year non-compete at issue in that case. After the trial court determined the defendant II 
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25 
26 
had breached the non-compete, the trial court awarded the plaintiff four thousand two 
hundred dollars in damages. As stated by the Wyoming Supreme Court: 
This amount was calculated as 15/36 of $1 0,000. The ratio represents the 
number of months the district court found WSP in breach of the non- 
compete, divided by the three-year term of the non-compete. The district 
court then applied that ratio to the consideration WSFE paid for the non- 
compete to arrive at damages totaling $4200. 11 Id. at 655. Though the plaintiff did not present evidence of lost profits in that case, the 11 wyoming Supreme Court upheld the trial court's award of damages stating: 
Instead, the district court relied upon a different theory of damages, i.e., 
[the plaintiff's] expectation interest in performance of the agreement. An 
"injured party has a right to damages based on his expectation interest as 
measured by ... the loss in the value to him of the other party's 
performance caused by its failure or deficiency." Restatement (Second) 
of Contracts, supra, 5 347. We find the district court had sufficient 
evidence to value [the plaintiff's] expectation interest in performance of 
the non-compete covenant. 
[The plaintiff] paid $10,000 for the non-compete agreement, ancillary to 
the purchase of the [the defendant's] business. In lieu of the right to use 
the name to realize the goodwill of the business, [the plaintiff] obtained the 
covenant to protect against the [defendant's name] being used by 
someone else to compete with the business [the plaintiff] purchased. The 
parties negotiated a price of $10,000 for a three-year term. These terms 
fairly reflect the value to [the plaintiff] of full performance of the non- 
compete covenant and provided the district court with a reasonable, 
ascertainable measure of-the damage caused by [the defendant's] failure ( 1  to meet that expectation. Accordingly, the award of damages was not 
clearly erroneous. 
Id. at 656. 
In this case the Court is unable to find the value of MRlCl as ascertained by 
Shattuck Hammond in 2001 is a term that fairly reflects the value of the non-compete 
covenant. Unlike the non-compete in WSP, Inc., the non-compete in this case was not 
negotiated for as a separate price ancillary to another contract. The non-compete 
covenant in this case is found in Section 9.3 of the Articles of Partnership of MRIA. And 
as a 'Terminated Partner," Saint Alphonsus was bound by the one-year non-compete 
covenant. Nevertheless, the value of this non-compete is not fairly reflected as the 
value of MRlCl in 2001 as asserted by MRIA. The value of MRICl in 2001 as an 
I I MEMORANDUM DECISION - CASE NO. CVQC0408219D - PAGE 11 
11 appropriate measure of damages for the value of the one-year non-compete covenant 
1 
2 11 is remote in time to the 2004 dissociation, is undermined by a substantial change in the 
3 II relevant market, speculative, and has a very high potential to mislead and confuse the 
testimony that will assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence so long as the I I 
4 
5 
11 testimony is proffered by someone qualified as an expert. the Court, as is permitted 
jury. 
Though Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence permits expert opinion 
llwithin its discretion, may preclude the admission of ''(aln expert opinion that is 
12 
11 ldaho 807, 979 P.24 1165 (1999)). The Court is simply unable to find how the value of 
9 
10 
11 
11 MRlCl in 2001 will assist the trier of fact in ascertaining the reasonable value of 
speculative or unsubstantiated by facts in the record." Swallow v. Emergency Medicine 
of ldaho PA, 138 ldaho 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68, 71 (2003) (citing Bromley v. Garey, 132 
l4 It damages caused by Saint Alphonsus' wrongful dissociation in 2004. The preliminary 
l5 II valuation of MRlCl by Shattuck Hammond in 2001 offers no reasonable or meaningful 
l6 11 information with respect to value of the non-compete in 2004. As such, the preliminary 
l9 11 The Court will grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and preclude MRlA 
l7 
18 
valuation of MRlCl by Shattuck Hammond in 2001 is irrelevant to any fact at issue in 
this case. 
20 
21 
24 11 IV. Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine re: Dissociation 
from stating, arguing or implying to the jury that the value of MRI Center of ldaho 
22 
23 
25 11 Saint Alphonsus asks the Court to preclude MRIA from stating, arguing or 
("MRICI") as ascertained by Shattuck Hammond on November 6, 2001, is a proper 
measure of damages for Saint Alphonsus' April 1,2004, dissociation from MRIA. 
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26 implying to the jury that Saint Alphonsus "wrongfully" dissociated from MRIA or that 
Saint Alphonsus' dissociation was "unlawful," a "violation of law," "misconduct" or 
otherwise contrary to law. Saint Alphonsus also provided the Court with a proposed 
preliminary jury instruction with regard to this issue. 
This Court previously concluded as a matter of law that Saint Alphonsus' 
dissociation in 2004 was "wrongful." Memorandum Decision, July 24, 2006. The term 
"wrongful" arises from the RUPA as adopted in Idaho. Moreover, the term "wrongful" is 
technically and legally accurate. The Court will not preclude MRlA from stating that 
Saint Alphonsus "wrongfully" dissociated from MRIA. The Court is unable to conclude 
that the technical and correct legal description is prejudicial or potentially misleading. 
However, the Court will preclude MRlA from stating that Saint Alphonsus' 
dissociation was "unlawful," "illegal," or a "violation of law." The Court not only finds 
these descriptions legally inaccurate, but also inflammatory. Rule 403 provides for the 
exclusion of relevant and otherwise admissible evidence "if its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or 
misleading the ju ry...." I.R.E. 403. Therefore, even though the Court questions the 
relevance and probative value of such legally inaccurate statements, the Court 
nonetheless finds the undeniable danger of unfair prejudice to Saint Alphonsus so high 
that the Court must preclude MRlA from using any such term. 
The Court will partially grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and 
preclude MRIA from stating, arguing or implying to the jury that Saint Alphonsus' 
dissociation was "unlawful," "illegal," or a "violation of law. MRlA is permitted though to 
refer to Saint Alphonsus' dissociation as "wrongful" and as a "breach" of the MRlA 
Partnership Agreement. 
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V. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Term of the MRIA Partnership 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing any evidence 
3t trial regarding Saint Alphonsus' intent concerning the partnership term of MRlA after 
vlRIA was precluded from conducting discovery about such intent. According to MRIA, 
Jecause MRlA was precluded from questioning Ms. Vandenberg about the term of the 
dRIA Partnership, pursuant to Rule 37(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
3ule 403 of the ldaho Rules of Evidence the Court should preclude any attempt by 
saint Alphonsus from proffering any evidence at trial upon this issue. 
After a review of the transcript of Ms. Vandenberg, the Court finds Saint 
ilphonsus did not prohibit MRlA from discovering evidence regarding the term of the 
dRlA partnership as asserted, but rather simply precluded MRlA counsel from inquiring 
nto a privileged conversation between Ms. Vandenberg and Saint Alphonsus' legal 
:ounsel Ed Miller. Therefore, Saint Alphonsus will not be precluded from presenting 
iny evidence regarding Saint Alphonsus' intent concerning the partnership term of 
ARIA. Nevertheless, any attempt by Saint Alphonsus' to present evidence of this 
:onversation through the testimony of Ms. Vandenberg will be denied. 
Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 
:ourt will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
VI. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Attempts to Purchase MRlA andlor MRICI 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing any evidence 
kt trial regarding Saint Alphonsus' attempts to purchase MRlA and/or MRICI. In MRIA's 
eply memorandum, MRlA states "MRIA withdraws its argument that SARMC should 
lot be allowed to present any evidence on this topic, but believes the introduction of 
,uch evidence should be limited to the parameters articulated in this Memorandum." 
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11 MRlA's Reply in Support of Motion in Limine re: Communications Between SARMC and 
MRlA About the Purchase of MRlA and/or MRlCl and In Support of MRIA's Motion in 
Limine re: Attempts to Purchase MRlA and/or MRICI, p.3 n.1. Because MRlA has 
11 withdrawn its argument articulated in this motion in limine the Court will not address the 
issue and will rather address the parties' arguments in Section VII of this Memorandum 
Decision. 
11 Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the I I Court will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
VII. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Communications Between SARMC and 
MRlA About the Purchase of MRlA andlor MRlCl 
/ /  MRIA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from presenting evidence at 
IItrial of any communications between representatives of Saint Alphonsus and 
/ I  representatives of MRlA regarding negotiations to purchase MRICI, MRIA, or a portion 11 of MRIA, that is in any way different from or in addition to the information already 11 adduced at the depositions of Cindy Schamp, Ken Fry and Sandra Bruce. 
I I On May 8, 2007, MRIA served a Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition of Saint I/ Alphonsus requesting among other things: 
All communications (oral or written) between representatives of the 
hospital and representatives of MRlA regarding negotiations to purchase 
MRI Center, MRI Associates, or a portion of MRI Associates, between the 
period January 200 and December 2003. 
IlSaint Alphonsus objected to this 30(b)(6) deposition because "the deposition topics 11 seek information not within the current knowledge of the corporation and are duplicative 
11 of numerous other depositions taken in the case." More specifically, Saint Alphonsus 
stated in opposition to the 30(b)(6) deposition that Cindy Schamp would be the person 
most knowledgeable on the topic but is no longer employed by Saint Alphonsus, and 
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((that Sandra Bruce and Ken Fry, two representatives who would have knowledge of the 
11 requested matter, had already been deposed for three days and two days respectively. 
11 The appointed Discovery Master in this case ultimately agreed with Saint I/ Alphonsus, finding MRlA had already extensively deposed all the people having any 11 knowledge of the requested information. The Discovery Master further stated: 
With respect to counsel's fear of "ambush, the DM takes into account that 
respected counsel for SARMC have represented to the DM that no one 
else is available to testify concerning these matters and that the people 
who have already testified are the primary people with knowledge on the 
topic. It appears to the DM that it would be extremely difficult and 
certainly unethical for SARMC's counsel to produce a new witness or 
witnesses to testify at trial concerning this topic in a way different from or 
in addition to the information already adduced at the depositions of the 
persons identified above [i.e. Sandra Bruce and Ken Fry]. 
11 As a primary matter, obviously Saint Alphonsus is not permitted to produce any 11 undisclosed witnesses to testify with regard to this topic. However, Saint Alphonsus is 
Il~ermitted to offer the testimony of Cindy Schamp. Sandra Bruce. and Ken Fry 11 concerning this topic. Additionally. Saint Alphonsus' examination of these witnesses is 
llnot solely limited to the scope of those questions proffered at their respective 11 depositions by opposing counsel. Saint Alphonsus will be permitted to freely examine 11 these witnesses upon this topic. Undeniably, should the testimony of these witnesses 
lldiffer at trial from that previously given, counsel for MRlA will proceed to impeach the 
((witness with their prior testimony. Moreover, Saint Alphonsus will be permitted to call 
11 and examine any disclosed witnesses who have knowledge of facts regarding this issue 
II who would not have been subject to MRIA's Rule 30(b)(6) deposition. I/ The ruling by the Discovery Master does limit the testimony of any other 
llcorporate representatives of Saint Alphonsus, however, the ruling does not limit the 
testimony of Cindy Schamp, Sandra Bruce, and Ken Fry to the precise answers 
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previously given, nor does the ruling limit the testimony of other witnesses. This Court 
interprets the Discovery Master's report dated May 24,2007, as such and so finds. 
Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 
Court will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
VIII. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Justification for Withdrawal 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from producing evidence at 
trial containing any reference to justifications offered by Saint Alphonsus regarding its 
wrongful withdrawal from MRlA because such evidence is irrelevant and prejudicial. 
Again, this Court previously concluded as a matter of law that Saint Alphonsus' 
dissociation in 2004 was "wrongful." Memorandum Decision, July 24, 2006. Any 
presentation of evidence concerning the justifications for withdrawal would therefore be 
irrelevant during Saint Alphonsus' case in chief unless linked to the value of MRlA at 
the time of withdrawal. However, MRlA has asserted counterclaims for breach of 
fiduciary duty and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing against Saint 
Alphonsus. As rebuttal evidence to MRIA's assertions against Saint Alphonsus, much 
of the evidence MRlA now seeks to exclude is potentially relevant. What is considered 
relevant though cannot be ascertained until MRlA has presented its evidence regarding 
MRIA's counterclaims. 
To summarily preclude Saint Alphonsus from presenting any evidence of this 
sort at this time would essentially render MRIA's claims indefensible and nullify the 
need for a jury trial. In order to rebut the allegations of MRlA and properly put all the 
facts before the jury in this case, Saint Alphonsus will be permitted to introduce rebuttal 
evidence regarding Saint Alphonsus' alleged justification for withdrawal so long as the 
evidence is relevant to defending the claims asserted by MRIA. 
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11 Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 11 Court will deny MRlA's motion in limine. 
IX. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Admissibility of Shattuck Hammond 
Memorandum 
11 MRlA asks the Court to find the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum admissible at 11 trial. The Court addressed the admissibility of the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum in 11 Section I of this Memorandum Decision and will not repeat that analysis here. 11 X. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC Promotion of its Own Best Interest 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from proffering any argument 
that Saint Alphonsus was permitted to act against the best interest of MRlA without 11 violating its fiduciary duties so long as Saint Alphonsus was promoting its own best 
11 interests. Essentially, MRlA asks the Court to determine the legal meaning of ldaho 
Code section 53-3-404(e). 
11 ldaho Code Section 53-3-404 states: 
(a) The fiduciary duties a partner owes to the partnership and the other 
partners are the duty of loyalty and the duty of care set forth in 
subsections (b) and (c) of this section. 
(b) A partner's duty of loyalty to the partnership and the other partners 
includes the following: 
(1) To account to the partnership and hold as trustee for it any 
property, profit, or benefit derived by the partner in the conduct and 
winding up of the partnership business or derived from a use by the 
partner of partnership property, or information including the 
appropriation of a partnership opportunity; 
(2) To refrain from dealing with the partnership in the conduct or 
winding up of the partnership business as or on behalf of a party 
having an interest adverse to the partnership; and 
(3) To refrain from competing with the partnership in the conduct of the 
partnership business before the dissolution of the partnership. 
(c) A partner's duty of care to the partnership and the other partners in the 
conduct and winding up of the partnership business is limited to refraining 
from engaging in grossly negligent or reckless conduct, intentional 
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misconduct, or a knowing violation of law. 
(d) A partner shall discharge the duties to the partnership and the other 
partners under this act or under the partnership agreement and exercise 
any rights consistently with the obligation of good faith and fair dealing. 
(e) A partner does not violate a dutv or obliaation under this act or under 
the partnership aareement merelv because the partner's conduct furthers 
the partner's own interest. 
(f) A partner may lend money to and transact other business with the 
partnership, and as to each loan or transaction the rights and obligations 
of the partner related to performance or enforcement are the same as 
those of a person who is not a partner, subject to other applicable law. 
(g) This section applies to a person winding up the partnership business 
as the personal or legal representative of the last surviving partner as if 
the person were a partner. 
(emphasis added). 
The Court concurs with Saint Alphonsus in that the proper interpretation of 
Section 404(e) does not necessarily affect the evidence admitted in this case. And 
neither party will obviously be permitted to introduce evidence regarding the meaning of 
Section 404(e), which the Court will instruct the jury upon at the conclusion of trial. The 
ultimate determination as to whether Saint Alphonsus breached its fiduciary duties will 
rest upon the jury's view of the facts presented. 
Nevertheless, even though Saint Alphonsus does not appear to take the 
argument to this length, any assertion that Saint Alphonsus was permitted to breach the 
fiduciary duties owed to MRlA so long as Saint Alphonsus was promoting its own best 
interest is a clear misrepresentation of the law and they will instructed by the Court not 
to make such claims to the jury. Whether this Court ultimately adopts the narrow or 
broader interpretation of Section 404(e) does not negate that Section 404(e) is still 
subject to the restrictions contained in Section 404(b). 
Therefore, the Court will grant the relief requested, in that Saint Alphonsus may 
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not assert Saint Alphonsus was permitted to breach the fiduciary duties owed to MRIA 
so long as Saint Alphonsus was promoting its own best interest, and as such the Court 
will grant MRIA's motion in limine. 
XI. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Purported Breaches by MRIA of Fiduciary 
Duties 
MRIA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing any evidence 
of alleged breaches of fiduciary duties by MRIA, arguing such evidence would be 
irrelevant andlor unfairly prejudicial. 
The Court will not preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing evidence 
supporting Saint Alphonsus' affirmative defenses (e.g. estoppel and waiver) at trial. 
However, the Court is unaware of any authority suggesting a partnership owes 
individual partners a fiduciary duty. Granted, a partnership could potentially breach 
contractual and fiduciary duties by failing to act in accordance with the requirements of 
a specific partnership agreement. But the Court is simply unaware of any statutory or 
general fiduciary duties owed to a partner by the partnership. As a result, absent an 
offer of proof to the contrary by Saint Alphonsus, the Court will preclude Saint 
Alphonsus from asserting that MRIA has breached a fiduciary duty allegedly owed to 
Saint Alphonsus. The Court finds at this time that any argument by Saint Alphonsus 
regarding such a fiduciary duty would mislead and confuse the jury concerning the law 
in Idaho. 
Therefore, the Court will grant the relief requested, in that Saint Alphonsus may 
not assert MRIA breached an alleged fiduciary duty owed to Saint Alphonsus, and as 
such the Court will grant MRIA's motion in limine. 
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XII. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Evidence of Patricia Vandeberg's Status as 
a Former Catholic Nun 
MRIA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing evidence 
:oncerning the fact that Saint Alphonsus' former chief executive officer, Patricia 
landenberg, is a former Catholic nun. 
The Court will not preclude Saint Alphonsus from disclosing Ms. Vandenberg 
vas a Catholic nun. Presumably Ms. Vandenberg is going to be called as a witness by 
saint Alphonsus refuting MRIA's counterclaims for breach of fiduciary duty and breach 
)f the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Ms. Vandenberg was the CEO of Saint 
ilphonsus from 1983 until 1988, and will potentially testify as to Saint Alphonsus' 
~nderstanding of MRIA's original mission and Saint Alphonsus' intent in joining MRIA. 
nextricably intertwined in these facts will be Saint Alphonsus' tax exempt status, Ms. 
{andeberg's understanding as a nonprofit healthcare executive of the MRIA 
'artnership Agreement, and to some extent Ms. Vandeberg's background and training. 
-his includes her former status as a Catholic nun. Moreover, the Court cannot find the 
robative value that Ms. Vandeberg was a Catholic nun while the CEO of Saint 
\Iphonsus is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of 
he issues, or misleading the jury. 
Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 
>ourt will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
XIII. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: SARMC's Beliefs About Legality of 
Withdrawal from MRIA 
MRIA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from referencing or introducing 
ny evidence at trail regarding Saint Alphonsus' beliefs about the legality of withdrawal 
v m  MRIA. 
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Undeniably Saint Alphonsus' belief as to the legality of withdrawal from MRlA is 
rrelevant as a defense to the claim that Saint Alphonsus wrongfully dissociated. 
iowever, the Court concurs with Saint Alphonsus in that, potentially Saint Alphonsus' 
~eliefs about the legality of withdrawal are relevant depending upon the evidence 
~roffered by MRlA in asserting MRIA's claims for breach of fiduciary duties and breach 
~f the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Should evidence be introduced by MRlA 
~sserting Saint Alphonsus acted in bad faith which ultimately culminated in Saint 
4lphonsus' wrongful dissociation, then Saint Alphonsus' beliefs regarding the 
jissociation is relevant. Thus, Sandra Bruce would be allowed to testify at trial 
:onsistent with her deposition. Under the described circumstances the Court cannot 
ind the anticipated testimony of Ms. Bruce would be irrelevant or unfairly prejudicial. 
\lor does the Court find Ms. Bruce's testimony should be barred pursuant to Idaho Rule 
)f Civil Procedure 37. 
Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 
>ourt will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
XIV. MRIA's Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistness 
MRlA asks the Court to enter an order striking the Expert Report of Gregory S. 
Jistness dated April 30, 2007, because the report is speculative, conclusory, and 
lnsupported by any facts presently in the record. Ultimately, MRlA argued the opinions 
axpressed by Vistness in his April 30, 2007, report provide no assistance to the jury and 
should be found inadmissible. 
The Court, having previously granted summary judgment in favor of Saint 
Ilphonsus with regard to MRIA's antitrust claims and having not relied upon the Expert 
3eport of Gregory S. Vistness dated April 30, 2007, will decline to address the merits of 
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11 MRlA's Motion to Strike Gregory S. Vistness because the issue is now moot. 
XV. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Referring Physicians Designated by 
SARGIGSR as Expert Witnesses 
11 MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing the opinions 11 of Mary River, M.D., Bruce Anderson, M.D., Ph.D., Peter Reedy, M.D., Samuel Gibson, 11 M.D., and Marc C. Meier, M.D.. under the guise as expert witnesses. 
11 Rule 702 of the ldaho Rules of Evidence permits expert opinion testimony that 
IIwiII assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence so long as the testimony is I/ proffered by someone qualified as an expert. As stated by the ldaho Supreme Court: 
To be admissible, the expert's testimony must assist the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue. An expert 
opinion that is speculative or unsubstantiated by facts in the record is 
inadmissible because it would not assist the trier of fact to understand the 
evidence or determine a fact that is at issue. 
llSwallow v. Emergency Mediahe of ldaho PA, 138 Idaho 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68. 71 
(2003) (citing Bromley v. Garey, 132 ldaho 807, 979 P.2d 1 165 (1 999)). 
Doctors River, Anderson, Reedy, Gibson, and Meier, according to their "expert 
11 reports," intend to offer their opinions as experts as to why they refer patients to IMI 11 rather than MRlA for radiologic imagining. Arguably these doctors are "experts" within 
I I their respective fields of practice. However, the question is whether these doctors are 11 qualified as 'experts" to testify as to why doctors refer patients to IMI versus MRIA. 
An "expert" in a court proceeding is someone possessing skill or 
knowledge beyond the competency of the average juror. Formal training 
or an advanced degree is not essential to qualify a witness as an expert, 
but practical experience or special knowledge must be shown to bring a 
witness within the category of "expert." Further, admission of expert 
testimony is in the discretion of the trial court. 
I I IHC Hosp., Inc. v. Board of Com'rs, 108 ldaho 136, 142, 697 P.2d 1 150, 1 156 (1 985) 
(overruled on other grounds by Intermountain Health Care, Inc. v. Board of County 
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11 Comb of Caribou County, 108 Idaho 757,702 P.26 795 (1985)). 
1 
2 11 The Court will decline to grant MRIAs present motion, as well as accept these 
witnesses as experts at this time. At trial, the Court anticipates Saint Alphonsus will I I 
4 1 1  tender these witnesses for the Court's acceptance as an expert. And at that time the 
5 Court will require Saint Alphonsus to lay a sufficient foundation with respect to these I I  1 )  witnesses as experts through qualifying testimony. This qualifying testimony will need 
11 to establish the proffered witnesses as experts with regard to the specific opinion to 
llwhich they intend to testify. 
11 Court will deny MRIAs motion in limine. 
1 1  
9 
10 
12 11 XVI. MRIAPs Motion in Limine re: SARMC9s Reliance on Advise of Counsel 
Therefore, the Court will decline to grant the relief requested and as such the 
l3 I 1  MRIA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing any evidence 
l4 I I  regarding Saint Alphonsus' reliance on the advice of its counsel as either (1) a defense 
l7 IICounsel: Similarly, Saint Alphonsus seems to only intend on introducing the testimony 
15 
16 
I8 11 of Sandra Bruce's statement that she believed she had the right to withdraw from MRIA 
to the claims by MRIA, or (2) a justification for its actions at issue in this litigation. 
Saint Alphonsus has stated it will not be asserting the defense of "advice of 
23 11 appears to have no intention of introducing evidence of its reliance on advice of 
19 
20 
21 
22 
I 
I 
counsel, the Court concurs with MRIA in that any such assertion by Saint Alphonsus 
if MRIA first introduces evidence allegedly showing Saint Alphonsus acted in bad faith. 
And the Court has already discussed the admissibility of Sandra Bruce's statement in 
Section Xlll of this Memorandum Decision. Nevertheless, even though Saint Alphonsus 
25 would be unfairly prejudicial in light of the fact that MRIA was precluded from II 
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26 conducting discovery upon this topic. As is permitted, Saint Alphonsus asserted the 
~ttorneylclient privilege that prevented MRIA's counsel for inquiring upon this issue. To 
low allow Saint Alphonsus to assert that they relied upon the advice of counsel would 
~nfairly prejudice MRlA in this case. 
Therefore, the Court will grant the relief requested and as such the Court will 
grant MRIA's motion in limine. 
XVII. MRIA's Motion in Limine re: Inadvertently Disclosed Privileged 
Documents 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing as evidence 
at trial an inadvertently disclosed privileged document. MRIA asserts handwritten 
iotes, apparently taken by Dr. Prochaska during a meeting in either late 1999 or early 
!000, reflect confidential communications between Dr. Prochaska and Carl Harder. 
rhese handwritten notes apparently culminated in a letter sent by Dr. Prochaska to 
Sandra Bruce on January 4,2000. 
The party asserting the attorney-client privilege bears the burden of showing the 
:hallenged information is privileged. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 ldaho 697, 704, 116 
>.3d 27,34 (2005). As prescribed in ldaho Rule of Evidence 502(b): 
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other 
person from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose 
of facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client which 
were made (1) between the client or the client's representative and the 
client's lawyer or the lawyer's representative, (2) between the client's 
lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3) among clients, their 
representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's representatives, in any 
combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but not including 
communications solely among clients or their representatives when no 
lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between representatives of the 
client or between the client and a representative of the client, or (5) 
among lawyers and their representatives representing the same client. 
In order for I.R.E. 502's attorney-client privilege to apply, the communication must be 
:onfidential within the meaning of the rule and made between persons described in the 
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was produced on May 20, 2005, along with numerous drafts of the January 4, 2000, 
letter to Sandra Bruce. 
In conclusion, at this time the Court is unable to find handwritten notes of Dr. 
Prochaska are a confidential communication within the meaning of ldaho Rule of 
Evidence 502 and made between persons described in the rule for purposes of 
rendering legal advice. Therefore, the Court will not grant the relief requested and as 
such the Court will deny MRIA's motion in limine. 
1 
2 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
,, 
14 
15 
l6 
I' 
18 
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rule for the purposes of rendering legal advice." Farr v. Mischler, 129 ldaho 201, 207, 
923 P.2d 446, 452 (1996). Moreover, "[tlo be a confidential communication the 
communication must 'not be intended to be disclosed to third persons."' Id. (quoting 
ldaho Rule of Evidence 502(a)(5)). 
The Court will find MRlA has not met its burden of proving the documents in 
question are protected by the attorney-client privilege. First, the Court is unable to 
locate the document in question in the record. Being unable to review the document 
now being asserted as privileged handicaps the Court's analysis. Secondly, beyond the 
conclusory assertion by Dr. Prochaska stating '[tjhese notes reference confidential 
communications between the meeting's participants, which included Carl Harder," the 
Court is unable to ascertain whether the communication was in fact confidential. 
Simply put, based upon the scant record on this issue, the Court is unable to conclude 
with any degree of certainty that the communication in question was not intended to be 
disclosed to third persons. Finally, the record is not clear as to how the document in 
question was allegedly inadvertently disclosed to Saint Alphonsus. The only reference 
as to how the document was turned over to Saint Alphonsus is found in Saint 
Alphonsus' opposition to MRIA's motion, wherein Saint Alphonsus states the document 
11 XVlll. MRIA9s Motion in Limine re: Investments by Members of DMR 
MRlA asks the Court to preclude Saint Alphonsus from introducing any evidence 
at trial regarding the investments or financial status of individual members of Doctors 
Magnetic Resonance, Inc. ("DMR"). 
The Court finds the financial status of individual members of DMR irrelevant to 
this litigation. The Court is unable to ascertain how the wealth of these individuals is 
relevant to any claims at issue. Nevertheless, Saint Alphonsus is permitted to inquire 
into a witness's particular financial interest in the outcome of the litigation in order to 
potentially show bias. But the financial status of these individuals is simply irrelevant. 
With regard to the investments of the individual members of DMR, the Court will 
decline to grant the relief requested. As asserted by Saint Alphonsus, individual 
investments by members of DMR outside of MRlA are potentially relevant depending 
upon the evidence proffered by MRlA against Saint Alphonsus. The Court concurs. 
Therefore, the Court will grant in part and deny in part the relief requested and as 
such the Court will grant in part and deny in part MRIA's motion in limine. 
XIX. Saint Alphonsus Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in 
Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price Damage 
Theory 
Saint Alphonsus requests that the Court strike the Affidavit of Charles Wilhoite in 
Support of MRIA's Opposition to SARMC's Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price 
Damage Theory, dated June 12, 2007. Saint Alphonsus argued the June 12, 2007, 
Affidavit contains previously undisclosed opinions regarding causation. 
In Section Ill of this Memorandum Decision the Court granted Saint Alphonsus' 
motion in limine precluding MRlA from stating, arguing or implying to the jury that the 
value of MRI Center of Idaho ("MRICI") as ascertained by Shattuck Hammond on 
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November 6,2001, is a proper measure of damages for Saint Alphonsus' April 1,2004, 
dissociation from MRIA (the "Purchase Price Damage Theory"). Because the Court has 
already ruled on the admissibility of this evidence, Saint Alphonsus' present motion to 
strike is moot and the Court will decline to address the merits of Saint Alphonsus' 
motion. 
I XX. MRIA's Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. Vistness, PhD. 
I 
I 
MRlA requests that the Court strike the Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. 
Vistness, Ph.D. dated June 12, 2007. Primarily MRlA argued the supplemental affidavit 
of Mr. Vistness was untimely and improperly attempts to offer additional expert 
opinions. 
The Court, having previously granted summary judgment in favor of Saint 
Alphonsus with regard to MRIA's antitrust claims and having not relied upon the 
Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. Vistness, Ph.D. dated June 12, 2007, will decline 
to address the merits of MRIA's Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Gregory S. 
Vistness, Ph.D. because the issue is now moot. 
Conclusion 
The Court will grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and preclude MRlA 
from referring to Saint Alphonsus' dissociation from MRlA as the "scorched earth 
scenario and require the challenged language be redacted from the Shattuck 
Hammond Memorandum should the Memo be offered and admitted into evidence at 
trial. 
The question as to whether a legally enforceable Lease extension was ever 
//executed is a question of fact most appropriate for the jury and as such, the Court will 
not preclude MRlA from presenting evidence upon this issue. 
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The Court will grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and preclude MRlA 
from stating, arguing or implying to the jury that the value of MRI Center of ldaho 
("MRICI") as ascertained by Shattuck Hammond on November 6, 2001, is a proper 
measure of damages for Saint Alphonsus' April 1, 2004, dissociation from MRIA. 
I 
The Court will partially grant the relief requested by Saint Alphonsus and 
preclude MRlA from stating, arguing or implying to the jury that Saint Alphonsus' 
dissociation was "unlawful," "illegal," or a "violation of law. MRlA is permitted though to 
refer to Saint Alphonsus' dissociation as "wrongful" and as a "breach of the MRlA 
Partnership Agreement. 
Saint Alphonsus will not be precluded from presenting any evidence regarding 
Saint Alphonsus' intent concerning the partnership term of MRIA. Nevertheless, any 
attempt by Saint Alphonsus' to present evidence of this conversation through the 
testimony of Ms. Vandenberg will be denied. 
Saint Alphonsus is permitted to offer the testimony of Cindy Schamp, Sandra 
Bruce, and Ken Fry concerning this topic. Additionally, Saint Alphonsus' examination of 
these witnesses is not solely limited to the scope of those questions proffered at their 
respective depositions by opposing counsel. Saint Alphonsus will be permitted to freely 
examine these witnesses upon the subject of the purchase of MRlA and MRIC. 
Because MRlA has asserted counterclaims for breach of fiduciary duty and 
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing against Saint Alphonsus and in the 
event they produce such evidence at the trial then Saint Alphonsus will be allowed to 
present evidence as to the justification for their withdrawal from the partnership. 
Neither party will be permitted to introduce evidence regarding the meaning of 
ldaho Code section 53-3-404(e). which the Court will instruct the jury upon at the 
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conclusion of trial. The ultimate determination as to whether Saint Alphonsus breached 
its fiduciary duties will rest upon the jury's view of the facts presented. 
Saint Alphonsus may not assert MRlA breached an alleged fiduciary duty owed 
to Saint Alphonsus, and as such the Court will grant MRIA's motion in limine. 
The Court cannot find the probative value that Ms. Vandeberg was a Catholic 
nun while the CEO of Saint Alphonsus is substantially outweighed by the danger of 
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury. 
Should evidence be introduced by MRlA asserting Saint Alphonsus acted in bad 
faith which ultimately culminated in Saint Alphonsus' wrongful dissociation, then Sandra 
Bruce will be allowed to testify at trial consistent with her deposition. Under the 
described circumstances the Court cannot find the anticipated testimony of Ms. Bruce 
would be irrelevant or unfairly prejudicial. Nor does the Court find Ms. Bruce's 
testimony should be barred pursuant to ICRP Rule 37. 
The Court will decline to grant the motion in limine as to the testimony of the 
physicians Saint Alphonsus has listed as expert witnesses on the subject of opinions as 
to why they refer patients to IMI rather than MRlA for radiologic imagining. 
The Court will grant MRIA's motion in limine on the issue of reliance of counsel 
3s to Saint Alphonsus. 
Because the Court is unable to find that the handwritten notes of Dr. Prochaska 
3re confidential communications within the meaning of Idaho Rule of Evidence 502 the 
Sourt will deny MRIA's motion in limine precluding this evidence. 
The Court finds the financial status of individual members of DMR irrelevant to 
.his litigation. The Court is unable to ascertain how the wealth of these individuals is 
'elevant to any claims at issue. Nevertheless, Saint Alphonsus is permitted to inquire 
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into a witness's particular financial interest in the outcome 
potentially show bias. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
?' day of July, 2007. DATED this - 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30 day of July, 2007,I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document upon the following individual(s)/entity(ies), by the 
method indicated, and addressed as follows: 
Thomas A. Banducci fi U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GREENER, BANDUCCI, SHOEMAKER, PA [ ] Hand Delivery 
950 West Bannock, Suite 900 [ ] Facsimile to (208) 319-2601 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Jack S. Gjording ~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC [ 1 Hand Delivery 
Post Office Box 2837 [ ] Facsimile to (208) 336-9177 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Patrick J. Miller 
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP 
Post Office Box 2720 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
David W. Lloyd 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
Post Office Box 7425 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ Hand Delivery .be 
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 388-1300 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
] Hand Delivery F 
[ ] Facsimile to (208) 336-0448 
Warren E. Jones U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
EBERLE, BERLIN, KADING, TURNBOW [ ] Hand Delivery 
MCKLVEEN &JONES, CHTD [ ] Facsimile to (208) 344-8542 
Post Office Box 1368 
Boise, ID 83701 
ORDER FOR DISMISSAL OF THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS WITH PREJUDICE 
Thomas A. Banducci (ISB No. 2453) 
tbanducci@greenerlaw.com 
G. Rey Reinhardt, IV (ISB No. 6209) 
greinhardt@greenerlaw.com 
Daniel J. Gordon (ISB No. 6051) 
dgordon@greenerlaw.com 
GREENER BANDUCCI S -IOEMAKER P.A.
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 900 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone: (208) 3 19-2600 
Facsimile: (208) 319-2601 
Attorneys for Defendants/Counterclaimants/Third 
Party Plaintiff MRI Associates, LLP 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff, I REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
Defendant. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Counterclaimant, 1 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION - Page 1 
60838-001 (Zi5519.doc) 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, I 
Third-Party Plaintiff, I 
VS. 
INTERMOUNTAIN MEDICAL IMAGING, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; GEM 
STATE RADIOLOGY, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership; and IMAGING CENTER 
RADIOLOGISTS, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
Defendant/Counterclaimant MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA") hereby moves this Court for 
clarification of its July 30,2007 Memorandum Decision regarding PlaintifflCounterdefendant 
Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center's ("SARMC") Motion in Limine re: Purchase Price 
Damage Theory as follows: 
I. ARGUMENT 
Through a Motion in Limine, SARMC asked the Court to preclude MRIA from arguing 
that Shattuck Hamrnond's 2001 $27.3 million valuation of MRICI represented a measure of 
damages for SARMC's April 1,2004 dissociation from M U .  The Court granted SARMC's 
Motion in Limine, ruling: 
The Court is simply unable to find how the value of MRICI in 2001 will assist the 
trier of fact in ascertaining the reasonable value of damages caused by Saint 
Alphonsus' wrongful dissociation in 2004. The preliminary valuation of MRICI 
by Shattuck Hammond in 2001 offers no reasonable or meaningful information 
with respect to value of the non-compete in 2004. As such, the preliminary 
valuation of MRICI by Shattuck Hammond in 2001 is irrelevant to any fact at 
issue in this case. 
(See Memo at 12.) Through this Motion, MRIA does not seek clarification of the Court's 
apparent ruling that MRIA cannot equate the 2001 valuation of MRICI with dissociation 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION - Page 2 
60838-001 (215519.doc) 
damages; rather, MRIA seeks clarification of the last sentence identified above: "[Tlhe 
preliminary valuation of MRICI by Shattuck Hammond in 2001 is irrelevant to any fact at issue 
in this case." MRIA respectfully disagrees with the notion that the 2001 Shattuck Hammond's 
valuation and Strategic Options Assessment are altogether irrelevant to any fact at issue in this 
case. 
Preliminarily, SARMC's Motion in Limine did not seek such all-encompassing relief. 
Instead, the focus of SARMC's Motion in Limine was limited to the perceived correlation 
between a 2001 MRICI valuation and damages flowing from SARMC's 2004 wrongful 
dissociation. The Court agreed with SARMC and failed to see the connection; however, to 
suggest that the 2001 MRICI valuation is irrelevant for any other purpose goes beyond the 
boundaries of SARMC's Motion in Limine. As a consequence, such broad "relevance" issues 
were neither briefed nor argued during oral argument. Regardless, even if the 2001 valuation 
cannot be used as a measure of damages, its existence is nonetheless relevant to the case. 
First, the 2001 valuation represents a data point reflective of the value of MRICI. That 
understood value, regardless of the date, is relevant given that one of the disputed issues at trial 
will be the proper value of an unharmed MRICI as of the date of SARMC's withdrawal from 
MRIA in 2004. This figure, while factually relevant as to the conduct of and information 
received by SARMC, is also relevant in providing context to the damages calculations performed 
by MRIA's experts. To this end, MRIA's experts have already considered and relied upon the 
Shattuck Hammond valuation and Strategic Options Assessment in developing their opinions 
leading up to trial. 
Second, in response to MRIA's claims, it is anticipated that SARMC will argue that it 
consistently attempted to negotiate in good faith with MRIA to avoid any conflict in SARMC's 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION - Page 3 
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ownership interest in the competing IMI entity. However, the 2001 valuation, although received 
by SARMC, was never communicated to MRIA. Therefore, the existence and timing of the 
2001 valuation is relevant in response to SARMC's past and anticipated claims of negotiating in 
good faith a deal to accommodate the non-compete provision within the MRIA Partnership 
Agreement. The 2001 valuation, produced only after the commencement of this action, provides 
a snapshot of the strategic direction of SARMC in 2001. That snapshot reveals the context of 
SARMC's conduct at that time - specifically, that SARMC either was not serious about 
brokering a deal that lawfully allowed its involvement with M I  or simply did not want to pay 
the fair market value for doing so. Regardless, the valuation is relevant to these issues. 
Third, the $27.3 million valuation for MRICI, alongside SARMC's failure to both 
communicate the valuation to MRIA and purchase MRICI for its fair market value, is consistent 
with MiUA's argument that SARMC was never interested in a deal that would cost a significant 
sum of money - particularly when the alternative was to let MRICI continue to falter in the 
hopes of either purchasing it for pennies on the dollar or dissociating altogether in the hopes of 
running MRICI out of business. In other words, SARMC's incentives at the time (although 
wrongful) pointed in favor of contributing to and waiting for MRICI's demise. When 
contrasting the 2001 valuation with SARMC's fiduciary duties of loyalty and good faith to 
MRIA, it should be clear that SARMC's self-motivation prevailed at the expense of its partners 
and the MRIA Partnership. The 2001 valuation supports this latter argument and is therefore, 
again, relevant to the claims raised in this case. 
Fourth, as a practical matter, when looking at the entire document containing the 2001 
valuation, Shattuck Hammond offers a number of options for SARMC's consideration to avoid 
the anticipated conflict with MRIA in joining with M I .  Each of these options (including 
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withdrawal) is supported by data necessary to effectuate the particular option - e.g., MRICI's 
valuation, the profitability of MRICI and MRIM, etc. These options, and the data supporting 
these options, were not only available to SARMC during that time, they are now disputed by 
SARMC heading into trial. This information provides a clear statement of SARMC's objectives 
in 2001 which were contrary to those of MRIA and its fellow partners within M U .  
It is now for a jury to hear what SARMC heard and concealed from MRIA during the 
relevant time period. Sweeping the entire 2001 valuation into the Court's granting of SARMC's 
Motion in Limine fails to consider both the scope of the Motion in Limine itself as well as the 
reality that Shattuck Hamkond's valuation and Strategic Options Assessment are relevant to 
issues other than a dissociation damage figure. 
11. CONCLUSION 
For the above-stated reasons, MRIA respectfully requests that the Court clarify the extent 
of its ruling on SARMC's Motion in Limine Re: Purchase Price Damage Theory. MRIA 
understands that the 2001 valuation cannot be used as a stand-alone damages figure for 
SARMC's wrongful dissociation - MRIA is not seeking clarification on this point. MRIA 
requests, however, that the 2001 valuation not be precluded in its entirety as is currently 
suggested by the Court's recent ruling. 
DATED this 31 day of July, 2007, 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
G. Rey Reinhardt, TV 
Daniel J. Gordon 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
VS. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., AND SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF 
SHATTUCK HAMMOND 
DOCUMENTS IN OPENING 
STATEMENTS 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN 
OPENING STATEMENTS - 1 
022.52 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
COME NOW Counterdefendants, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), and pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Evidence 104(a), 402 and 403, move this Court for an Order, in limine, for an 
Order prohibiting MRIA from using documents produced by Shattuck Harnmond Advisors in 
MRL4's opening statement. MRIA, in a letter received late this afternoon, August 3, 2007, has 
informed Saint Alphonsus that it intends to use such documents because Saint Alphonsus 
allowed their use at the deposition of Grant Chamberlain. 
Saint Alphonsus objects to the use of any Shattuck Hammond documents in MRIA's 
opening statement because it did not stipulated to their admissibility at trial by allowing MRIA to 
utilize documents at Mr. Chamberlain's deposition, and, as the Court is well aware, Saint 
Alphonsus has concerns regarding how MRIA intends to characterize documents produced by 
Shattuck Harnmond, including, but not limited to, the September 15, 2001, Shattuck Harnmond 
Memorandum in its opening statement. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN 
OPENING STATEMENTS - 2 
02.1 53 
Before utilizing the documents at trial, M U  must lay the proper foundation for 
admission into evidence, and MlUA should not be allowed to show such documents to the jury 
simply because the documents were used at the deposition of Grant Chamberlain. 
For all of the foregoing reasons, Saint Alphonsus respectfully requests the Court grant its 
Motion. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED. 
DATED this 3rd day of August, 2007. 
for Saint A l p h o m  
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN 
OPENING STATEMENTS - 3 
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I hereby certify that on the 3rd day of August 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated: 
Thomas A. Banducci 117 U.S. mail, postage prepaid 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. express mail 
950 West Bannock, Suite 900 and delivery 
Boise, ID 83702 
Facsimile (208) 319-2601 
Jack S. Gjording 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
509 West Bays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile (208) 336-9177 
U.S. mail, postage prepaid 
express mail 
hand delivery 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN 
OPENING STATEMENTS - 4 
Thomas A. Banducci @B+S ALFAW 
Ibanducd@greenerlawurm AMERICAN LAW FIRM 
(208) 350.2141 ASSOCIATION 
August 3,2007 
Jack S. Gjording 
Gjording & Fouser, PLLC 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, ID 83701 
Re: Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center vs. MRIAssociates 
GBS File No. 60838-001 
Dear Jack: 
We are in receipt of your letter dated August 2,2007. We understand that you object to the 
use of deposition testimony in MRIA's opening statement. However, since the Court has allowed 
the use of this testimony, we will use it in our opening statement unless there is a technical or 
evidentiary objectioli to its use. Since your objection to the proposed testimony is only general in 
nature, we will proceed to use this testimony in opening statements. 
Also be aware that we may use the ShattackHammond documents in the opening statement 
as well, since you stipulated to their use in the deposition of Grant Chamberlain. If you plan to 
interrupt my opening statement with any objections because of my use of deposition transcriptsor to 
any of the exhibits to which you have stipulated, I would expect you to bring this to the Court's 
attention today. 
Very truly yours, 
GREENER BANDUCCI SHOEMAKER P.A. 
TABfhmm 
cc: Patrick J. Miller, Givens Pursley, LLP 
9% w. bannock street. suite 9W I boise idaho 83702 1 f 208 319 2601 1 o. 208 319 2600 
021.56 
Jack S. Gjordiig, ISB No. 1105 
Trudy Hanson Fouser, ISB No. 2794 
Bobbi K. Dominick, of Counsel, ISB No. 2895 
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509 W. Hays Street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208)336-9777 
Facsimile: (208)336-9177 E 
Patrick J. Miller, ISB No. 3221 O J. WiU Varin, ISB No. 6981 
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 
601 W. Bannock Street 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
Telephone: (208) 388- 1200 
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300 
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Attorneys for PlaintiffJCounterDefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., AND SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE:-USE OF 
DEPOSITION TESTIMONY IN 
OPENING STATEMENTS 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF DEPOSITION TESTIMONY IN OPENING 
STATEMENTS - 1 
. . 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. 1 
COME NOW Counterdefendants, Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint 
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), and pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Evidence 104(a), 402 and 403 and Rule of Civil Procedure 32(a) , move this 
Court for an Order, in limine, in the alternative, as follows: 
(1) either precluding the use of deposition testimony in opening statements altogether; or 
(2) prohibiting MRIA's counsel from visually displaying deposition excerpts during his 
opening statement; or 
(3) if MRIA's counsel is allowed to show the jury deposition excerpts, pursuant to Rule 
32(a)(4), MRIA's counsel must visually display Saint Alphonsus' counterdesignations to 
MRIA's deposition excerpts, "which ought in fairness to be considered with the part included." 
This Motion in Limine is necessary because MRIA's counsel's designation of the 
portions of depositions he intends to show to the jury in his opening statement will be used to 
improperly argue the merits of the case, bring into question Saint Alphonsus' potential 
witnesses' credibility, and are objectionable pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
SAWT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., Al'D SAINT ALPHOYSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, lNC.'S MOTION IN LIMINE RE:-USE OF DEPOSITION TESTIMONY IN OPENING 
STATEMENTS - 2 
This Motion is supported by a Memorandum in Support, the Affidavit of J. Will Varin, as 
well as the Court's records and file in this matter. 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED. 
DATED this day of August, 2007. 
GJORDING & 
\ 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE. INC.. AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, mc.*s MOTION IN LIMINE RE:USE OF DEPOSITION TESTIMONY IN OPENING 
STATEMENTS - 3 
OF SERVICE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
I I Defendant. I 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an ldaho limited 
liability partnership, 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an ldaho nonprofit corporation; 
SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 
CounterDefendants, 
Case No. CVOC 040821 9D 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON 
MRIA'S REQUEST FOR 
CLARIFICATION/RECONSlDERATlON 
OF MOTION IN LlMlNE RE: SHATTUCK 
HAMMOND MEMORANDUM AND 
MRIA'S REQUEST FOR PRE- 
EVlDENTlARY JURY INSTRUCTION 
RE: DUTY OF LOYALTY 
II MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 1 
APPEARANCES 
For PlaintiffICounter-Defendant: 
Jack S. Gjording of Gjording & Fouser; Patrick J. 
Miller and J. Will Varin of Givens Pursley, LLP; and 
James R. Wade of Haynes and Boone for Saint 
Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc. 
Defendant/Counterclaimants: 
Thomas A. Banducci, G. Rey Reinhardt, IV, and 
Daniel J. Gordon of Greener Banducci Shoemaker 
P.A. for MRI Associates, LLP 
II PROCEEDINGS 1)  These matters came before the Court on July 31.2007 upon MRIA's Request for 
Ilclarification. Following oral argument by counsel on August 2, 2007, the Court took 11 these matters under advisement. 
I1 BACKGROUND 
This litigation stems from Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care's ("SADC) 
dissociation from an ldaho limited liability partnership, MRI Associates, LLP ("MRIA"). 
On October 18, 2004, SADC filed an action against MRlA to determine the buyout 
11 terms of its dissociation under ldaho law. In turn, MRlA filed a counterclaim against 
~ISADC, Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC.)' (collectively "Saint 
IIAlphonsus") alleging breach of contract and wrongful dissociation, breach of fiduciary 
duty, and breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Both the 11 Plaintiff's Complaint and the Defendant's Counterclaim sought declaratory relief and 
damages. The Defendant then filed its First Amended Counterclaim and Third-Party 
Complaint on March 7, 2006, adding fifteen (15) new claims against SARMC and three 
1 SADC is an ldaho nonprofit corporation whose sole voting member is SARMC. 
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I1 the Defendant filed a Second Amended Counterclaim and First Amended Third-Party 
1 
2 
(3) third-parties-Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC ("IMI"), Gem State Radiology, 
LLP ("GSR"), and Imaging Center Radiologists, LLP ("ICR"). Then on March 2, 2007, 
Shattuck Hammond Memorandum. On July 30, 2007, this Court granted that motion to I I 
4 
5 
' 11 Saint Alphonsus On July 31. 2007. MRlA requested clarification of the Court's ruling 
Complaint. 
On June 5, 2007, Saint Alphonsus filed a Motion in Limine regarding the 
12 I I Trial courts have broad discretion when ruling on a motion in limine and the trial 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
l3 II court's decision to grant or deny a motion in limine will be reviewed under an abuse of 
and oral arguments were heard on August 2, 2007. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
1. Motion in Limine 
l6 II This Motion for Clarification is in its essence a motion for reconsideration 
14 
15 
l7 //pursuant to the ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule ll(a)(2)(6). A trial court's decision 
discretion standard. Gunter v. Murphy's Lounge, LLC, 141 ldaho 16, 25, 105 P.3d 676, 
685 (2005). 
(Idiscretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 ldaho 586, 592. 21 P.3d 908. 914. Abuse of discretion 
20 
18 
19 
11 is determined by a three pert test which asks whether the district court '(I) correctly 
21 
to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration generally rests in that court's sound 
22 11 perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of its 1 
1 
23 11 discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices i I 
26 (((citations omitted). 
24 
25 
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available to it; and (3) reached its decision by an exercise of reason." Sun Valley Potato 
Growers, Inc. v. Texas Refinery Corp., 139 ldaho 761, 765, 86 P.3d 475, 479 (2004) 
DISCUSSION 
11 1. MRIA's Request for Clarification/Reconsideration of Motion in Limine re: Shattuck Hammond Memorandum 
IIprobative value, whereas the court also found that there was a danger of unfair 
6 
3 
4 
5 
11 prejudice. Accordingly, the Court granted Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine regarding 
The Court granted Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine on July 30, 2007. In that 
decision, the Court found that the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum had little to no 
I1 MRIA has now asked for clarification and reconsideration of this decision on the 
8 
10 basis that the Court's ruling addressed broader issues of relevancy than that which was I1 
the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum. 
'l 11 briefed and argued during the Court's initial consideration of the Motion in Limine. The 
l2 llcourt acknowledges that issues of relevance beyond how the valuation of MRlCl 
I I consideration of the Motion in Limine. After consideration of MRIA's Request for 15 
13 
14 
IICIarification the Court will find that the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum may have 
16 
relates to a measure of damages were not briefed on during the Court's initial 
l7 II relevancy beyond that which was initially presented to the Court on this issue. 
l8 II For this reason, the court has reconsidered its initial decision and will decline 
l9 II Saint Alphonsus' Motion in Limine at this time regarding the Shattuck Hammond 
20 11 Memorandum, subject to the following qualifications. MRIA will not be permitted to refer 11 to the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum during opening arguments, nor at any time 
22 llduring the trial until further foundation is established outside the presence of the jury 
23 11 that demonstrate the Shattuck Hammond document's relevance and probative value as 
24 
25 
I I MEMORANDUM DECISION -CASE NO. CVOC0408219D - PAGE 4 
to damages or the value of the partnership. This issue will be addressed when this 
26 
evidence will be offered by MRIA. 
MRIA's proposal for pre-evidentiary jury instruction re: duty of loyalty 
The Court will decline to instruct on the jury prior to evidence being presented to 
he jury on the issue of fiduciary duties. Giving a pre-evidentiary jury instruction 
egarding a single rule of law, while reserving instructions for other rules of has the 
langer of inadvertently conveying to the jury that the Court perceives one jury 
~struction to be more important than others. Consequently, the Court declines to give 
1 jury instruction regarding the duty of loyalty before the presentation of evidence. 
__. 7 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 3 day of August, 2007 
MICHAEL McLAUGHLlN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, NC.,  an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV OC 0408219D 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., AND SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S 
OPPOSITION TO MRIA'S MOTION 
TO COMPEL RE: SARMC'S 
FAILURE TO PROVIDE 
FOUNDATIONAL OBJECTIONS TO 
MRIA'S EXHIBITS 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, 1NC.9 OPPOSITION TO MRIA'S MOTION TO COMPEL RE: SARMC'S FAILURE TO 
PROVIDE FOUNDATIONAL OBJECTIONS TO MRIA'S EXHIBITS - 1 021.67 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRJ Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), oppose MRIA's Motion to Compel Re: SARMC's Failure 
, 
. . 
. . .  
: . !.: 
. .. 
to Provide Foundational Objections to M u ' s  Exhibits as follows: 
I. SAINT ALPHONSUS IS NOT REQUIRED TO STIPULATE TO MRIA'S 
EXHIBITS. 
The parties have had difficulty resolving what and how various exhibits and deposition 
excerpts may be used properly in opening statements. Because of this dispute, Saint Alphonsus 
I 
I 
has been delayed in determining whether it will make or waive foundational objections to many 
of MRIA's exhibits. Saint Alphonsus has, however, stipulated to the admission of numerous 
minutes of the various entities, as well as various partnership and other agreements, involved in 
this litigation. Just because MRIA wishes to use certain documents in its opening statement does 
I 
I not mean Saint Alphonsus has to stipulate to their admissibility at trial before opening statement, 
nor does it mean Saint Alphonsus will not later stipulate to an exhibit's admissibility when it is 
i I offered at trial, after proper foundation has been laid. 
SAINT AI.PHONSUS I>IVERSIFIED CAKE, IN<:., AND SAIST ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL. 
CENTER, INC.3 OPPOSITION TO hIRIA'S MOTION TO COhIPEL RE: SAHI\IC'S FAILURE TO 
PROVIDE FOUSDATIONAI. OUJECTIONS TO 3IRIA'S EXHIBITS - 2 
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11. SAINT ALPHONSUS' CONDUCT IS PROPER UNDER THE 
CIRCUMSTANCES. 
Saint Alphonsus is not attempting to complicate or extend trial. Rather, Saint Alphonsus 
is simply trying to properly protect its interests before the jury. This is not improper conduct, 
nor does it violate any Rules of Civil Procedure or Court Order as MRlA asserts. Rather, MRIA 
has attempted to force Saint Alphonsus into the position of allowing it to use any item it wants to 
use, for whatever purpose it wants to use it, in its opening statement. Saint Alphonsus is not 
obligated to give MRIA carte blanche to use any item it wants to in it opening statement. 
DATED this 6th day of August, 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC I 
&tobeys for Saint Alphonsus 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
Plaintiff, 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation, 
I 
VS. 
Case No. CV OC 040821 9D 
MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, 
Defendant. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED 
CARE, INC., AND SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, INC.'S REPLY 
TO MRIA'S OPPOSTION TO 
MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF 
SHATTUCK HAMMOND 
DOCUMENTS IN OPENING 
STATEMENTS 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
CENTER, INC.'S REPLY TO MRIA'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION IN LIMINE RE: USE OF 
I SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN OPENING STATEMENTS - 1 
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MRI ASSOCIATES, LLP, an Idaho limited 
liability partnership, on its own behalf, and on 
behalf of MRI Limited, an Idaho Limited 
Partnership, and MRI Mobile Limited, an Idaho 
Limited Partnership, 
Counterclaimants, I 
VS. 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation; SAINT 
ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, 
Counterdefendants. I 
Saint Alphonsus Diversified Care, Inc., and Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 
Inc. (collectively, "Saint Alphonsus"), reply to MRIA's Opposition to Saint Alphonsus Motion 
in Limine Re: Use of Shattuck Hammond Documents in Opening Statements as follows: 
I. MRIA DID NOT ASK THE COURT TO RECONSIDER, AND THE COURT DID 
NOT RECONSIDER, ITS DECISION RULING THAT THE PURCHASE PRICE 
DAMAGE THEORY WAS NOT A VIABLE DAMAGE THEORY AND THAT IT 
COULD NOT BE PRESENTED TO THE JURY AS SUCH. 
In its Request for Clarification, MRIA conceded "MRIA does not seek clarification of the 
Court's apparent ruling that MRIA cannot equate the 2001 valuation of MRICI with dissociation 
damage; rather, MRIA seeks clarification of the last sentence identified above: [Tlhe preliminary 
valuation of MRICI by Shattuck Hamtnond in 2001 is irrelevant to any fact at issue in this case." 
Request for Clarification at p. 3. 
Therefore, MlUA did not ask the Court to reconsider its ruling on the purchase price 
damage theory. The Court's ruling on this issue stands, and MRIA cannot attempt to equate 
Shattuck Hammond's 2001 evaluation in any way with any damages it allegedly suffered as a 
result of the 2004 dissociation. The Court is not presented with any issue concerning MRIA's 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
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use of the purchase price damage theory. The purchase price damage theory cannot be 
mentioned to the jury in any way, at any time. 
11. SAINT ALPHONSUS DID NOT STIPULATE TO THE ADMISSION INTO 
EVIDENCE AT TRIAL OF ANY SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS. 
Attached hereto as Exhibits A and B respectfully, are copies of: (1) the Memorandum to 
Grant Chamberlain and Michael Hammond from Michael Finnerty and Bill Appleyard re: St. 
Alphonsus and MRIA Overview; and (2) the Presentation of Strategic Options of MRLA 
Ownership Interest for Saint Alphonsus; November 6, 2001. MRlA seeks to use one of these in 
its opening statement for purposes other than espousing the purchase price damage theory. The 
Memorandum from Michael Hamnlond and Bill Appleyard (Exhibit A) has been referred to as 
the Shattuck Hammond Memorandum in this litigation and the Court has ruled the "scorched 
earth" language in it must be redacted. MRIA has used Exhibit B to derive the purchase price 
damage theory, which the court has excluded, and apparently seeks to use Exhibit B for other 
purposes. The Court has ruled, however, that MRIA must first lay proper foundation before it 
can be used at trial. 
MRLA argues Saint Alphonsus either stipulated to the admission into evidence of 
Shattuck Hammond documents or waived any objection because it did not object at Mr. 
Chamberlains May 27, 2007 deposition. This argument fails, however, because pursuant to 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 32(d)(3), all evidentiary objections, except to the form of the 
question, were reserved at Mr. Chamberlain's deposition. 
It is true Saint Alphonsus' counsel agreed the Shattuck Hammond documents used at Mr. 
Chamberlain's deposition were "authentic and business records." Banducci Aff. at Ex. A, p. 7, 
L. 20- p. 8, L. 1. Saint Alphonsus did a, however, stipulate to the documents' relevancy or that 
SAINT ALPHONSUS DIVERSIFIED CARE, INC., AND SAINT ALPHONSUS REGIONAL MEDICAL 
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they did not contain double hearsay. Accordingly, Saint Alphonsus did not stipulate to the 
documents' admissibility at trial. 
MRIA next argues it offered the Shattuck Hammond documents into evidence in the 
record midway through Mr. Chamberlain's deposition and Saint Alphonsus did not object. Saint 
Alphonsus' silence at the deposition was not a waiver of Rule 32(d)(3). Rule 32(d)(3) allows 
Saint Alphonsus to reserve its objections to the admission of the documents, and, perhaps more 
importantly, the Court has not ruled on the offering of these documents into evidence. 
111. THE COURT'S RULING IN ITS MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MRIA'S 
REQUEST FOR CLARIFICATION PROHIBITS MRIA FROM DISPLAYING 
SHATTUCK HAMMOND DOCUMENTS IN ITS OPENING STATEMENT. 
In its Memorandum Decision, MRIA should not be allowed to refer or display Shattuck 
Hammond documents to the jury until it has laid proper foundation. MRIA continues, however, 
to try to find a way to refer to or display Shattuck Hamrnond documents despite Saint Alphonsus 
opposition and the Court's clear ruling that at least one specific Shattuck Hammond document, 
cannot be used in opening statements. Until Saint Alphonsus has a proper opportunity to object 
at trial to any Shattuck Harnmond's document admission into evidence, and the Court has an 
opportunity to rule on the admissibility of the documents, MRIA should not be allowed to use 
such documents in its opening statement. 
DATED this 6th day of August, 2007. 
GJORDING & FOUSER, PLLC 
no ys for Saint Alphonsus fT 
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EXHIBIT A 
Memorandum 
To: Grant Chamberlain and Michael Hammond 
From: Mike Finnerty and Bill Appleyard 
Date: August 30,2001 
Re: St. Alphonsus / MR1 Associates Overview 
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide a concise overview of the dynamics 
surrounding the St. Mphonsus/MRI Associaies engagement and is olrganized into the 
following sections: 
8 Overview of the Engagement 
8 Ownership and Operations of MRI Associates GP and Affiliates 
Ownership Structure 
MRI Associates GP ("MRIA") 
MRI Center of Idaho LP ("MRICI") 
MRI Mobile LP ("MRIM) 
n Overview of the Sakeholders 
. St  Mphonsus Regioional Medical Center ("SARMC") 
St. Alphonsus Radiology Group ("SARC") 
Doctors Magnetic Resonance, lnc. ('DMR") 
Other Hospital Investors in MRIA 
Jack moyd 
Others 
8 Governance of MRIA 
8 Financial Performance 
m Alternatives Considered by St. Alpho~~sus 
1 Current Status 
This memorandum is designed to he a working documeni and provides our understanding 
of the current and historical relationship and motivahons of and between the stakeholders 
as well as the alternatives currently under consideration by St. Alphonsus. 
Qvemiew of the Eneaeement SE 1 88fj 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center ("SARMC") entered into a general parkership, 
MRI Associates, GP ("MRZA"), in the early 1980's. MRIA is currentiv comwrised of 4. 
. . 
hospital general and 5 who have formed a sepa;ate cdrporation that 
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holds their interests. While the physicians own only 45% of MRIA, they have 5 of 10 board 
votes and the swing vote in the event o fa  tie vote. MRIA provides MRI services through wo 
limited partnerships, MRI Center of Idaho LP ("MRICI") whose primary operations are the 
provision of MRI senices on the campus of SARMC and MRI Mobile LP ("MRIM") which 
provides mobile MRI imaging on routes throughout Idaho and into Oregon, Washington 
and Nevada. 
The radiology group associated with St. Alphonsus, St. Alphonsus Radiology Group 
("SARG"), does the reads for the magnets on t l~c  SARM1; campus but does not share in lhc 
profitability of the facility, which is a source of significant aggravation lo SARG. This 
situation may be further exacerbated by the iict that two of the physician general partners 
were founding members of SARG. SARMC would like to share ownership of the inague8 
on iis campus with SARG and enter into additional joint ventures in adjoining communities 
with the practice. Unfortunately, the non-compete agreement contained in General 
Partnership Agreement for MRIA precludes SARMC From doing so. 
SARMC has been exploring ways to exit MRLA but has met resistance from the other 
general partners, particularly the physicians, and fromJack Royd, the recently appointed 
CEO ofMRI.4. (Reasons for this resistance are discussed later in the memorandum.) From 
the correspondence provided, SARMC is Erustraled with the situation and is strongly 
considering simply withdrawing from MRIAand competing with the exiting MRI facilities 
on its own campus aftrr the end of the one-year non-compete agreement. SARMC hw been 
advised by counsel that thi option would likely engender litigation with MRIA. 
SHF ha? been engaged by SARMC to prepare a Strategic Options Assessment ("SOA") 
regarding the options available for achieving their objectives of owning the facilities on 
their  us &d being permitted to enter into additional joint venture MlU Eacilities with 
SARG. Further, SARMC has made it clear that they cannot use any funds of St. Alphonsus, 
nor can they incur debt, to achieve these objectives. As per the engagement agreement, 
SHY must deliver the SOA by October 21,2001. Following the completion ofthe SOA, SHP 
will advise SARMC on a potential transaction involving that ownership stake. 
Ownershin and Operations of MRI Associates GP b d  Aff3iates 
Ownmhip Strudure I SFI1887 
MRI Associates GP is the parent company d~ar  delivers fixed and mobile MRI services 
through hvo limited.parmerships, MR1 Center of Idaho LP ("h4XICI") and MRI Mobile LP 
("MRIM") 
St. Atphonsus Overview 
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MRIA owns 30% of MRICI and MRIM. The other general partners of MIUA also ownshares 
of MRICI and MNM directly. Additionally, MlUCl owi~s a 40% stake of MRIM. 
Distributions to parhlers are determined by ultimate ownership in each limited parmenhip 
and are outlined in Attachment 1 to this memorandum. The ownership structures of MRIA 
and its affiliates are as follows: 
Ownershlp of MRlA 
10% 5% 
BB DMR 
44% lffSARMC 
MedNow 
@I HRhlC
. HcalthTmst 
Gmersbip for MRlCl Ownership for MRlM 
BBDMR 11% @ SARMC 
WARMC DMedNow 
DMedNuw 40% HeellhTrur: 
PaURZIC 
.HunllhTlud 
LIIOU,WS lB MRlCl 
m M N A  
It is not yet known what assets and services, if any, are associated directly with MRlA, rather 
than the limited partnerships. We have requested financial statements for MRlA, which we 
believe will answer these questions. 
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MRI Center of Idaho LP 
MNCI's operations are primarily the provision of MRI services on the SARMC campus. 
where it owns two magnets. MRI Mobile LP (discussed below) leases its empIoyces from 
MRICI. As mentioned previouly, MRICI owns a 40% intercst in MRIM, For the year ended 
December 31,2000, MRICI had $3.7 million of EBITDA on $7.0 million in revenue. 
MRIM began by offering mobiie MRservices to the other hospitais within the general 
partnership. These magnets have since been replaced with fixed magnets but the 
relationship remains with MRIM. In addinon, MRIM runs routes throughout Idaho and 
into Oregon, Washmgton, Nevada and will soon enter Montana. We are awaiting 
iriformation regarding the number of magnets used by MRIM For the year ended 
December 31,2000, MRIM had $4.4 million of EBITDA on $1 1.6 million in revenue. 
Overview of the StakehalSlers 
S t  Alphonsus Regional Medical Center: SARMC is a 281 bed facility in Boise, 11) with 
$211.7 millioi, in net patient revenue and $29.7 million in EBITDA for the thirteen 
months ended June 30,2000. It is a member of Trinity Health (formerly a member of 
Holy Cross Health System prior tn its merger with Mercy) and is the designated trauma 
center in the Boise region. 
As discussed above, SARMC's objective Is w allow their radiology group to acquire a 
50% equity position in the magnets on the SARMC campus and enter into additional 
joint ventures in surrounding markets with SARG. SARMC has made it dear that they 
cannot me any funds of S t  Alphonsus, xior can they incur debt, to achieve thesc 
objectives. SARMC is the second largest investor in MRIA with 25% of the equity and 2 
of 10 board seats. 
m St. Alpho~lsus Radiology Group: SARG is thc existing group of radiologists affiliated 
with SARMC. They feel the currentormership of the MRIs on the SARMC campus is 
not equitable. Further, these radiologiswi believe their reputation and expertise are 
paramount to the success of the facilities on the SARMC Campus. 
SARG and SARMC explored the possibility of SARG purchasing shares in Doctor's 
Magnetic Resonance, Inc. ("DMR") but ulhmately dedined as they were unwilling to be 
bound by the non-compete agreement thatall general partners are subject to 1- rlach 
of ego's was also sited as a reason for SARG's refusal to join DMR). SH 1889 
instead, SARG and SARMC have opened Knew, independent radiology center in Boise 
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offering general x-ray, CT and MRI services in partnership with SARMC. To avoid 
violating their nonlompete, the joint venture was smctured such that SARMC only 
owns rhe non-MIU portjon of the parhlership, which is significantly less profitable than 
the MRI business. While this was a creative "work around" it does not satisfy the long- 
term shategic objectives of SARMC 
a Doctors Magnetic Resonance, kc.:  DMR is a corporation formed by the five physician 
general partners for purposes of ir~vesting in MRIA, in which they arc the largest 
shareholders. DMR controls half of the hoard of MRIA and 45% of the equity. An 
overview of the physicians and their motivations (as described by SARMC) follows. 
Dr. Aocheska: Retired at a young age. He and Dr. Giles are seen by S M C  ar key 
to swaying tlle other doctors in key votes: 
Dr. G i k :  Former head af SARG until he was forced out because of a conflict of 
interest between hisrole at SARG and his investment in MRIA. Upon leaving SARG, 
he joined Mercy Medical Center, a competitor of SARMC. As mentioned above, Dr. 
Giles is seen as being key in swaying the other doctors. 
Dr. Hensa: Retired young and believed to be seeking a liquidity event. 
Tw. Cuwm: Retired, butrwy active. He was the acting CEO ofMRIA prior to the 
appointment ofjack Floyd and was involved in the creation of'DMR and M U .  His 
son is currently on the SARMC medical SW. 
Dr. Havilina: Retired, and holds bitterness toward SARG. His son is currently on the 
SARMC staff 
w Other Hospital Investors inMRIA: There are currently three other hospital genetal 
partners in MRIA, on which we have limited information. We do know that two of the 
hospital general partners voted against SARMC with regard ta exploring putting a 
magnet on the campus of a competitor to SARMC. The following is what we currently 
know about the hospilai general partners. 
MedNow:A CHI facility and wholly owned subsidiary of Mercy Medical Center, 
Nampa. MedNow owns 16% of MRlA and has one board seat 
Holy Rosny Medical Cenkr ("HRMC'): HRMC is atso a CHI f:aciliy and is located in 
Ontario, OR; they invested in MRIA in the mid-1990s. HRMC owns 10% of MRiA 
and has one boarcl seal. 
HeaZthM: A Colurnbia/IICA facility in Caldwell, formerly WestValley Medical 
Center. Healthtrust owns 5% of MRIA and has one board seat 
r Jack Floyd: Recently named CEO of MRLA, but has no equity in MRIA or DMR He 
believes there is significant growth potential in the mobile side of the business (and a 
possible IPO) but believes he needs ~ ~ ~ ' S A R M C  name and access to SARMC trained 
techninans to bring credibility to the mobile busiqess. Earlier this year SARMC voted 
agpinst the purchase ol  two new magneu favored byJack Floyd. Following that 
SE 1890 
! 
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incident, Floyd brought a motion before the hoard to put an MIU at a hospital 
competitor to SARMC. I t  is not clear whether this was done in retaliation for SARMC's 
vote. 
r Others: other investors, identified in SARMC m a t e d  only as "Others," own minority 
stakes in MRICI and MRIM (14% and 1% respectively). They do not have any voting 
rights pertaining to the MRL4 board and no&ing further is known at this h e .  
Governance of MRIA 
MI of the significant decisions of MRIA must be approved by the board, Board 
representation is only roughly correlated with ownership. In general, the DMR physicians. 
have significant control over the direction of the company and the ahility of S t  Alphonsi~s 
to affect a transaction. 
The number of votes by shareholder is provided below. 
SARMC 2 votes 
MedNow 1 vote 
HRMC 1 vote 
Healthtrust 1 vote 
DMR (1 vote per doctor) 
Total 10 
m Malters subject to a simple majority are detailed below. However, che physicians 
rnaintain the swing vote on tie votes. 
Routine matters 
Capiml calls 
Capital reductions 
Eight votes are required for: 
Purchase or lease of real estate 
Admission of new parulers 
* Transfer of partnership interests 
= Dissolution and liquidation (requires 8/10 or more of "eligible" votes, however it is 
not cicar what governs eligibility) 
All ten votes are required for: 
Borrowing, if aggregate debt is in excess of $5 million 
Engaging in a new venture outside of imaging 
Formation of LP agreemenw 
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'VI1aiver of non-compete agreement 
- Matters outside the ordinary course of business (such as sale of' business) 
There is no mention of MNGI and MRIM having their own governing boards, so iris 
assumed that the MRIA board controls all decisions affecting the subsidiaries. MRlA may 
not transfer ib general partner ownership interest in either LP. 
Financial Perfarmance of MRIA and Affiliates 
MRI Centers of Idaho, LP & MRI Mobile, LP 
Financial Statements 
(DoUnrs in thousanILs) 
Year Ended Five Months Ended 
Dec. 3 1,2000 May31,22WI 
-- 
Income Statement 
Revenue $ 7,018 % 11,629 $ 2.840 S 4,633 
opeatisg Expmes 3,303 7,207 850 2,847 
EBMDA 3,714 4,422- 1,989 1,786 
De~reoiation and Amoaization 574 1.643 
Interest 
Other Income 1 (Rqenses) 1,WO 14 
~ e t  income r 3 , ~  y: I,WI ~b i , ~ j ~  a 1,523 
Balance Sheet 
Cunent Assets $ 2,030 $ 3,991 $ 2,421 $ 2,497 
PPE (net of depreciation) 3,102 9,123 2,062 6,825 
Olher Asses 
Total Assets 
h e n t  Liabilities 872 2,992 28 26 
Long TermDebt 1,042 5,340 1,247 6,372 
1,915 q3'32- 1,275 6,3Y1 
Capital 5,697 4,782 . 4,718 2,924 
Total Liabilities and Capital S 1,012 S 13,114 S 5,993 S n'?T 
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Alternatives Considered bv St. Al~honsus 
Presently SARMC is considering a number oialternatives for achieving their goai of ending 
the non-compete associated with their ownership in MRlA so that they can partner with 
SARG to provide MRI services on the S t  Nphonsus campus and in the surrounding 
community. As mentioned previously, under the tenns of the nonsompete, SARMC must 
wait one year after exiting h e  general partnership before competing in magnetic resonance 
imagingwithin 100 miles of Boise. In addition, there are "wrongful" termination provisions 
entitling the MRIA to damages in the event that SARMC exits the partnership for the 
purposes of competing with MRIA after the end of the non-compete. We are awaiting the 
actual partnership agreement to analyze the wrongful termination provisions in more detail. 
The following is an overview of the options under consideration by SARMC with regard to 
negating its nonsompete. These options have been reviewed with Givens Pursley, counsel 
to SARMC, and we have included their t,houghts on the potential lidgation involved with 
each alternative. 
If SARMC's withdrawal from MRIA is not deemed wrongful, SARMC would he entitled to 
the liquidation value of their portion of the invesfment and, aftera period of one year, 
would be able to compete in the Boise market, (It has been reported that DMR offered to 
accept $2.5 million to vote to waive the non-compete agreement and allow SARMC to open 
other centers.) SARMC has referred to this as their "scorched earth scenario." Givens 
Pursley believes that there would likely be litigation as to whether the termination was 
wmngfui and that there may be a risk of St Alphonsus breaching its fiduciary responsibility 
to the Us. Undcr this scenario SHL' would not receive a success ice. 
Option ~: 'Sdll  lo a Hospital l>arlne 
Under this scenario, SARMC would sell its interests in MRIA and the U s  lo a current 
hospital owner (i.e. MedNow, HRMC or He2thtrust). This would allow SARMC to compete 
with MR!A after a period of one year, but it is thought that they would not receive fair 
market value for their stake in such a transaction. 
Option C: TransferniwA ownership to an 'Xfiliafe" 
SAl7MC ha. considered the sale of their ownelxhip in M U  to an affiliate that it would 
subsequently sever ties (either through sale, divesture, etc.) with the affiliate. Under this 
uption SARMC would be aliowed lo compete after a period of onc year, bur SARMC wouid 
S t  Alphonsus Ovefview 
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not receive fair market value for its interests. Givens Pursley believes there is significant 
litigation risk with chis approach. 
Optinn D: Nogotiaied lransndion with DMR 
Under this scenario SARMC would transfer its ownership in MRIA and MRIM in exchange 
for 100% ownership of MRICI. SARMC could then allow its radiologists to invest in the 
h e d  MRI site on its campus, which would satis5 the strategic interests of both SARMC and 
SARG. Thits is the ideal situation for SARMC as it will virtually negate litigation risk and 
would immediately allow SARMC to enter surrounding markets with SARG, Although 
previous attempts to affect such a transaction have been dismissed by D m ,  SARMC reports 
that at a board retreat in the first quarter of 2001, one of the physiaan owners of D m s a i d  
it would consider such a aansaction if the price was right 
Opt:on E; Allow SARG lo put one or more MI? sila on the SARMC cam@ 
SARMC has considered allowing SARG to put magnets on its campus without partnering 
with SARMC. This approach would placate SARG, buc itwould have an adverse financia! 
impact on SARM1:. 
Other Optwfionr Prm'wly Coixidered 
Other scenarios that were previously considered induded SARMC buying out DMR (a move 
which would requin: the unanimous approval of all five doctors) or buying out all other 
members of MRLiL These have been dismissed as unfeasible because of SARMC's capital 
constraints and because it is contrary to SARMC's present goals of divesting of the mobile 
business in favor of partnering with SARG in its local markets. 
Current StaNs 
It is our undersiandiug that St AJphonsus would prefer Option 1) (Negotiated tmsaction 
with DMR). However, management has become quite weav from years of debate on this 
matter and is leaning toward trrminatiilg its interests in MRIA, receiving the liquidation 
value for its shares and competing in one year. SARMC has informed other members of 
MRIA that they will not support future growth of MRIA as long as there are no plans to deal 
with SARMC's strategic goals of partnering with SARG. 
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St. Aiphan~us Regional Medical Con& S m g i c  Options furersmenf - MRIh furcdertes 
St. Alphonsur' Ol+%tives 
S t  .AIpkt01l111s Rqiaib:+l rlctlicai Cenrcr ("StKM(:" ar -h. .AIphansul! iieiieves it is a scr-ar.eyjc 
imperative to {~&~e?t++tJ> its affrii:itcrl radiolofiy @<u[J, Cem Srare Radiology ("GS11':. in punning 
<nltpdtient dizgnos~ic ixuaginy 01~1>orUJnities in SAml<:'s srrvicr ;u'e:4. 
l'he Parmcnl~ip Agreement g~wrnix:& MMRl.%sociam, GP ("bllW") pn~hibiw SAR??C fr<~:u haxing 
it:va;cnrelltin any coroperiiic% bwfdiitier. 
Sf. Alphm>ruu desires tc, cobtab conuoj of r 1 ~  ruro nlagnets on its canlpilr, which me o[)er~r~d I I ~  art 
affiliate of1MRIA,MKI Center ofIdaho: U' (WKI<T'j. 
+ Ijprut oht:iitting coacrol, SL A l l ) i ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~  t+.,,uld Like to rner& fhr M:KI operations on its campusrk21t~ 
Irr~cnrrounrzi~ Mtdical itr~aging ("IMI")? an ouipatient inrngkngiellvr formed lyajoinlvenl~lrr 
kwcon ChFR and SAKhlO. Sr. .Alpllonsm ~oold  like to continue to pursue addir,bnai "rragirrg 
ccow opporru~daes widiin io service area rhrougt.t, IktI. 
S.43-C hw nu stratrgic dcsirc ro c o n r i r ~ i r  i r tlic onr,ershi(, of h<KI blol>ile, LP i"WlKIMPj. a lirui~eci 
,t""crship contr.r>ll~l ibg hiW.. wkiuiridl yruviden rnobilc Ma sn~iccr .  
ShKMC rtmu to mi~tirnizr tile wpid impact tha~ any r m c d o n  would invr. on irs bhncr:  sl~eer 
S A R M G O W  
ORce of the CFO 
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St. ~l~honsus'ke~ionrrl ~odirdlCenhsr 5&k9ic Options hsikssrnent - MlUA Asrai.r)as 
Overview of MWA and AIAliates 
MIUk is a general partxu:rship that &tisen. fixed aurf rnobiic MKI srlvicea through t&@-~d 
prh1mh4,s, MBICl and bfWr1. 
.................... 
* IXKLA has uo asm and prov+dcs no se~uicm direc*. Instead, MIUA rl~ri\~ts rcva1ue fmrxl 
rruuugentent f e e  chargctl to MR7Cl and MRIM cqual rrr approximarely 'i,.$.,!?[r:~yc. Lll 
,?d&di>r,n, MHlrirsceivn disrributionr for i s  &rc!cl. m e n h i p  intcrcsa in I*IPICI and M11Ih.I. 
MKICl's operadons cr.~nsisi. p~i~varily, uSttle provjsion. tX MRI scnicci on the SAtUv1C:carnplls. 
where i~ 0 ~ x 8  mu magrcrs. MIU'hl: (discussed beluwi le&sa services !ram eln~[~i(l~eesCt nt'MKI(:I. 
MlCihl uc#u o! olicru,: rn~l i l r  kIN sewce  I<,  rbc other l>nspr~ajswidxiv the qeueid r,aro>~:rhhib>. 
1 hrsr mobile r,)al,nrts hwc S U ~ ~ C  I I ~ P I L  rrpiwrd twh LiaeJ mqneLr hut me relatorrslril, xu'ams 
with MRIM. li~a<'ir~tion. bWk1 hunr mu& tlwon~houl. ~rlai~nand kxu Orrgon,Waa~ri~ori  and 
W m d a  and plans h~rt t~er  xparsion in Hontawa. 
Ownership 
MRM MKlQ arid ErfRM (coU.~ective%tts *Jintirits"j arr principally owrredtrl) four nren baalth systernr 
(inciuding SARMC), and a phpiclan invcnor group, Doctor8 Mapetic I\esonarrcc, Irbc. I;'DMRX'). A. 
brief drscripnou 01' each shareholder fr,llr,ws. 
SL AIDII<~SUI Reeiunal hiediral Center: Sr'JtMCI rxiwdrils ccmsisa uin 281-Iml k i l i t y  in Boise, 11) 
i t  is a nmnbci oFT'zit1it.y tlealth (Rrmmcrly a member of Holy Cross Healtl~ System prior to its 
rncr~rwiih hicrcy) and is  rhc desigxmc!d muria center UI the Dohe rcsirni. ' 
MedNuw MedNow is a iol;proiir, wholi~~~n'i~ett subsiGiars csf Mercy blcdical Lknter, Nax~~pa, :* 
C&olic Heal& Inifiatir.~~~ Fdciliv. 
I 
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St. Alphonaur Kegi~af  Madiccrl Cwrhr 5tremtgic Options I\Ese~nnad - MRiA furmiaten 
Overview of MRlA and Affiliates (ccnt'd) 
r Wow KcsayMufical Geowr ("HBMC"): HRbiC is aim a CdrLolic Heal& initia*ii.es r'nciliv and is 
located in Onlilrio, OR. HRhfC invested in h a  in lQ(J5. 
Healthfmst Healhumt i~ a &lurnl~i.r/IiG?.facili~ in (Mrhueil; LD and WAF fonuerls krlolvn aa 
%st Valley hledical Center prior ro its purduse b.rO~lu.mhia. 
Docrors- bfitgnenetlc Kewuancc, Inr.: LIMB is a amq~orttion f o ~ n ~ e d  1: $I<,. fix phy~iciaii gc11e1-i 
part~~evs ot'KRL4 For i l ~e  p<~rpose ofmmagi~i# tfieir gencnenl panuership intcrrstr. DhlR t~olds rile 
largest  single parmelslilip ii%urciL in h+I<lA. 
e Orhcrs-: Other inveao,rs ~mliec.LiweJyrcfrrre~J to as '(:)&el.'" or 'hfhoril?" 1irtrit.e.d ~.>arrriers herein) 
are priioatily Leal pIt*ci.m, soitrc ol rvi~aru are &liamd isitir St'&MC. "lltesr investors olvn 
limited p:umer hares oibRlC1 mdir;r b1PJRl (14% arid 1% r~mpcctively). lhry do not h m  
nunrixlup in MRlA. 
hiKlA onns 30% of hlRICI a r~d  M'filM. Tnr. othergene~d partmm ofMRlA also diicrty ouu The 
majoriq of the l i i~ iwl  pnrtnerddp sfknrer of XRICI m d  ?4Rh4. Mdirjonally, AQJCI owns a '(1% rrnke 
in bfXM.. 
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St. Alphasvr +and Medim! Center S i m b g i c  Dptians Arswsment- MRIA Irrociamr 
Overview of MRIA crnd Affiiites (cont'd) 
The omzenhip smcnwfs of kil2.U and IU; aEZates zre pi'esentcci briov;: 
Mqp of MRlA ' 
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St. Alphanrus Rqiunai Wcol Cmler Strotrpgic Options & r e s s m t  - MUlA Prruriatea 
Qverview of MRIA and AFfiliates (cont'd) 
Governance 
'he 11a;trd of bT.& overseer tiic opurdon ofhEUC? axid MUM, %%ich do not havesepme hoarils. 
Limited Pwmers irr MKlCI and blRllf have no rig.ht3 with regad to the g m c ~ ~ ~ c e o f  MU%.
~ei:tiorr 4.10 of the Pnmxnbip A~%ernent.stmes "30 GLmilrd I'artnrr shalt lrauc any right to n k e  
pa% iin liir roanpg?;iI;s,eni ')! the iePamrrsl~i[i burinztr; or lo vuie "11 a,). rn81,cer.' 
SARMC06151 
- .- -- 
Offish of the CFO 
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. . . . ... .. .. . .. . . 
,.: - - - - - . " " - . . - - - - - - - - - - - -  
.- .- 
Sf. Alphmrus RegianaI W a l  tenwr Stmhigic Ophnr Aareasrnent- MRIA A r s ~ i u t f ) ~  
Overview of MRIA and AfFiIiPkr (c,ontld) 
&?ch Hodrd seat iz p r e d  one \,(ire (ir.. vt~ter:  ivr "of. based on ovmcnhipi. T h e  foU!*~vix~g lahle 
providcs r l~e owne~ship posirio~i a d  Uojlrd r n l s  held by pach hIRI.4 ~ n c d  YArnler. 
17, addition LO havivit~g half of ihc Board swm, h e  MKlA Partllersbip .4grccn1enl jiralts ~upcr maioriq 
m d  wing wle powers w D M I l  g i v i i l g  ir ulrimntr: cori~ol  over ali major tieclsiona ir~\uIving kfXA, 
11HCt ;u~d MKTb1. 
A liji 01' 1 1 1 ~  IIIIII)~CI.  of I'OICS ~ i i p x i l r ~ l  lli v a l j ~ c ~ ~  a<lion% is prmided below: 
Mat.Lmr& subject IQ a i;implc xmiljori~y :ire iletailc~i tlrlow. fio>vevn. a? ~ i i e l ~ t i o r l e t l  prwi~usly, UMK 
muioinios cite rw"~g v o ~ c  uu rit: w t e .  
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St. Alphanaus R e g i o ~ l  Mwficnl Center Stmlegic Opliunr Assessment- MRlA PLsrockAes 
Overview of MRIA and Affiliates (conrrd) 
Kigttr ,rorrs are rnqtlirtxi fi~r 
. Ptuchilst: or lease of red csmtt; 
.4d&ion oineti  partners; 
. , hr:m$er. I,£ partr,cnhip i!lterrsCs: or 
r Dis,~lutiori/liquid;~u~~n. 
* Ali Ten v01.e~ ar? reqf~ire(S f f ~ r :  
r fiomouling, if awegar* dehr is in excess of $5 ~uiiiion; 
* Engtgirig irr a tlev: venn~re onmidie of imdgins 
* l'oruarion of new limireri pmnersli'is; 
Myiliver ofn.ori-c<~ntpete xpement;  or  
. Mawers otltsi%i.e ttir ordinarycourse of bucincss (such ar, sale of business). 
bfNA collects a ruanagcnteut. I& ilf ap[xr~xi~naWy 7.5% of revenue from MRlCl and hlHM. wf~icll it 
distriburm ILJ tkr gerxerai p:w~~~eti; bald  ox voring shares af k.IRIA. ii.c. DbfR receiver SO%, S.&+IC2 
vieceiws 204; ;u~d tile re~nlinini( vcnenl parrnerr receive 10%; each) 
Distl-ihotioos fvom MRlCl and M R l M  are bared on iuuited parurels!lip shares owned in each enui).. 
SrnMC06453 
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St. Alplwtmus Rqianal Medirsi Center Skaiagie  Options Assessmait - W A  AscociaEar 
Overview of MRIA and Affiliates jront'd) 
Historical Finaneiai P e h r m m e  
* UfiIGI experienced inrfr~?i~\g scar, volumc and operatine revenuc uutil2000 .ivh<?n 1.MI ope~ied a
c ~ m ~ e t i n ~ i n a ~ i ~ ~  ca ter  in k3.I~~ service ma ~ ~ c & ~ r n a ~ n u r  i* p ojected to k~c&.r iri 2001 
due to wlumr increassr recorded Lhmuch A u p t  of rhi 8 , y oar. 
Netrtrvrrrur per aun has d i a y r d  a c<>ns&%ntiy pwitive trend over the pat iive years bur is r>mjectrrl 
to deciiue simificantiy in 4001 rlue lo a roii~nine irr tile incal cconom, wldch h expected m rrdncc 
t l~e mllrcriuns rare. in gcnera!, me lvvrilue per i;c:il~ experie~tccd by h$iW3 i?i significantly akiovr c k a ~  
seen ill orher rmarkia thiouphour 41c ccot~r~uv and is rrfl.e.r:~ivr nf tht: relatisrelv Losv ikv61 of iranamd 
* 
'l'iie folkwit,.$ r~bir:. pmvi'llcs a suo,mar) of MKIM'i rcvrnue. prnii~abiiity and im! vohme over t b t  pasi 
Ilve yrm ar well as 2001 prcrjrcted petic,rmancr. 
Revenue, b f i k b i l i i  and MRlCI 
Vduma Summary ($ in 'WI) 
1997 1998 1 9 9 9  1996 .- 20 2001 ROL- 
Operating brmue.' $ 4.856 k 5,492 I: SG9i fi 6,906 1 6,601 1 6,941 
FBll'Il.4 5,446 2,142 I 3,256 3,114 S,i)GS*;' 
Net lnctme 2,,434j 2,562 4,!11? !?,?Hi 3,993 1,531"' 
p q-, ?hul Srilnr 7.108 7.90Y 5.!16!1 9.418 .t.. < I  ?!,398 
................. 
Revenue per Sun 
.... ....... fl o.be!: $ 0.695 $-O.zx- 8 0.733 ,-W:78% 1,!0739 .', 
............. 7, 
' k u c  ir presented r~ei%aisd Debt Lvpenac 
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St. Uphanew Regional MsdiI Center Stmteeic f&& bss*rsmant - MRlAAsfoeiatea 
Overview of MRlA and AfFiiiakes (convd) 
Ovcr the pat five p u s ,  MWCl i lu beel; able to pay nut avcq bi@ pcrccntalje ofils earr~in~s iio tire 
torn1 of di,rril>arions and lnanagenlellr kes. 
- MNQ also recciws disrrik~urions from Ma\* as~iciaEed w4lil irii 40% <?wrenhip position. These 
d~uihuu~tns ilnv'i: historicdig Lc.tn passcd !brwph ur its owners in rile foml of disniburios~s. 
* A? sserr iri the EoUon5ng .wn~s1aq titblr of MRICI's bistoncal diSuih~lti0~1~ allrl m-dn;lgcment fees, 
MNW js projecting a dgnificx~t i u c w m  ii, distriburions for 2001, consistcnr u%b ils ioiprr~viag 
financial pet iom~cc.  
MRIM l)isrribtitiorn to MNCI 507 521 3!1i Zfi0 343 . 411 
Nm MECI DirSn>,;ioir O 2,186 S 2,222 $ 1,948 b. 4.140 1 2.4W $ 2,846 
M ~ L % ~ W I V I I L  Ems w MRlA .. ..... ..... 404, 44Y 4m 1514 5x1 5!3i, 
TotdNer I J ~ L  and M p c ,  Fees 4 %fdO $1 ,665  $ 2.8RIl $ 2,654 J-Z2?S2> S ,,,, 94.. 
SARMCOM~~ 
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